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Abstract

New radio astronomy telescopes, such as the Australian Square Kilometre Array

Pathfinder (ASKAP), have a larger field of view and greater resolution than previous

instruments. This extra information significantly increases the amount of image

data produced, up to petabytes in size for an all-sky survey. Surveys that use

these telescopes will need to search these large images for galaxies and other sources

of emission. Existing source finders, which run on consumer desktop or laptop

computers, are unable to process this volume of data at the same speed at which

the images are produced. New source finding programs are needed that can use

additional processing hardware to perform searches in a reasonable amount of time.

It is also desirable to reduce the computational requirements of source finding, such

that the processing time saved can be used for more intensive algorithms elsewhere

in the survey processing, or to reduce the computational costs of the survey.

This thesis examines the development of a framework for parallel source finders

for neutral hydrogen (HI) data, and a parallel source finding program that is ca-

pable of searching large spectroscopic images using High Performance Computing

(HPC) techniques. Modern HPC hardware consists of a large number of processors

connected by a network, and for a program to make use of the processing power

available it must be written so that it is able to execute on each processing core.

This necessitates writing the program to work in parallel, and efficiently dividing

work between the different processors. However, it is non-trivial to create a parallel
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version of a single-threaded algorithm. In this work I have produced the Source

Finder Accuracy Evaluator (SFAE), a program that measures the accuracy of source

finders; the Scalable Source Finding Framework (SSoFF), created to ease the devel-

opment of parallel source finders; and the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder (PGSF),

a parallel source finding program developed using SSoFF.

First I present SFAE, devised for measuring the accuracy of a source finder to

ensure that the source finders created in this work will correctly locate sources of

emission. The accuracy of a source finder can be calculated by using the program to

search an image with a known catalogue, then comparing the results of the source

finder to the known catalogue. SFAE automates the comparison of the two catalogues

and the analysis of the results. Pairs of potential matches between the source finder

catalogue and the known catalogue for the image are created based on a distance

threshold between objects. In cases where there is more than one potential match for

a catalogue object, the properties of the objects in the potential match are compared

and a final matching of pairs is determined using the least total difference in their

parameters.

SSoFF provides parallel implementations of a number of common source finding

tasks, which can be used to create parallel source finding programs. The function-

ality provided by SSoFF includes parallel input methods, data decomposition across

multiple threads, communication of shared data between different processes, and

parallel statistics calculations. SSoFF is used to create PGSF, which searches for ob-

jects by applying a number of three-dimensional Gaussian filters to the data. For

each filter, voxels beyond a given threshold above the mean are recorded. Once

the filtering is complete, voxels that were above the threshold for a set number of

different filters are used to create the final catalogue. The performance of PGSF, and

how it scales with different numbers of processors, is also demonstrated.

Analysis of the performance of PGSF shows that the filtering step is the most com-

putationally intensive step of the program, acting as the bottleneck for its overall
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speed. The filtering algorithm is a candidate for GPU acceleration due to the numer-

ical intensity of the operation. PGSF is modified by porting the filtering algorithms

to run on GPUs using two different frameworks, Compute Unified Device Architec-

ture (CUDA) and Open Compute Language (OpenCL). This research measured the

performance of the two GPU implementations, comparing the results between them

and the original CPU-only version of PGSF.
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Publication Note

Some of the work presented in this thesis has also been used for other publications.

These publications are as follows:

Stefan Westerlund, Christopher Harris, and Tobias Westmeier. Assessing The

Accuracy Of Radio Astronomy Source Finding Algorithms. Publications of the As-

tronomical Society of Australia, 29:301–308, 2012. ISSN 1448-6083. doi: 10.1071/

AS11049. URL http://journals.cambridge.org/article_S1323358000001326

[Chapter 7, and Sections 2.1, 2.2, 4.1, 5.1, and 6.1]

This paper discusses the Source Finder Accuracy Evaluator (SFAE), the methods it

uses to calculate accuracy and the results of its own accuracy.

Stefan Westerlund and Christopher Harris. A Framework for HI Spectral Source

Finding Using Distributed-Memory Supercomputing. Publications of the Astronomi-

cal Society of Australia, 31, 1 2014. ISSN 1448-6083. doi: 10.1017/pasa.2014.18. URL

http://journals.cambridge.org/article_S1323358014000186 [Chapters 1 and

7, Sections 2.2.1, 2.3, 4.2, 4.3, 5.2, and 6.2]

This paper discusses the Scalable Source Finding Framework (SSoFF) and the Par-

allel Gaussian Source Finder (PGSF).

Stefan Westerlund and Christopher Harris. Performance Analysis of GPU-

Accelerated Filter-Based Source Finding for HI Spectral Line Image Data. Experi-

mental Astronomy, 39(1):95–117, 2015. ISSN 0922-6435. doi: 10.1007/s10686-015-9445-2.
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URL http://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10686-015-9445-2 [Chap-

ters 1 and 7, Sections 2.4, 4.4, 5.3, and 6.3]

This paper considers the techniques used in the GPU acceleration of PGSF, and the

performance results arising from the acceleration.

Each chapter in this thesis contains content from the corresponding section of

each of these papers, and within each chapter the content is used in the order of the

papers as listed here.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A critical stage of radio astronomy spectral-line image analysis is source finding. It

identifies the galaxies and other sources of emission present in the image, determining

their position and other parameters. As surveys increase in size, with larger fields

of view and greater resolution, they produce greater amounts of data. For example,

the HIPASS survey produced a total of 22 GB of image data [4]. By comparison

the Widefield ASKAP L-band Legacy All-sky Blind surveY (WALLABY) using the

Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP) telescope is expected to

produce files that are 256 GB or more in size from every 8-12 hour observation [5],

with the entire all sky survey likely to total several petabytes.

Using a traditional desktop or laptop computer to perform source finding for

these larger surveys is not feasible due to a number of factors, including processing

rate, memory footprint and storage bandwidth. Extrapolating from test results,

processing a 256 GB image using a single computer could take over 110 hours to

process, if it could store the entire dataset in memory. The primary issue is that

the numerical performance is not fast enough to keep up with the real-time data

production of the telescope imaging pipeline. In addition to meeting real-time per-

formance, the rate of source finding would ideally be significantly faster than the
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

rate of image production. This would allow reprocessing of the entire dataset should

the source finder be improved during the survey. Improving the performance of the

source finder would also reduce the amount of computational resources required to

perform the searching, allowing the saved resources to be used for more computa-

tionally intensive algorithms, for other tasks in the image production pipeline, or to

reduce the computational costs of the survey.

Memory issues can also slow a source finder. If the machine running the source

finder has insufficient physical RAM to store the data needed by the source finder,

either the excess data will be stored on the hard disk making access much slower,

or the system will fail to allocate sufficient memory, halting the program. It is

possible to write a source finder that only examines a portion of the image at a

time, reducing the memory required, but this involves processing part or all of the

image more than once, significantly increasing the execution time of the program.

Because supercomputers have large amounts of memory available, it is more efficient

to process the whole image at once.

Bandwidth to data storage may also limit performance, particularly if there is

insufficient memory to hold the entire image. Currently, a single consumer hard disk

can reach read data rates on the order of 100 MB s−1. To achieve higher bandwidths

it will be necessary to use multiple disks, such as a RAID array or a parallel file

system, to have enough bandwidth available to read in an image sufficiently quickly.

There is a need for source finding programs that can overcome these limitations,

to be capable of searching the large datasets produced by modern telescopes. How-

ever, before creating a new source finder it is necessary to be able to determine the

new program’s accuracy, to ensure that it is capable of finding sources and that

its catalogue is reliable enough for scientific analysis. A method of measuring the

accuracy of source finders is presented, called the Source Finder Accuracy Evaluator

(SFAE). This program measures accuracy by using the source finder to search an

image with a known catalogue, then comparing the output catalogue of the source
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finder against that known catalogue.

The technique that will be employed to enhance source finding programs, so

that they are able to search large data sets, is enabling them to make use of mul-

tiple machines and processors that work together on the problem. 85.8% of the

500 fastest supercomputers use a cluster architecture, according to the latest Top

500 Supercomputer report [6]. These machines consist of a cluster of computing

nodes, where each node consists of one or more multi-core Central Processing Units

(CPUs). A fast network is employed to connect the nodes to each other, and to a

parallel file system. The scalability of the program across these nodes is important

because future surveys will produce even greater amounts of data. It is desirable

for the program to be able to expand and make effective use of a greater number of

processors in order to search greater amounts of data.

In order for a source finding program to make use of such systems they must

be specifically written such that the data and processing are partitioned across

the nodes, with communication via the network, and using parallel file operations.

Additionally, specialised code libraries and application programming interfaces must

be used such as MPI [7], MPI-IO and OpenMP [8]. Converting a serial program to run

in parallel can thus take a significant amount of effort.

This work describes the Scalable Source Finding Framework (SSoFF), a frame-

work that provides functionality to ease this transition. SSoFF handles the distri-

bution of processing by dividing the image into portions and assigning them to a

three-dimensional grid of processes. Each process performs the work required to

search its portion of the image. SSoFF provides routines that allow the processes to

read and write their portions of the image from the storage system, and to exchange

intermediary values with their neighbouring processes.

With the functionality described above in place, existing source finding analysis

routines can be adapted to process a portion of image data, and added to SSoFF. To
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demonstrate this, the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder (PGSF) was built using the

framework. The analysis step of PGSF applies a series of three-dimensional, Gaussian

filters to the data. For each filter, a threshold is applied based on the local data

around each voxel, and voxels are selected if they are above the threshold for a set

number of different filters. Additionally, voxel weights data can optionally be used

if available.

However, on its own MPI only allows a program to make use of CPUs. Other

alternatives exist, including Xeon Phi processors [9, 10], Cell processors [11, 12],

Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [13, 14] and Graphics Processing Units

(GPUs) [15, 16]. These types of specialised processors can perform certain computa-

tional operations faster than CPUs, are often more power efficient for a given work-

load than CPUs, and are commonly called accelerators. Source finding programs,

particularly those where the processing bottleneck involves executing numerically

intensive algorithms, can be made faster through the use of accelerator hardware.

GPUs are a type of accelerator hardware that have been shown suitable for other

computationally intensive steps in the radio astronomy spectral-line image process-

ing pipeline. Signal correlation has been the target of GPU acceleration efforts,

including Wang and Harris [17] and Harris et al. [18], and GPU acceleration is be-

ing used in the software correlator for the Murchison Widefield Array [19]. GPUs

are also used for de-dispersion of fast transient radio astronomy signals [20, 21],

including software detection pipelines developed for the Advanced Radio Transient

Event Monitor and Identification System survey (ARTEMIS) [22] and the Commen-

sal Realtime ASKAP Fast Transient Survey (CRAFT) survey [23]. Barsdell et al.

[24] considers the applicability of GPUs for a number of astronomy data processing

tasks including image cleaning, dedispersion, and volume rendering. The framework

of Hassan et al. [25] uses GPUs for visualisation of terabyte-scale images, along with

GPU-accelerated quantitative analysis of the image data.

Previous work has shown that GPUs are capable of accelerating signal and im-
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age processing algorithms, including data clustering [26] and edge detection [27].

Because these works show that tasks that have similar computational requirements

to source finding can be successfully accelerated using GPU computing, it is likely

that source finding is also a good target for GPU acceleration.

This work finally examines the application of GPU acceleration to the task of

source finding. The most time-consuming portions of the code were identified and

ported to run on GPUs, using the OpenCL [16] and CUDA [15] frameworks. The tech-

niques employed to gain optimum performance from the hardware are considered.

The performance of the two GPU implementations was measured along with the

performance of the original CPU implementation, so that the speed of the different

versions could be compared to each other. Other technical issues in creating the

GPU accelerated program and measuring its performance are also discussed.

The following chapter covers the background information needed to understand

the task of source finding, and the computational concepts that are relevant in

producing efficient parallel implementations of source finding programs. Chapter 3

reviews previous research on the topic of source finding, particularly the different

types of algorithms used in existing source finders and the source finding programs

being considered for newer, more data-intensive surveys. Chapter 4 presents the

steps I took to create a parallel source finder. First is the creation of SFAE, an

automated process for measuring the accuracy of a source finder, to ensure that the

source finders developed here are accurate, followed by the design of SSoFF, a frame-

work that will allow for easier development of parallel source finders. Then SSoFF is

used to implement PGSF, a parallel source finder based on Gaussian filters. Finally,

the most computationally intensive algorithms in PGSF are accelerated using GPU

computing. The tests of the accuracy of SFAE are demonstrated in Chapter 5. This

chapter also describes the procedures used to examine the performance of PGSF,

the results of these tests, and the performance changes obtained from the GPU

acceleration of the program. These results are analysed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
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concludes and summarises this work, and presents potential avenues for future re-

search. Finally, this work includes the code for the different filter implementations

in Appendix A.



Chapter 2

Background

This work is a multidisciplinary effort, involving concepts from Physics and Com-

puter Science. This chapter provides background information useful in understand-

ing the contents of this work. First I will discuss the field of radio astronomy,

including the types of data produced in this field, the manner of their construction,

and the properties of the objects observed that are used in analysis. This is followed

by the topic of source finding, which is the task of locating sources of emission, and

the steps performed by source finders when doing so. Next this chapter covers the

topic of High Performance Computing (HPC) architecture, the processing power it

provides and how this architecture can be used. Finally, this chapter concludes with

the subject of GPU acceleration, which involves using alternative, more efficient but

more specialised processing hardware to execute the most time-consuming portions

of a program.

7
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2.1 Radio Astronomy

Radio astronomy is the study of the sky, as viewed through radio waves. Observing

at the radio frequency range of 3 kHz to 300 GHz is useful because the radio waves

can pass through clouds of gas and dust that are opaque to visible light. Dust

absorbs and scatters visible light because the size of the dust grains are the same

size as the light’s wavelength, while radio waves pass through because they have a

longer wavelength. In addition, many atoms and molecules radiate energy at radio

frequencies, allowing the study of a wide range of physical phenomena. Synchrotron

emission can also be detected at radio frequencies, such as emission from pulsars.

In particular, this work considers the observation of neutral hydrogen gas, called HI

gas because each particle is a single, neutral hydrogen atom. The signal observed

is called the 21-cm HI line because it emits at a frequency of 1420.41 MHz, or a

wavelength of 21.11 cm. The emission is caused when the spin of the electron in

the hydrogen molecule flips from anti-parallel to being parallel to the spin of the

proton. The energy emitted from this process is small compared to optical sources,

so it can only be observed from large clouds of hydrogen gas, and HI surveys often

cannot observe to distances as large as optical surveys can.

Radio astronomy surveys can be performed with either single-dish telescopes,

or interferometric arrays. The spatial resolution of the data produced by a single

dish telescope is limited by the size of the dish. Interferometers improve on this

by using aperture synthesis to combine the signals from multiple telescope dishes,

which for the purposes of resolution effectively act as a single instrument with a dish

size equal to the distance between the different telescopes. If S is the size of the

dish of a single-dish telescope, or the distance between dishes in an interferometer,

then the angular resolution θ of an instrument for emission of wavelength λ is given

by the equation:
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θ =
λ

S
(2.1)

In an interferometer telescope dishes are needed at a variety of distances from

each other, so that the interferometer can observe detail at different scales through

more complete spatial frequency, or U-V, coverage. The U-V space of the telescope

is the data it records in the spatial frequency domain. Each pair of dishes records

data to a particular location on the U-V plane, depending on their distance and

orientation. This point moves as the Earth rotates during the observation so that

the pair of dishes records a track across the U-V space. By placing the pairs of

dishes at different distances and orientations of other pairs, each pair can cover a

different track of information in the U-V space, allowing the telescope to produce

a more complete image. Different positions in U-V space correspond to different

scales of features in the image space. Positions close to the origin in U-V space

show large-scale structure in the image domain while distant positions in U-V space

show the fine detail in the image. These different scales are why it is useful for an

interferometer to have dish pairs at many different distances.

The sensitivity of a telescope is its ability to detect emission of a certain strength.

As the total collecting area of the telescope increases, it can observe fainter signals.

The area of sky that a telescope can view at once is called its field of view. Instru-

ments often have non-uniform sensitivity due to the non-uniform response of the

receiver across the field of view, or because different parts of the sky are observed

for different amounts of time.

The observation step brings one of the main issues with the quality of the final

image, interference. Interference is emission from sources other than neutral hydro-

gen gas, for example emission from the Sun and all emission that does not originate

from astronomical sources. Non-astronomical sources can include signals from satel-

lites, telecommunications signals, and electrical infrastructure. Because almost any
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form of electronic technology can cause interference, radio telescopes are often built

far away from large populations and infrastructure. The other main technique for

dealing with interference is to identify then mask or flag portions of the data that

are affected by interference. This data can then be avoided by later stages of the

image production and analysis pipeline, which will now be discussed.

2.1.1 Signal Processing Pipeline

The series of steps taken to produce radio astronomy images from the detected

signals is called the image pipeline or data reduction pipeline. While the details of

the configuration of the pipeline are highly specific to the instrument, survey and

science goals, a general overview of the main stages for an interferometric, spectral-

line HI imaging survey are as follows. The first step is correlation, where the data

from the different receivers is combined into visibility data, also known as visibilities.

This step, and the relative positions of the different detectors in the array, determine

the coverage of the instrument which affects the image quality in the subsequent step

of the pipeline.

The imaging step takes the calibrated visibilities and converts them into an

image through a Fourier transformation. The imaging step also includes continuum

subtraction, where unwanted continuum emission is removed from the data, and

deconvolution or cleaning, where sidelobes are removed from the image. Sidelobes

are a type of image artefact that will be explained in the following paragraph. Both

of these techniques benefit from an existing catalogue of bright sources in the area of

sky that is being observed. Continuum emission is energy that is continuous across

a wide frequency range, by continuum sources. This is in contrast to line sources,

which emit energy over a small frequency range, caused by emission from a single

frequency that experiences some dispersion from causes such as thermal broadening,

quantum-mechanical effects, and the Doppler effect. Continuum emission can be
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problematic because it can obscure the energy from smaller line emission sources.

The particular distribution of the response in the image caused by a single point

of emission is called the point spread function (PSF). The emission seen in the image

is equal to the actual emission seen, convolved with the PSF of the telescope. The

PSF is dependent on the type of detector, and is influenced by the arrangement

of telescopes in the array. Better U-V coverage will reduce the size and intensity

of the sidelobes. The effect of these sidelobes in the PSF is that emission from a

source effectively appears to come from multiple locations in the sky. The problem

is worse with bright sources, as they cause brighter sidelobes. There is also the

issue of sidelobes that are caused by sources that are outside the range of the image,

where the image pipeline may lack sufficient information to properly clean. It may

be possible to rectify this problem by observing a larger area of sky, so that these

boundary sources are measured and so their information can be used in the cleaning

process. The extra emission from the sidelobes of a source can hide fainter objects,

or can appear as false detections in the image. Radio astronomy images may be

called dirty images if the deconvolution process has not been performed on them,

and clean images once the image has been cleaned.

Sidelobes in the data have different causes, depending on whether the observation

was performed by a single dish telescope or an interferometer. For a single dish

telescope the sidelobes are caused by the receiver in the telescope picking up emission

from directions other than the exact location that is currently being observed, for

example reflections off of the structural elements of the telescope. In interferometers,

the sidelobes are an artefact that results from the incomplete aperture synthesis

of the interferometer, which is due to the gaps in between the different telescope

dishes that comprise the interferometer. In particular, due to a lack of short baseline

spacings the total flux of the image must sum to zero, leaving positive and negative

features throughout that form the sidelobes.

The source finder sits at the end of the survey pipeline, taking the images and
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searching them for sources. The objects that are found are then measured to deter-

mine their properties, a process called parameterisation. The parameterised sources

found by the source finder are then analysed to achieve the desired science goals for

the survey.

For the purposes of this work, it is assumed that there will be minimal issues

with the quality of the images. It is expected that any gradients or ripples will be

small enough to have negligible effect on the quality of the results. A DC offset will

not affect the results, due to the use of mean and standard deviation statistics used

to calculate thresholds, as described later in this work. The quality of the images is

the concern of the image pipeline, and outside the scope of this work.

2.1.2 Image Cubes

Radio astronomy data is often presented in the form of images, also known as data

cubes. These are three-dimensional arrays of values, or four-dimensional arrays if

polarisation information is included. The first two dimensions are spatial dimen-

sions, which are usually right ascension and declination. These are known as the

spatial dimensions as they show the position of an array value in the sky. The third

dimension shows the frequency or velocity of the emission, and is also called the

spectral dimension. The frequency f and velocity v of emission are related through

the Doppler effect, where the two terms are related through the emitted frequency

is f0 and the equation:

v

c
=
f 2
0 − f 2

f 2
0 + f 2

(2.2)

Due to this relation, the terms frequency and velocity are sometimes used inter-

changeably. The frequency and velocity measurement is also related to the distance

of the emission, through the expansion of the universe, and Hubble’s constant. Fi-
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nally, the value of each element in the array is the brightness of emission that was

observed at the given right ascension and declination, across the specified frequency

range.

A variety of units and definitions are used for the different dimensions. Right

ascension and declination may be given using different projections onto the sky.

The spectral dimension of radio data can be specified as frequency, wavelength

or velocity. The frequency or velocity measurement can be given using different

reference frames, such as barycentric standard-of-rest (BSR), heliocentric standard-

of-rest (HSR) or the local standard-of-rest (LSR). The barycentric standard-of-rest

measures the frequency of emission relative to the centre of mass, or barycentre,

of the solar system. The heliocentric standard-of-rest measures frequency relative

to the barycentre of the sun, and the local standard-of-rest measures frequency

relative to the solar neighbourhood within the Milky Way by correcting for the

Suns peculiar motion relative to the regular rotation velocity of the Galactic disk

at the distance of the Sun. The flux density of a source is usually given in Janskys

(Jy), where 1 Jy = 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1. Polarisation information, if it is included

with the image, may include the full Stokes parameters, a pair of either horizontal

and vertical polarisation, or right-handed and left-handed circular polarisation.

There are a variety of different file formats used to store and transfer radio

astronomy images. The most common format is the Flexible Image Transport Sys-

tem (FITS) [28, 29]. Other common formats are CASA format [30], the Miriad [31]

floating point image format, and Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) 5 [32]. These

file formats include the array of flux values that comprises the image, along with

a collection of metadata. This metadata includes the position information of the

image, so that the voxels in the array can be mapped to their actual sky positions.

The metadata can also include calibration information for the image and other data

relating to the observation, or simulation, used to create the image.

All image formats contain the information needed to categorise the image data,
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but an important difference from a programming perspective is the layout of the

image array in the file. The most common data format for the flux values is a single

precision 32-bit floating point value. It is the ordering of the array values that can

affect the time performance. It is faster to read data from disk, or transfer it across

a network connection, when the data is in a single, contiguous memory space as

opposed to multiple smaller blocks of information. Likewise, when processing data

it is faster to load consecutive memory values into the processor. So if the image

data is stored in the same order as it is processed, then the computation will run

faster as there is less waiting for data to load, and reading the data from file or

transferring data across the network will be faster when sending the data in the

order that it is stored in memory. If the image file order is different to the ideal

data processing order, it may be beneficial to transpose the file data either before

running the source finder, or while the data is being read.

The file formats mentioned above can store the image data in an arbitrary order,

but the data is commonly stored with frequency as the major dimension and right

ascension as the minor dimension. That is, successive values in the image file corre-

spond to successive values of right ascension in the sky, for a particular declination

and frequency. Once a line of right ascension values is complete, the next value

starts listing the right ascension values for the next declination position at the same

frequency. Finally, following a complete slice of right ascension and declination val-

ues is the series of right ascension values for the first declination value in the next

frequency plane.

This arrangement can be seen by considering the image data as a three-dimensional

array and the equivalent index of the image data for a one-dimensional array. Con-

sider A3, a 3D image data array with a size of R right-ascension elements, D decli-

nation elements, and F frequency elements with r, d, and f as the three-dimensional

indices. A3 is arranged such that frequency is the major axis and right-ascension is

the minor axis. A1 is a one-dimensional array with the same data as A3, in the same
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order of axes. The equivalent one-dimensional index of A1 is shown in the following

equation:

A3[f ][d][r] = A1[(fD + d)R + r] (2.3)

Related to the image data order are two portions of an image that are commonly

referred to in radio astronomy analysis. A spectrum consists of all of the frequency

data values with a particular right ascension, declination index pair. A frequency

channel or velocity channel is the collection of image values across the entire right

ascension and declination range of the image for a single spectral index.

The file size of an image is equal to the number of voxels multiplied by the size

of each voxel value, which as previously mentioned is usually a 32-bit floating point

number. There is additional data needed to store the metadata for the image, but

this is insignificant compared to the size of the image data itself. The total number of

voxels, Nt, is equal to the product of the voxel size of the dimensions, Nt = NrNdNf ,

where Nr and Nd are the number of voxels along the right ascension and declination

respectively, and Nf is the number of frequency channels. The number of voxels in

each of the spatial dimensions is equal to the angle across the sky that the image

covers divided by the spatial resolution. The frequency voxel size is the number

of frequency channels in the image, which is equal to the bandwidth of the image

divided by the channel width of the image.

New telescopes, such as the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP)

will be capable of producing images that are hundreds of gigabytes in size [5], de-

pending on the telescope configuration. In comparison, the HI Parkes All-Sky Sur-

vey (HIPASS) [4] produced images that are hundreds of megabytes in size. Existing

source finder programs may be unable to process this volume of information at the

rate at which it is being produced.

Future telescopes, such as the Square Kilometre Array (SKA) will produce even

greater amounts of data, from both searching an increased volume of sky and from
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greater resolution of the data. This increased resolution, which is one of the main

benefits of using larger telescopes, means that a given amount of memory stores a

smaller area of sky and frequency range. The increased memory consumption limits

the amount of data that can be stored on a single machine. When dealing with this

increased memory pressure in future data sets, it will be important to use algorithms

that only operate on a local area of the data set, so that the algorithms can function

with an amount of data small enough to fit onto a single machine.

Quinn et al. [33] estimates the amount of data that will be produced by a wide

survey that uses the SKA. Assuming a six-hour observation, this suggests a image

rate of approximately 316 MB s−1, and a total image file size of approximately

6.8 TB. The estimated survey produces 1605 images for a total image data output

of 9.74 PB. It must be noted that SKA is still being planned, so these numbers have

yet to be determined and may change in the future.

This high volume of data will need an even greater amount of processing power

to search than what is needed for ASKAP, though the time constraints will depend

on the execution of the survey and the computer resources available. If the ob-

servations are spread out in time and the source finding is performed on sufficient

HPC resources, then the time limit for searching the image may not be a significant

constraint for the survey. Conversely, if the data products produced by the different

stages of the image pipeline can only be stored for a certain period of time, due to

their large size compared to storage capacity, then it may be desirable to quickly

search the image data. This would allow for re-processing or a new analysis of those

data products while they are still available. Fast searching is also desirable in the

case where the image data needs to be searched again after a survey, for example

using an improved source finder or more effective search parameters.

In any scenario, to search the scale of data that will produced by the SKA will

require an even greater amount of HPC resources than what will be necessary to

process ASKAP-scale data. This increased processing power will exist in the form of
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a greater number of compute nodes, which will require a sufficiently parallel source

finding process to effectively make use of the resources. The structure and use of

HPC architecture will be considered later on in this chapter.

2.1.3 Properties of Source Objects

Detected sources of emission, also called objects, have a number of properties that are

relevant for their analysis. The most basic parameters are the detection’s position in

the image, in right ascension, declination and frequency. As detected sources almost

always consist of multiple voxels, the position is determined by calculating the flux-

weighted centroid of the source, or by fitting template functions to the detection

and using the central position of the fitted template. If the position is known, then

it can be combined with the image data to calculate the other parameters of the

source.

The next properties are the size and shape of the source. The size specifies

where the source starts and ends in the image data. In particular, the portion of

the spectrum where the source is located forms the profile of the source. The profile

can form a number of shapes, but most commonly galaxies form either a Gaussian

profile, a top hat profile, or a double-horned profile. These differently-shaped profiles

are demonstrated in Figure 2.1. The different shapes of profiles are caused by the

velocity dispersion of the emitting source, the rotation of the stars and gas in a

galaxy rotating around its centre, and the Doppler effect. The particular shape of

profile that is observed depends on the angle between the rotation of the galaxy and

the observer, known as the inclination angle of the galaxy. Double-horned profiles

are from galaxies that are edge-on to the observer, where one side of the galaxy

is moving towards the observer and the other is moving away, resulting in the two

peaks that are at higher and lower frequencies than the central frequency. Gaussian

profiles are caused by galaxies that are face-on to the viewer, causing a single peak
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with some spread from dispersion, as well as by galaxies that do no have regular

rotation, such as dwarf galaxies or elliptical galaxies. Gaussian profile may also

be observed from edge-on galaxies, if the spectral resolution of the observation is

insufficient to resolve the two peaks. Top hat profiles are from galaxies whose angle

to the observer is in between edge-on and face-on.

The size of an object comprises its solid angle in the sky, and the frequency range

across which its emission can be detected. Essentially every galaxy is resolved in

the spectral dimension, that is the detection is multiple voxels wide in the spectral

dimension. When radio sources are described as resolved or unresolved, this refers

to whether or not they are resolved in the spatial dimensions. Sources that are

unresolved are referred to as point sources, while those that are spatially resolved

are called extended sources. Whether or not a source is resolved depends on the

angular size of the galaxy in the sky, and the spatial resolution of the observing

telescope. The size of a galaxy along the spectral dimension is called the width of

the source. There are two common measurements for this value, the Full Width at

Half Maximum (FWHM) or 50% width, and the 20% width. These are, respectively,

the width of the object where the brightness of the profile reaches half and one fifth

of the peak value of the source. It can be difficult to calculate an object’s size,

particularly for faint sources, as it can be difficult to determine the edges of the

source as they dip into the surrounding noise.

Finally there is the brightness of a source. The peak flux of a source is the

value of its brightest point. In simple calculations this can be given as the brightest

voxel in the source, but it is most often determined by fitting a template to the

detection and then deriving the peak of the fit. The other brightness parameter is

the integrated flux of the source, often given in units of Jy km s−1. This value is

the entire amount of flux that was detected from the source, and notably is highly

dependent on correctly determining the size of a source because calculating the value

requires integrating the source’s flux across its entire extent.
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Figure 2.1: HI Profiles. This figure shows different HI profiles: a single-horned Gaus-

sian, a top hat shape, and a double-horned profile. The profiles shown here are respec-

tively objects J1004-73, J1620-60 and J0517-64 from the HIPASS catalogue [4], after Hann

smoothing. These profiles are caused by the Doppler effect on the emission and the angle

between the source and the observer. Gaussian profiles are from galaxies that are face-on

to the observer, double-horned profiles are from galaxies that are edge-on, and galaxies

with top hat profiles are in between.
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2.2 Source Finders

A source finder is a program that analyses a radio astronomy image, searching

for sources of electromagnetic radiation in the presence of background noise and

interference. It returns a list of sources that have been found in the data cube,

often along with the parameters it measured for each object. This thesis considers

source finders that are designed for HI spectroscopic surveys. Source finders may

be used independently, though surveys may use a source finder as part of their data

production pipeline.

The major figure of merit for a source finder is its accuracy. A source finder’s

accuracy has three aspects: completeness, reliability and parameter correctness.

Completeness and reliability describe the accuracy with which the source finder has

found objects in the data set, as noted by Zwaan et al. [34]. Completeness is the

proportion of objects in the data cube that are found by the source finder program.

If nd is the number of true sources present in the data cube and nr is the number

of real sources that have been located by the source finder, then the completeness,

C, can be calculated using the following expression:

C =
nr

nd

(2.4)

Reliability is the proportion of the detections from the source finder that exist

in the data cube. The reliability, R, can be calculated in a similar manner to the

completeness. If nt is the number of all the objects that the source finder has

located, both true and false positives, then the reliability can be calculated using

the expression:

R =
nr

nt

(2.5)

For the purpose of testing a source finder the true sources in the image are those

that could be found if the source finder was perfect. This isolates the performance of
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the source finder from other factors that contribute to a survey’s accuracy, such as

the observation and image production. If the goal is to test the accuracy of a survey

as a whole, then the true sources would be those would be detected if both the

source finder and the image were perfect. The true detections of the source finder

are the detected objects that correspond to real emission from astronomical sources

of interest to the survey in question. That is, they do not arise from spurious noise in

the image, interference from man-made or other sources, or flaws in the observation,

image production, or source finding tasks.

It is often more useful to describe these values as a function of the parameters

of the sources, in order to analyse how the source finder performs for different

types of sources. In particular, the completeness and reliability of the sources are

often calculated as a function of peak flux, integrated flux, signal to noise ratio

(SNR), or spectral width. The completeness and reliability can be calculated by

binning the sources by the parameter in question, or by calculating the cumulative

completeness and accuracy. The binning function must have enough bins to show

the distribution of sources, but not so many as to under-sample the bins. Using a

suitable binning function, the completeness of bin i, Ci, and the reliability of bin i,

Ri can be calculated using the number of real sources that have been found by the

source finder in bin i, nr,i, the number of sources in the data set that are in the ith

bin, nd,i, and the total number of sources found by the source finder that are in bin

i, nt,i, according to the following equations:

Ci =
nr,i

nd,i

(2.6)

Ri =
nr,i

nt,i

(2.7)

Parameter correctness describes how accurate the source finder is in calculating

the parameters of the sources it finds. These parameters include not only the position

and size of the source, in the spatial and spectral dimensions, but also properties

such as peak flux. The accuracy for the parameterisation may be described in terms
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of the difference between the real value of a source, and the corresponding value

measured by the source finder.

These accuracy measures are calculated by executing the source finder on data

cubes for which the catalogue of objects is already known, and comparing this cata-

logue to the catalogue produced by the source finder. For the purposes of this work,

the known source catalogue shall be called the reference catalogue and the catalogue

produced by the source finder shall be called the test catalogue, respectively. The

accuracy of a source finder is defined relative to the reference catalogue. That is,

the reference catalogue is assumed to contain exactly the list of objects that are in

the corresponding data cube. For example, the reference catalogue may be a list of

sources used to create a simulation, a list of artificial sources added to a real data

cube, or a list of sources found by a previous examination of the data cube.

For both testing an individual source finder and an entire survey, it is important

to note that the completeness and reliability values being calculated are dependent

on the image being tested. In order to know if the output of a source finder is

correct, then the catalogue for the image must be fully known. The accuracy results

may be incorrect if there are errors in the reference image or reference catalogue.

For example, if using an observed image it is possible that there are artefacts in

the image that hide real sources or falsely appear as true sources, and the detection

method used to create the catalogue may be flawed. This is particularly true if

unexpected forms of noise or interference are present. If a simulated image is used,

it is possible that the initial model used to create the sources is not perfect, or that

the algorithms used to create an image from the model do not accurately model the

image creation pipeline of the telescope.

If the uncertainty of measuring the accuracy of a source finder from a single type

of reference image is too great, it is possible to become more certain of its accuracy

by testing with multiple images. Testing with images from different areas in the sky

and cross-referencing the results can avoid problems from different source and noise
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distributions. Checking images in the same location with different telescopes can

avoid errors arising from imperfections in the telescopes and their image pipelines.

The catalogues of images can be cross-referenced and confirmed against surveys in

other wavelengths to be more convinced that the catalogue is correct.

It is also important to ensure that the reference image has an appropriate selec-

tion of sources for the survey that the source finder is intended to be used for. It

may be desirable to use a reference image that has a similar distribution of sources

and noise pattern to the intended survey area. Testing a source finder with this type

of reference image will produce results that will closely represent what the source

finder will actually locate in the survey area. An alternative would be to use a refer-

ence image that contains sources with a uniform distribution of different properties.

This choices would demonstrate the accuracy of the source finder across the range

of source properties, showing its strengths and weaknesses.

2.2.1 Source Finder Stages

Different source finding programs use a variety of techniques to try and locate the

sources present in an image, without reporting false detections from noise, inter-

ference, or other causes. However, they follow the same general series of steps to

search an image, which is shown in Figure 2.2. The first step of the program is to

read the image from storage into memory, in the input step. This also involves any

conversion of data to a format that the source finder uses.

The analysis step applies a filter to the image, employs an analysis algorithm,

or some combination of the two. The distinction used is that filtering techniques

are algorithms that are designed to enhance signals based on their characteristics

above the noise, whereas analysis techniques use statistical techniques to calculate

the likelihood that a particular voxel is part of a real source. This step performs

the bulk of the work and has the greatest diversity among the current serial source
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Figure 2.2: Source Finding Stages. The radio image is read by the source finder and

analysed to create a measure that states the likelihood that each voxel is part of a real

source. The results of this analysis are used in the source formation step to select the set

of voxels that are likely to be true sources, which then merges the chosen voxels together

to form objects. The positions of these objects and the original image data are used to

determine the parameters of the objects, and a confirmation step is applied to remove

objects that appear to be false detections. A catalogue of the remaining objects and their

parameters is produced as the output to the program.
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finding programs. Different source finders have used a variety of different analysis

functions, which are examined in greater detail in the following chapter.

Voxels that are considered likely to be part of a true detection are selected from

the results of the filtering or analysis, and then merged together to form objects

in the source formation step. For many filtering techniques, the selection of voxels

involves calculating a threshold in flux or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and selecting

voxels that have a value greater than this threshold. Some analysis techniques may

effectively do this as part of their analysis algorithm.

The method used to decide whether or not to merge two voxels or groups of

voxels can significantly affect the output of the source finder, particularly for sources

that are only just above the detection limit. This merging can cause two types of

errors, source confusion and source fragmentation. Source confusion occurs when

two or more real objects are considered by the source finder to be part of the same

object. Although HI sources are separated in three dimensions it is still possible for

confusion to occur, depending on the proximity of the objects and the resolution of

the image. Source fragmentation occurs when a source finder splits up a real object

into two or more objects.

The objects that have been created in the source formation step are measured,

using the original image data, to determine their parameters in the parameterisation

step. These parameters include the position, size and brightness of the objects, and

will be used to study the galaxies, and other objects, found in the image. Param-

eterisation is a separate, though related, problem to source finding, where source

finding involves locating the sources of emission in an image, and parameterisa-

tion measures the properties of the sources. Parameterisation is also separate from

source finding in that once the source object positions are known, several different

parameterisation techniques may be employed. Parameterisation can be considered

a part of source finding in that the results of the parameterisation can be used to

confirm or reject potential sources.
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With the parameters of the objects known, the objects are passed through a

confirmation step. This component of the program examines the properties of each

object and removes those whose properties suggest that they are likely to be false

detections. The objects that survive the confirmation step are finally written out in

the output step of the program.

It should be noted that source finders often provide a wide variety of different

options that control how the program operates. These choices most commonly

include the sizes and contents of filters, and the values of thresholds used in selecting

voxels or confirming candidate objects. These can greatly impact the final accuracy

and performance of the source finder, and so choosing the correct value for these

options is as important as using the most accurate algorithms.

2.3 HPC Architecture and Techniques

In the ASKAP era and beyond, source finders will need to make use of High Per-

formance Computing architecture in order to have sufficient processing power to

search the data from high-resolution surveys. Most modern supercomputers exist

as clusters, where a number of nodes are networked together. Each node is sim-

ilar to a single consumer desktop, having one or more Central Processing Units

(CPUs), shared Random Access Memory (RAM) across all CPUs and cores, and

network connections to other nodes. In some systems, nodes may have their own

local storage, with either Hard Disk Drives (HDDs) or Solid State Drives (SSDs).

Some supercomputers also include accelerator hardware, such as Graphics Process-

ing Units (GPUs) or Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) in order to provide

additional, specialised computational resources. The computer as a whole will have

connections to a shared, and usually parallel, file system and a connection to outside

computer networks. A diagram showing the common components of a compute node

are shown in Figure 2.3, although the particular details will vary between machines.
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The computational power of supercomputing clusters comes from using a number

of nodes working together to solve a problem, communicating across the network to

transfer data and coordinate the actions of the different processors.

However, each CPU consists of multiple cores and in order for them to contribute

to processing the data, each core must be running its own process or thread. A

process is an instance of an computer program that is being executed. Different

processes will run independently, unless specifically written to interact with other

processes, as each process has its own memory space. Each process has one or

more threads, which are individual lines of execution. Different threads in the same

process share the same memory, so they can share information without explicit data

transfer instructions, though they will still need commands to coordinate themselves.

A process can use multiple threads to run across multiple cores and CPUs, but they

are limited to a single node because different nodes have separate memory spaces.

This means that in order to effectively use modern HPC architecture, a program

must use multiple threads and processes. This technique is called parallel program-

ming. It is non-trivial to convert a single-threaded program into a multi-threaded

one, but there are software frameworks that exist to facilitate the development of

parallel programs, in particular the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [7] and Open

Multi-Processing (OpenMP) [8].

MPI is used to develop multi-process programs, providing functions that allow

the different processes to communicate with each other. In particular, the commu-

nication functions provided by MPI allow for data transfer between processes that

exist on different nodes, not just on the same node. Each process is given its own

index, allowing it to determine which part of the problem it will be working on. MPI

also provides functions that help with control flow across the different processes,

and with parallel input and output of data. Because it allows for communication

between processes, it can be used for both parallelism across multiple CPU cores

and parallelism across multiple nodes.
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Figure 2.3: HPC Compute Node This diagram shows the common components of

a compute node on a modern cluster supercomputer. One or more CPUs perform the

computational work, along with possible accelerator devices that perform specialised com-

putational tasks. Each node has a certain amount of RAM to store information, and

potentially some form of local storage for larger volumes of information. The system

bus is a collection of communication pathways between the different components of the

node, allowing them to transfer data from one component to another. The node itself

is connected to the rest of the supercomputer via one or more network devices. These

connections allow the node to communicate to other compute nodes, the supercomputer’s

storage system, and to other machines that are outside the supercomputer.
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OpenMP is an Application Programming Interface (API) that provides a method

for multi-threaded programming for shared memory systems. Instead of using dis-

crete functions, OpenMP provides a collection of pre-processor directives that are

applied to loops, parallelising the code by executing different iterations of the loop

on different threads. The pre-processor directives also allow the programmer to sup-

ply additional information regarding the particular distribution of loop iterations to

different threads and the manner in which different data elements can or cannot be

shared between threads. Other commands allow for flow control and synchronisation

between threads. The use of applying pre-processor directives to otherwise-single

threaded code often makes developing OpenMP code easier than the equivalent pro-

gram in MPI. Because OpenMP requires a shared memory system, it can only be

used to parallelise a process across a single node in a cluster environment. There

are some supercomputers that employ a shared memory architecture, where each

processor in the machine can access the same memory space, and on this type of

platform it is possible to use OpenMP across more processors. The use of OpenMP and

MPI can be combined, using MPI to allow processes different nodes to communicate

while using OpenMP to parallelise each process across the different CPU cores on a

node. The source finder programs presented here will make use of MPI, OpenMP and

finally GPU computing.

2.4 GPU Acceleration

GPU computing is the technique of executing code using GPU hardware, rather

than on a standard CPU. GPUs are specialised hardware that are optimised for

drawing graphics, which has lead to them becoming highly parallel processing de-

vices with high-bandwidth memory. GPUs have a significantly higher theoretical

peak performance than CPUs due to their increased number of processing cores.

Depending on the model, GPUs may have hundreds of cores while modern CPUs
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tend to have core counts in the low tens, or fewer. GPU and CPU cores cannot

be directly compared, as CPU cores have faster clocks speeds, are often capable of

performing more operations per clock cycle than GPU cores, and may have more

optimisation features than GPU cores. But overall, the GPU has a larger number of

arithmetic logic units (ALUs), which results in it having a higher theoretical peak

value for the number floating point math operations (FLOPs) it can perform per

second.

There are some disadvantages to GPU computing. GPUs are only efficient for

certain types of algorithms, those that can be parallelised across large numbers of

threads, that involve numerically intensive calculations, have relatively little commu-

nication required between threads, and limited branching in the code. Algorithms

that do not have these properties are unlikely to run efficiently on a GPU, and are

likely to run faster on the general-purpose CPU. Additionally, programs for GPUs

can be difficult to develop and debug due to their parallel nature, and due to the

GPU being a separate piece of hardware from the CPU. Programs are written for

GPUs using special programming frameworks.

To accelerate the source finder algorithms, two GPU frameworks were investi-

gated in this work. These are CUDA [15, 35] and OpenCL [8, 16]. Compute Uniform

Device Architecture (CUDA) is a framework made by NVIDIA and runs only on their

GPUs. Open Computing Language (OpenCL) is a framework created by the Khronos

group. OpenCL can run on a variety of devices, with implementations available for

CPUs, GPUs, and other types of processors. There are a variety of concepts and

terms related to GPU computing that are required to describe the implementation

and performance characteristics of GPU acceleration, which will now be discussed.

It should be noted that while, in general, the two frameworks use the same terminol-

ogy, in some cases they use different names for the same concept. This is partially

due to the fact that CUDA is designed solely for NVIDIA GPUs, while OpenCL is

intended for a variety of multi-core processing hardware.
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Both CUDA and OpenCL are examples of what is known as heterogeneous comput-

ing. This is where different types of devices are used together to calculate a result,

taking advantage of the advantages of each type of device. In the case of using

GPUs to assist general computing, the program runs on the CPU, which is called

the host and sends data and commands to the GPU, which is called the device and

performs the accelerated computing.

The executable code that runs on the device is called the kernel. Each thread on

the GPU runs an instance of the kernel. Threads are grouped together into what

CUDA calls blocks, which can work together. OpenCL calls these collections of threads

work groups. In the case of NVIDIA GPUs, the processor is divided into a number

of streaming multiprocessors, or SMs. Each SM consists of a number of cores that

execute a single thread of the kernel. At any given time, all of the threads on a SM

run in lock step, executing the same part of the same kernel. This group of threads

is called a warp, the size of the warp is equal to the number of cores in a SM and is

important for performance considerations. OpenCL uses the term wave front for the

group of threads that run in lock-step. The OpenCL framework does not inherently

have an equivalent to streaming multiprocessors, but OpenCL may be used to write

programs that run on hardware that has a similar physical basis for an optimal wave

front size.

All of the threads in a warp/wave front must be part of the same block/work

group, and are assigned successive block indices. In CUDA, the collection of blocks

that run a kernel is called a grid. Blocks and grids may have indexing for up to

three dimensions. Instead of a grid, OpenCL programs specify the total number of

threads to use for a kernel, with a requirement that in each dimension this global

size is a integer multiple of the corresponding work group size. Threads in the same

block or work group can communicate with each other, including using barriers to

control program flow. Threads in different blocks cannot communicate with each

other, even if they are in the same grid.
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Memory is divided up into several different locations, which can be seen in Fig-

ure 2.4. The memory of the host device is separate from any memory on the device.

The global memory is the main memory bank of the device, and all threads can ac-

cess it, albeit with a latency of hundreds of clock cycles, depending on the hardware

[35]. Shared memory is a memory space that is shared between different threads in

the same block, and is significantly faster than global memory with accesses times

on the order of tens of cycles. Local memory is memory space that can only be seen

by a single thread, and is also fast. Both shared and local memory are located in

the same processor as their threads. Some devices provide a small space for constant

memory, which can be used to efficiently broadcast data to all threads.

There are several factors that can affect the speed of memory transfers between

global memory, and either shared or local memory. If the threads in a block are

accessing successive values in global memory, then it is possible that the transfer

can use coalesced reads and writes, where multiple values are sent or received in a

single transaction. The particular requirements and benefits of coalesced reads and

writes vary greatly depending on the hardware and software versions used. The

global memory is transferred to the processing chip through memory banks. Each

bank serves multiple blocks of GPU RAM. If multiple threads are accessing values

in memory that use the same memory banks then the kernel may encounter bank

conflicts, where the threads must wait for previous memory transfers to complete,

until the memory bank in question is free.

Even when using coalesced reads and writes and writes, intra-device communi-

cation can still be much slower than computation, so devices use latency hiding.

This is where multiple threads can wait to read or write data whilst other threads

are executing on the cores. The ability of the device to perform latency hiding is

limited by the occupancy of the kernel, which is how many threads can be kept in a

SM’s memory at the same time. The occupancy is determined by the resources of

the symmetric multiprocessor, and the resource requirements of the kernel. All of
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Figure 2.4: GPU Memory. This figure shows the different types of memory found in

graphics processing units. The largest but slowest memory bank is the Global Memory,

which can be accessed from any processing core. Memory transfers to and from the device

are between the main memory of the host and the global memory of the GPU. Access to

the global memory is provided by the memory banks, designated MB in the figure. Each

memory bank corresponds to a particular portion of the global memory. A small portion

of the global memory, called constant memory, is different to global memory in that it

can be broadcast too large numbers of cores at a time. The processing cores are divided

physically into groups which are called symmetric multiprocessors in NVIDIA devices and

labelled SM in the diagram. Logically the processing threads are divided into groups

called warps. Each warp resides on a single SM. Part of the memory of an SM is shared

memory that may be accessed by all the threads in a corresponding warp. Finally, the

SMs have private memory, which can only be accessed by a single thread and is marked

P. When executing a thread a core only has direct access to the shared memory and

private memory of that thread. For other data to be accessed by the core, it must first be

transferred to the thread’s memory from global memory.
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these features must be considered when writing efficient GPU code.

There are some circumstances that may lead to GPUs being a less efficient plat-

form than CPUs for running a program, despite their greater numerical processing

performance. To run effectively on GPUs, a program must be highly parallelisable

with a number of different threads that is high enough to feed all of the GPU’s

processing cores and to enable latency hiding. If there are not enough threads then

GPU cores will be unused. The mapping of threads to the data being processed

must be arranged to allow the kernels to make use of coalesced memory access, as

mentioned above.

Current GPUs have a potential drawback when dealing with branches in code,

such as if statements and for loops. When encountering a branch, the SM will

execute any and all paths of execution used by at least one thread in the warp.

The performance of a GPU kernel can be significantly reduced if the threads in a

warp follow many different paths, and the different branches have a long execution

time. Algorithms that are branch-heavy may perform better in CPUs which in

terms of performance are more tolerant of conditional statements. This issue can be

mitigated or outright avoided if the kernel can be organised so that the threads in a

warp follow the same path, and if the different branches have a short execution time

before rejoining. CPUs can also use an ability called branch prediction to predict

which path of execution a thread will follow, and start processing that path while

waiting for other tasks, such as waiting for data to load from memory. GPUs instead

use fine-grained parallelism and can spend waiting time executing other threads, as

part of the previously mentioned latency hiding techniques. The techniques used to

apply GPU acceleration to the filtering function of the source finder are explained

in Chapter 4. But before the creation of a new source finder is considered, the next

Chapter will discuss existing source finding techniques.



Chapter 3

Literature Review

A variety of methods have been used to search for sources of emission in data

cubes. HI spectroscopic surveys often employ some level of computer assistance to

identify and parameterise galaxies and other sources of emission that are located

in the survey images [4, 36, 37, 38, 39]. Different surveys have employed a variety

of techniques for locating sources, but there are some common techniques. Many

source finders employ filtering or smoothing the image data. Almost all automated

source finders use, or encourage, some amount of manual analysis or verification of

detected sources prior to using the catalogue for further scientific analysis.

In many cases source finding programs and algorithms are not considered in

their own papers. Instead, they are described as being part of a larger survey of

HI data. The level of detail supplied for source detection, automated or otherwise,

varies between different works. Therefore, this chapter will primarily consider source

finders in terms of they surveys they were used for, along with the techniques they

employed. First to be considered is the collection of source finders used in existing

surveys, followed by an examination of potential source finders to be used in surveys

conducted with the ASKAP telescope.

35
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3.1 Existing Surveys and Source Finders

One of the earliest works to mention source finding techniques in radio astronomy is

Krumm and Brosch [36], which searches for HI clouds in voids between the cosmic

distribution of galaxies. It employed an algorithm that detected peaks in the data

that were above 80 mJy or below −80 mJy in value, which was equivalent to a

4σ detection. This survey located 70 positive peaks and 70 negative peaks. This

was consistent with the number of noise peaks at a 4σ threshold for a Gaussian

distribution. Positive peaks were examined visually and all detections were re-

observed at a higher sensitivity. None of the peaks were confirmed in the follow-up

observations, which is in agreement with the detections all being noise peaks.

The Henning et al. [40] survey of HI galaxies in the southern Zone of Avoidance

used solely manual examination of Hann-smoothed images in KVIEW [41]. Smoothing

with a Hann filter involves convolving the data with a Han function, shown in

Equation 3.1, and serves to act as a low-pass filter.

w(n) = 0.5(1− cos( 2πn

N − 1
)) (3.1)

The authors avoided the use of automated source finders because they failed to

reliably locate sources in the complicated Zone of Avoidance field. The manual

detections apply a minimum threshold of ∼75 mJy, which equates to a 5σ detection,

and were considered candidates if they were present on two or more channels, or had

an integrated flux above∼4 Jy km s−1. These candidates were examined in the right

ascension-declination plane to determine if they appeared to be noise or interference

peaks, which were removed from the final catalogue. Sources that survived this

check were finally inspected in the spectral domain to determine if they had an

appropriate profile, including a Gaussian profile, flat top, or a double-horned profile.

The parameterisation of the sources was performed using Miriad [31].

The Arecibo Dual-Beam Survey (ADBS) [37] was a blind HI survey using the

Arecibo and VLA telescopes. Data from ADBS was converted into right ascension-
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velocity images, with half the image showing the average of the left and right circular

polarisations. The other half showed the difference between the two polarisations,

and was used to check for interference. The images include spectral lines measured

from both the 21 cm Arecibo feed and the 22 cm feed, which were measured simul-

taneously. These images were analysed using visual examination and the Source

Extractor (SExtractor) program [42]. SExtractor is a interesting choice for a

spectroscopic survey, because the program is intended for two-dimensional data,

such as Charge-Couple Device (CCD) images, rather than three-dimensional HI

spectroscopic data. SExtractor is designed to search large survey images faster

than existing detection packages. It was intended to do so while producing reliable

detections, detecting a wide variety of object shapes, and working with minimal

human interaction. The primary detection algorithm first estimates and subtracts

the background image from the data, then applies an intensity threshold.

The work of Rosenberg and Schneider [37] considered the examination of the two

dimensional right ascension-velocity images to be an effective but time-consuming

method for accurately locating sources. Each strip of data was observed twice, and

SExtractor was found to be effective at locating sources only when there were two

independent images. In some cases only a single observation image was available,

for these cases visual examination was more effective. However, even with two

images, SExtractor was found to be less reliable than by-eye detection. Follow-up

observations were performed with Arecibo and the VLA to confirm the detections,

and to refine their positions and fluxes. The survey located 407 candidate sources,

of which 265 were confirmed.

The Westerbork Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) wide-field HI survey [38]

made use of visual examination and the SAD task from AIPS to locate sources. SAD

searches for voxels that are above a specified threshold. Contiguous voxels are

grouped together into islands of voxels, and two-dimensional Gaussians are fitted to

them. The searching and fitting is performed on one channel at a time. SAD also
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estimates the uncertainties of the fitting, based on the noise of the image and can

attempt to deconvolve the clean beam from the fitted sources.

The WSRT images were smoothed to 2, 5, 10, 20, and 50 times the basic velocity

resolution of 8.4 km s−1. Images detected using the SAD routine were accepted if

they had a detected peak 5σ above the noise in at least two different channels or

velocity smoothings. Detections from both methods were only accepted if they were

consistent with the telescope beam response, as the survey assumed that essentially

all detections would be spatially unresolved, and if their integrated flux density was

greater than eight times the source’s associated error. This error was calculated from

a channel width 1.5 times the source’s W20 measurement and the RMS fluctuation

over this interval.

The HI Parkes All-Sky Survey (HIPASS) [4] and the Northern HIPASS survey

[43] used a pair of source finding programs to locate candidate sources, followed by

manual confirmation of the candidate detections found by the programs. HIPASS

made use of a modified version of the MultiFind source finder, and the TopHat

source finder.

The MultiFind [4, 44] source finder is based upon Hann smoothing along spec-

tral lines to reduce noise in the image, combined with either a signal-to-noise ratio

threshold or a peak flux threshold to select sources. The image data is smoothed on

different scales, using a different threshold for each scale. Sources that are present

in only a single spectral channel are rejected as noise peaks, and those that remain

are parameterised and returned to the output catalogue. MultiFind is implemented

as a script written in the Perl programming language that calls a number of Miriad

functions, particularly using imhist to determine the image noise levels, hanning to

smooth the image and imsad to search for detections. The Miriad functions imfit

and mbspect are used in the parameterisation step. imfit fits a given model to

an image dataset, while mbspect creates a spectrum of an image and measures the

velocities of profiles in that spectrum.
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MultiFind was created for the HIPASS survey. It was intended to replace search-

ing by eye, as manual searching is too slow for larger surveys and due to inconsisten-

cies in which sources are found, the detection limits for a manually-detected survey

are difficult to quantify. MultiFind was designed to be an automated source finder

that can produce a catalogue with well-defined detection limits. This is intended

to ease the calculation of HI mass functions and other parameters from the source

finder catalogues.

TopHat [4] is based on top hat filters to cross-correlate spectral lines. The pro-

gram operates on a number of scales, from 1 to 40 spectral channels. For each

scale, the image first has a moving median filter applied to it to remove solar and

continuum ripple effects from the data, followed by convolution with a top hat filter

along the spectral axis, where each flux value is weighted by the noise in that chan-

nel. Portions of the image are detected for each scale if the value of the convolved

spectrum is above a threshold that is based on the interquartile range of the values

of that spectrum. The groups of voxels detected at the different scales are merged

together if they are adjacent or overlapping with each other, and the merged groups

are then parameterised and written to the output catalogue.

Two source finders were used for HIPASS because each one could find sources

that the other did not. Meyer et al. [4] includes the numbers of candidate detections

each program found, compared to the number of sources accepted into the final

survey catalogue, which demonstrates the reliability of the programs. MultiFind

generated 137, 060 candidate detections and TopHat found 17, 232 detections. The

results of these two programs were then merged into a list of 142, 276 sources, and

manual confirmation produced a final list of 4, 315 sources. That only a small

proportion of the catalogues produced by MultiFind and TopHat were confirmed into

the final catalogue shows that the two automated source finders had low reliability

for the HIPASS survey. In terms of completeness relative to the survey’s final

catalogue, MultiFind had located 83% of the catalogue sources and TopHat had
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located 90% of the detections. The overall completeness of HIPASS was measured

by inserting fake sources into the image data and checking if the survey pipeline

was capable of detecting them. The survey achieved 95% completeness at a peak

flux of 68 mJy and a 99% completeness at a peak flux of 84 mJy. The completeness

and reliability testing of HIPASS is described in more detail in Zwaan et al. [34].

The Northern HIPASS survey only used an updated version of TopHat, due to the

increased noise in the northern hemisphere.

The HIDEEP survey [45] searched for sources using visual examination and an

unnamed automated source finding routine. The routine searches for peaks that are

at least 4.5σ above the noise on a Hann-smoothed data cube, which are then fitted

with Gaussian templates of different widths. Detections are accepted if they have

a correlation better than 0.75. The manual inspection uses two different people to

search each image. Counting the algorithm and the two manual searchers as three

detection methods, sources are accepted into the final catalogue if they are found

by two or three of them. If a source has only been found once then it is examined

by a third person, who has not previously searched the image containing the source

in question.

Minchin [46] presents a method to enable the calculation of the bivariate lumi-

nosity/surface brightness distribution, based on images from the HIPASS survey.

This work made use of the PICASSO source finder [46, 47], developed by Robert

Minchin and Alan Wright. Candidate detections are confirmed by eye. PICASSO

is based around two routines, finder which locates potential sources and fitter

which fits a two-dimensional Gaussian in the spatial directions and a top hat in the

velocity direction. Miriad routines are also employed to parameterise detections.

The finder component is based on a quality level, which is the sum of the flux along

the detection, divided by the flux of the voxels surrounding the detection, across the

same channels. This quality level is the signal to noise ratio of the detection, as

seen by PICASSO, and the threshold for detections is applied to their quality level.
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Minchin [46] uses a quality level threshold of 7, which equates to a signal to noise

ratio of 10. PICASSO was developed to provide an automated source finder that has

a well-understood selection effects, compared to searching by eye, and to identify

sources that are spread out across many channels, which can be missed by manual

detection.

The HI Jodrell All-Sky Survey (HIJASS) [39] made use of a combination of

manual detection of galaxies and the Polyfind source finder. Polyfind [39, 48, 49]

was written by Robert Minchin and Jonathan Davies. The program smoothes the

data using Hann filters and then attempts to fit a number of Gaussian profiles to

features that have been detected above a specified threshold. These features are

accepted if they produce a sufficiently good fit to one of the templates, and if they

have a sufficiently wide profile. The issue that lead to the development of Polyfind

was that whilst survey papers would describe the observations taken and the data

reduction methods used, they would not sufficiently describe the selection criteria

used, beyond that the objects were detected by eye. In addition, the authors believed

that well-defined detection packages existed for two-dimensional optical data but

not yet for three-dimensional HI data. Like MultiFind and PICASSO, PolyFind was

developed to produce an objective, well-defined selection criteria for HI image data.

Polyfind also has a particular focus for locating low surface brightness galaxies,

whose low peak flux and wide spectral width may result in them being confused

for baseline ripples. The PolyFind program was also used in a survey of the Virgo

cluster [49], in combination with visual detection of sources.

The objects are accepted for HIJASS if they are 3σ above the noise, were two or

more voxels in size in the spatial dimension, and were present in two or more spectral

channels. The confirmed sources from the two detection methods were combined for

the final output catalogue. In addition, a list of possible detections was collected,

where the objects were close but not above the detection criteria. These possible

sources were confirmed using narrow-band follow-up observations. The sources were
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parameterised using the Miriad tasks imfit and mbspect.

The Arecibo Legacy Fast ALFA (Arecibo L-band Feed Array) survey (AL-

FALFA) [50] employs template matching, implemented using Fourier transforms

[51]. A set of templates are developed using Hermite functions that vary between a

Gaussian and a double-horned profile as their width increases. The Hermite func-

tions are utilised to match a variety of different spectral profiles, whilst being similar

enough across widths that the convolution results from one shape can be compared

to another. The Fourier transform of each template was multiplied with the Fourier

transform of each spectral line in the image. Ideally, for accuracy, it would be best

to use the three-dimensional Fourier transform of the image, but due to the large

size of the images only the transform of individual spectral lines was used. For each

spectral line the maximum convolved value was calculated for each template, which

gives the best velocity position for that template. The template with the highest

maximum was chosen to represent the best width of the detection and that template

was used to determine the amplitude of the source.

These detections are placed into a grid, and the voxel with the highest signal

to noise ratio is selected. A box is placed around that detection and all flux inside

that box is assumed to originate from the same source. The data from that box

is projected onto the right ascension-declination plane, where a two-dimensional

Gaussian is fitted. After this, the voxels in the box are set to zero and the procedure

is repeated for the highest signal to noise ratio voxel in the image, until a user-

specified limit is reached. A candidate detection from this method is rejected if it

meets certain criteria, including a FWHM size that is larger than 15′ along its major

axis, no spatial extent, the detection voxels being located with significantly different

templates, and being located in portion of the image that has poor sky coverage. A

final pass is made by manually inspecting the detections.

The source finding techniques used for the ALFALFA survey were chosen to

detect galaxies down to the lowest flux limits possible whilst using a limited amount
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of CPU and human time to perform the search. The source finders MultiFind

from HIPASS [4] and Polyfind from HIJASS [39] were considered. However, these

programs only found the brightest galaxies in their samples or relied heavily on

manual inspection and confirmation of candidate detections. The ALFALFA source

finder is intended to improve upon these by using matched filters to locate faint

sources more accurately whilst using Fourier transforms to efficiently convolve the

image data.

The Effelsberg-Bonn HI survey (EBHIS) [52] uses a program called Galaxy

Parametrizer (GaPa) [53], with a choice of manual or automated detection. GaPa

allows a choice of the Gamma test, based on the GammaFinder program [54], or

what it names the X-Rays detection method, for both aiding manual detection and

the automated source finder routine. GammaFinder was intended to be used for the

HIJASS survey, but was ultimately not employed there due to the extreme radio-

frequency interference (RFI) in those fields. The Gamma test [55] is a statistical

analysis that estimates the variance of noise in continuous data, and can also be used

to locate discontinuities in otherwise-continuous random data. The implementation

in Winkel [53] improves upon that of Boyce [54] by allowing the user to calculate the

Gamma value in three dimensions, instead of just along spectral lines. The X-Rays

method calculates an intensity for each voxel down each spectral line based on a

radiative transfer function.

After applying one of the two analysis algorithms, the automated source finder

searches for peaks in the calculated values down to a specified number of standard

deviations above the mean. These peaks are sorted into a list based on the descend-

ing values of flux. Each voxel on this list is analysed, starting with the brightest. A

box of variable size is drawn around the voxel, with the spectral width of the box

chosen to maximise the value of the average flux contained inside the box multiplied

by the square root of the width. The voxels inside this box are removed from the

voxel list, and the contents of the box are used to parameterise the source. The
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voxels are projected onto the right ascension-declination plane and are fitted using

two-dimensional elliptical Gaussians. It is recommended that users manually verify

the output of the GaPa automated source finder.

GaPa was developed due to the expectation that EBHIS would find thousands

of galaxies in its extra-galactic data. This was considered too many sources to

find using manual detection. MultiFind was considered to produce too many false

detections, and even the TopHat source finder was regarded to require too much

overhead in astronomers manually confirming candidate detections. Kerp et al. [52]

believe that careful manual search will always be more sensitive than automated

source finding, and so the manual and automated source finding routines in GaPa,

both of which can make use of the Gamma test and X-Rays algorithms, are included

as a compromise between the two methods. The reliability of the GaPa automated

source finder was tested using a HIPASS image, and when using the Gamma test

the program found only ∼25% false detections. The authors state that it will be

difficult to improve this value because the false detections reported were very similar

in appearance to legitimate HI sources.

3.2 Potential ASKAP Source Finders

New telescopes, such as the Australian Square Kilometre Array Pathfinder (ASKAP)

[5] will provide high-resolution, wide field-of-view spectroscopic images, resulting in

a large data output. Depending on the telescope configuration and polarisations

used, ASKAP is capable of producing hundreds of gigabytes or even terabytes of

image data from an eight or twelve hour observation. The planned Widefield ASKAP

L-band Legacy All-sky Blind surveY (WALLABY) [56] is expected to find ∼500, 000

galaxies. High resolution surveys will require source finding programs that are ca-

pable of processing such a large amount of data fast enough to keep pace with the

observations. Additionally, it is desirable to minimise the amount of human input
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needed to verify candidate detections from automated source finders.

For example, consider TopHat, the more reliable source finding program used in

HIPASS [4]. If TopHat were to be used in the WALLABY survey with the same ratio

of candidate detections to final confirmed detections, then it could be expected to

produce ∼2 million candidates that would need to be manually verified. Therefore,

the accuracy of a source finder for WALLABY-scale data sets is crucial. A number

of source finders have been considered for this role [57], including Duchamp, the

2D-1D Wavelet Reconstruction source finder, the Smooth Plus Clip (S+C) source

finder, GammaFinder, and the Characterised Noise HI (CNHI) source finder. These

candidates will now be discussed.

Duchamp [58] uses a detection method based on either smoothing the image or

à trous wavelet reconstruction, searching for significant image features on different

scales. The wavelet reconstruction can be applied as a 1D transform along spectral

lines, a 2D transform across channels, or a 3D transform across the entire image.

Using additional dimensions can improve the accuracy of the source finder, but

significantly increases the computational effort required to execute the transform.

Once the transform is applied there are several options available for selecting vox-

els of interest. A direct flux threshold may be supplied, or a specified signal to

noise threshold can be used, calculated from the mean and standard deviation of

the image. It is also possible to calculate a robust estimation of the mean and

standard deviation using the median and the median absolute deviation from the

median (MADFM). Finally, Duchamp may select voxels based on a false detection

rate (FDR), which attempts to choose a collection of voxels down to a flux level

such that the proportion of false detections is equal to the user-supplied value. Cho-

sen voxels are merged together into detections based on a user-specified maximum

distance between voxels.

Duchamp also has a parallel implementation, called Selavy [59], which is also

specifically designed for use on ASKAP data. This parallel version uses a single
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master thread along with a number of worker threads. The image is evenly divided

up into subcubes, each of which is searched by a single process using the Duchamp

algorithms. The source lists from each worker process are sent to the master process

to be merged into a final catalogue. Sources that lie near the edges are sent back to

the master process in a separate list, where they are merged together and sent back

to the worker processes for parameterisation, then finally to the master process to

be put into the final catalogue.

There are two options for adapting the threshold calculation for a parallel im-

plementation. The first is for each worker process to calculate its own mean and

standard deviation from their local data, then the master thread creates an average

of these values, weighted by the number of voxels in each subimage. The second

option for the threshold is to calculate a local mean and standard deviation for each

voxel, calculated from the flux values in a box around the voxel in question. For

efficiency, the local statistics in Selavy are calculated using the slidingArrayMath

functions in the casacore package [30, 60]. These parallelisation efforts are used

to allow the Duchamp algorithms to use additional computing hardware to increase

the amount of processing power available so that Selavy can more quickly process

ASKAP-sized images. Selavy also employs two-dimensional Gaussian fitting to

improve the parameterisation accuracy.

The 2D-1D Wavelet Reconstruction source finder [61] employs wavelet de-

noising in a similar method to Duchamp. However, this program treats the spa-

tial dimensions (2D) separately from the spectral dimension (1D). In comparison,

Duchamp’s 3D wavelet transform performs the same in all three dimensions of the

image cube. This choice is made because radio astronomy sources have different

sizes along the different dimensions. Often, they are much smaller in the spatial

dimensions and larger in the spectral dimension, relative to the resolution of the

image. This can improve accuracy by better matching the sources that are being

searched for, and potentially reduce the amount of computational effort required to
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search an image if a smaller maximum spatial scale is used.

S+C, the Smooth Plus Clip source finder [57, 62], is based on applying a series

of filters to the image followed by a convolution of the results of those filters. In a

technique similar to that used in Braun et al. [38], a series of filters are applied to

the image, these include Hann smoothing along spectral lines using filters that are

2, 4, 8, 16, or 32 channels in size. These filters are applied again after the original

image has been filtered in the spatial dimension using Gaussian with a FWHM size

of 60 arcseconds. The size and number of the filters may be changed by the user.

For each filter a user-specified threshold is applied to the filtered data and voxels

that are above the threshold are added to a binary mask of the data cube. Once

all of the filters have been applied, each voxel in the mask is set to have a value

of 1.0 and the mask is convolved with a Gaussian that is based on the synthesised

beam of the telescope. Voxels that are above 0.5 after the convolution are used in

the final catalogue, which is parameterised by fitting two-dimensional Gaussians to

the detected sources.

The Characterised Noise HI source finder CNHI [63] uses the Kuiper test [64]

to locate sources, and is designed for use on the WALLABY survey. The Kuiper

test compares two samples of data to determine if they were generated from the

same random distribution. The WALLABY data cubes are expected to be sparsely

populated with sources, so the majority of emission in each spectrum will be from

background noise. CNHI uses the Kuiper test to compare a sample portion of a

spectrum to the contents of the entire spectrum. If they found to originate from

different distributions, then the sample portion is likely to belong to a source. Sample

portions deemed to be significant are merged into the same object if they are within

a user-specified distance of each other. Candidate objects that have been found are

tested against user-given criteria to confirm or reject them.

The accuracy of these different candidate source finders was measured in Pop-

ping et al. [57], in order to compare their performance. It should be noted that this
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comparison uses the implementation of GammaFinder from Boyce [54] and not the

Gamma test implementation from Minchin [47]. The comparison uses two artificial

data cubes, one containing point sources and the other containing spatially extended

sources. The test sources vary in size and brightness, to examine the accuracy at

which the source finders locate objects with different properties. The comparison

uses masks of candidate voxels created by the source finders, instead of the final

catalogues. This removes the effects of the merging, parameterisation and confir-

mation steps of the source finders. This is done in order to create a level playing

field, and focus on the analysis and detection algorithms employed by the source

finders. Instead, voxels in the masks are merged if they are separated by one voxel

spatially, or up to seven voxels spectrally. These objects are confirmed if they are

present in three or more spectral channels, and finally are cross-matched with the

known source mask using a python script that is described in detail in Westmeier

et al. [65].

The accuracy of the different source finders, and different parameter sets, tested

is shown in detail in Popping et al. [57]. Notably, the programs achieved signif-

icantly different accuracies when searching for point sources, and when search-

ing for extended sources. For point sources, Duchamp then the 2D-1D Wavelet

Reconstruction source finder and GammaFinder tend to have the best accuracy,

considering both completeness and reliability. In comparison, when searching the

extended source image the S+C finder has the best accuracy, followed by Duchamp

and the 2D-1D Wavelet Reconstruction source finder.

Most of the work on potential ASKAP source finders has focused on the accu-

racy of the detection algorithms used. Only the Selavy program, and the Hassan

et al. [25] framework described in Chapter 1, are designed to be able to process the

large images expected from ASKAP. More work is needed in making source finder

implementations that are capable of efficiently searching large spectroscopic images.

The following chapter discusses the design and implementation of a framework for
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creating parallel source finders, and the development and optimisation of a source

finder built using that framework.
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Chapter 4

Method

This chapter discusses the steps I took to create a parallel source finder that is

capable of effectively searching large HI images for sources of emission. First, a

method for measuring the accuracy of source finders is presented. This program,

called the Source Finder Accuracy Evaluator (SFAE), will be used to ensure that

the source finding programs developed later in this Chapter will accurately locate

sources.

Following SFAE, the Scalable Source Finding Framework (SSoFF) that I created

is described. This framework is designed to ease the development of parallel source

finding programs by providing parallel implementations of common source finding

tasks. SSoFF achieves parallelism by dividing the image up into evenly-sized chunks

along each of the three dimensions of the data cube, where each chunk is analysed by

its own process. The framework provides functionality for reading image data from

a storage system into the memory of each process, and a method for communicating

image data between processes. Statistics functions are supplied for parallel mean

and standard deviation calculations, along with functions that merge voxels together

into source objects across the boundaries of the image chunks held by each process.

51
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I used the functionality provided by SSoFF to implement the Parallel Gaussian

Source Finder (PGSF). PGSF applies a number of Gaussian filters of different sizes to

the image data. For each filter, the z-score for each filtered voxel was determined

from the mean and standard deviation of all of the voxels in a user-specified range

of that voxel. A z-score is the number of standard deviations a data value is above

or below the data set’s mean. Voxels with a z-score above a specified threshold

are recorded for each filter. Once all of the filters have been applied, voxels that

were above the threshold z-score for a user-specified number of different filters are

selected. These voxels are then merged together, parameterised, and confirmed if

their spectral size is above another user-specified threshold.

This choice of algorithm is based on the S+C source finder [62]. The decision

to use this technique is based on the accuracies of different source finders for dif-

ferent objects reported in Popping et al. [57]. More than 87% of the sources in

the WALLABY survey are expected to be spatially resolved [66], depending on the

final resolution of the survey, and the S+C source finder had the best accuracy for

extended sources.

This initial version of PGSF only makes use of CPUs to process the data. Accel-

erator hardware, such as GPUs, may be capable of executing algorithms at a greater

speed than CPUs. As the final step in creating an efficient parallel source finder for

large images, I identified the most time consuming portion of the CPU-only imple-

mentation of PGSF, and ported it to run on GPU hardware. Section 4.4 finishes this

chapter by describing the techniques I employed to obtain the optimum performance

on GPU hardware.
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Figure 4.1: Process Flowchart. This diagram shows the steps in determining the

accuracy of a source finder for a particular data cube. The sources are first compared

to determine potential matches, then the potential matches are sorted into final matches,

and finally these final matches are analysed to determine the source finder’s accuracy.
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4.1 Measuring Source Finder Accuracy

This section describes the method by which SFAE measures the accuracy of a source

finder. SFAE requires several steps to analyse the accuracy of a source finder, as

shown in Figure 4.1. The first step is to compare the position and frequency of

each reference object to those of each test object, and the differences between these

are used to place the objects into potential matches. Then, if there are any sets of

potential matches that are not one-to-one, these sets of objects and their differences

are used to determine an optimum matching between reference objects and test

objects. Finally, the matched sources may be analysed to determine the accuracy

of the test catalogue, as a function of the properties of the sources. Each of these

steps will now be described in greater detail.

4.1.1 Step One: Potential Matches

The first step of comparing reference objects to test objects is to determine which

pairs could potentially refer to the same object in the data cube. SFAE applies a bi-

nary function to determine whether a given reference source and test source are close

enough to be considered potentially the same object. The details of the particular

function used by PGSF are given below. Each pair of reference and test objects that

has been accepted by the potential match function are deemed a potential match. If

a reference source and a test source have only each other as potential matches, they

can be marked as a final match. If a source from either catalogue has no potential

matches, it is considered an unmatched source. If one or both of them have more

than one potential match, then a set of objects is created containing the pair of

objects. The potential matches of the objects inside the set are then added to the

set, until all the potential matches of all the objects in the set are themselves in that

set. Such a set of objects is called a confused set, an example of which is shown in

Figure 4.2. The objects in each confused set are sorted into their final matches in
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the next stage of the algorithm, while pairs not in confused sets are passed to the

third stage.

The function used by SFAE applies three thresholds to the properties of a reference-

test object pair to determine if they are a potential match of each other. The first

two thresholds check if the spatial distance between the two objects is less than or

equal to the size of the telescope beam, along the beam’s major and minor axes

respectively. The third comparison is applied to the frequency of the entries, where

the two sources are considered close enough if the difference between the frequency

of the two entries is less than or equal to the full width at half maximum (FWHM)

of the catalogue source. Ideally this function should be based on the error of the test

detections relative to the reference catalogue being considered, but the size of the

error may not be known. If such information is available about the error between

the two catalogues, an alternative potential match function that incorporates this

information may be used instead.

4.1.2 Step Two: Optimum Matching

The second step of cross-matching the reference and test catalogues is to make

final pairs from the confused sets formed in the previous step. This step enforces a

matching scheme where each object is either in a single match, or no matches at all.

Additionally, for any reference object a that is matched to test object b, b is also

matched to object a. Final matches are only allowed between reference-test object

pairs that have been previously marked as potential matches, to ensure that SFAE

only makes valid matches.

Two particular subsets of confused sets that are of interest are the cases of

merged or split objects. Respectively, this is where the source finder has taken

two sources and reported them as a single object and where the source finder has

found a single source and reported it as multiple objects, resulting in a reduced
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Figure 4.2: Confused Sets. It is possible for objects to be in more than one potential

match. Suppose that objects A and B are reference sources, and objects 1 and 2 are test

sources. The lines show the thresholds used to determine potential matches. These objects

would be placed in the same a confused set, and a more sophisticated algorithm is needed

to determine which reference object matches which test object.
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completeness. In the case of a merged object, this may appear to SFAE as a confused

set with two or more reference objects and a single test object. It is difficult for SFAE

to determine whether such a test object genuinely matches all the corresponding

reference sources, or if there are reference sources that have not been found. SFAE

uses the reference catalogue as the truth, so it will respond to this situation by

matching one of the reference objects to the test object, and leaving the other

reference objects unmatched. Leaving the extra sources unmatched conveys the

information that the source finder has incorrectly merged the two objects. It is

possible to account and correct for this by examining the merged test source and its

potential matches, and using their parameters to manually decide whether or not

the reference sources are all part of the test source. The same applies, in reverse, to

split objects.

The optimum matching is found by employing a more fine-grained technique,

the Hungarian Algorithm [67]. The Hungarian Algorithm considers the entries as

a weighted bipartite graph, where each vertex in the graph corresponds to either a

reference object or a test object. The matching produced by this algorithm is one

that has the maximum number of matches, and among all the possible ways this

matching can be achieved, it picks the one with the least total difference between

the paired objects. Edges exist between any and all pairs of nodes that have been

identified as potential matches in step two.

For the purposes of the Hungarian Algorithm, the weights between the nodes are

dimensionless values that define how different the reference and test objects are to

each other. These weights are what the algorithm uses to pair similar objects. If ∆a

and ∆b are the distances between the two objects along the major and minor axes

of the beam respectively, wa and wb are the widths of the beam along the major

and minor axes of the beam, ∆f is the difference in frequency position between the

two objects, and wf is the frequency resolution of the telescope or simulation used

to create the data cube, then the weighting function that determines the difference
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between two objects x and y is defined as δx,y:

δx,y =

√(
∆a

wa

)2

+

(
∆b

wb

)2

+

(
∆f

wf

)2

(4.1)

If the frequency resolution is unknown, then it may be possible to approximate wf

by using the value of the channel width. The derivation of the equation values from

the object data and point spread function is demonstrated in Figure 4.3.

Because only potential matches are being compared by the distance metric func-

tion, the frequency difference between different sources is small and therefore the

difference in frequencies is a good approximation for the difference in distance be-

tween the objects. It would also be possible to include other parameters in the

distance function, such as peak flux or frequency width, which would cause the

algorithm to favour matching objects with similar values for these parameters.

However, the decision was made to not use other parameters in this equation

because doing so would cause errors in the parameterisation of the test objects to

affect the matching of the reference and test objects. Additionally, incorporating

other parameters would require an appropriate weighting scheme to ensure that all

the parameters are fairly and accurately considered in the distance between the

two objects. The weighting function would need to account for the systematic and

random errors for each parameter used to calculate the distance between two objects.

The distance function is limited to just the position and frequency because together

these three parameters can uniquely identify a source and because they are the core

function of a source finder: to identify the objects in a data cube and report their

positions.

4.1.3 Step Three: Analyse Matches

Now that the matches between reference sources and test sources are known, it is

possible to analyse these matches in order to calculate the accuracy of the source
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Figure 4.3: Difference Measurement. This diagram shows the values used to calculate

the difference between two objects, X and Y. The difference values ∆a and ∆b are measured

along the major and minor axes of the instrument’s point spread function, respectively.

The size of the PSF along the two axes, wa and wb, are used to normalise the distances

∆a and ∆b. The difference measurement also includes the frequency position of the two

objects. This figure only shows the measurements along the right ascension and declination

dimensions for clarity.
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finder being tested. The completeness values can be calculated using Equations 2.6

and 2.7, setting nr,i to the number of matched sources that are in the ith bin. For

consistency, the parameters used to determine which bin a particular source is in

should come from the reference catalogue when calculating completeness and the

test catalogue when calculating the reliability. The value of nd,i is the number of

objects in the reference catalogue, both matched and unmatched, that are in the ith

bin and nt,i is the number of test objects, both matched and unmatched, that are

in bin i. The accuracy of the parameterisation of the source finder can be measured

by taking each pair of matched reference-test sources, and comparing the parameter

of the test source to the value of the reference source.

In addition to calculating the completeness and reliability of a source finder, these

matches may also be used to determine the difference between the sources that were

and were not found by the source finder, and the true and false detections of the

source finder. The differences for one or more parameters can be shown by plotting

the distribution of the matched and unmatched test sources, as a function of these

parameters. An example of this can be seen later on in Figure 5.4. This information

can be used to identify what types of sources are missed by the source finder. The

differences between true and false detections can be used to suggest confirmation

functions that could be applied to the catalogue produced by the source finder,

removing suspected false detections in order to improve its reliability.

This section has shown how SFAE determines the accuracy of a source finder.

If there are N objects in the reference catalogue list for the source cube, then

reading in the data has a time complexity of O(N). Comparing the reference objects

to the test objects in step one has a time complexity of O(N2). The optimum

matching algorithm in step two has a time complexity of O(N3) [68]. The time

complexity of step three varies with the type of data analysis done. Calculating the

completeness and reliability as a function of source parameter has a time complexity

of O(N logN) and the parameter comparison analyses each have a time complexity
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of O(N). Therefore, this program has an overall time complexity of O(N3). The

information produced by SFAE is demonstrated in Section 5.1. With a means to

measure the accuracy of a source finder in place, I can now present the creation of a

parallel source finder, starting with a parallel framework of source finding functions.

4.2 Framework for Parallel Source Finding

The Scalable Source Finding Framework (SSoFF) assists the development of parallel

HI spectral-line source finders for High Performance Computing (HPC) systems by

providing a number of components. These include the distribution of work, file

IO, inter-process communication, statistics functions, voxel merging, and program

control. Each of these components are described in greater detail in this section.

4.2.1 Work Distribution

The basis of a parallel program is organising multiple processes to work together

and share a computational load. This component of SSoFF arranges the processes

into a three dimensional grid, with Nx, Ny and Nz processes in each dimension.

The image data is divided along the same three axes, right ascension, declination,

and either frequency or velocity, into a number of portions equal to the number of

processes along that side. That is, if the image has a total of Dx, Dy, and Dz voxels

along each side, then each process has dt voxels to process with dx, dy, and dz voxels

along each side, according to the equations:
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dt = dxdydz (4.2)

dx =
Dx

Nx

(4.3)

dy =
Dy

Ny

(4.4)

dz =
Dz

Nz

(4.5)

By specifying different numbers of processes for Nx, Ny and Nz, the user can

choose an arrangement for image data that is appropriate for their desired processing

algorithms. The data can be arranged in spatial slices, spectral lines, or split in all

three dimensions. The amount of voxels per side may vary by one between processes

if the number of processes in the grid does not evenly divide the number of voxels

in the image. Each portion of the image is assigned to its corresponding process

to be searched. This arrangement allows for analysis algorithms that evaluate a

voxel based on the properties of its surrounding voxels. The particular values of

Nx, Ny, and Nz may be set by the user of the program. The optimal values for

performance may vary depending on the analysis techniques used, but it is often

optimal to arrange them such that the amount of extra data that the system needs

to store is minimised.

When an analysis algorithm needs data from the neighbours of a particular

voxel, this means that processing the voxels near the edge of an image portion will

require image data that has been assigned to a different process. This information

is provided by duplicating the voxel data from the edge of one process to another,

such that each process holds a copy of the image data that is within a certain radius

of its assigned portion. This extra information is known as halo data. Algorithms

that use the halo data will require the halo to have a certain minimum size. If

multiple algorithms use the halo data, the halo must be large enough for each of

those algorithms. In order to minimise memory requirements and transfer times of

the halo data, its size should be kept to a minimum. Therefore, the optimum halo
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size in each dimension is equal to but no greater than the largest size required by

an algorithm. SSoFF provides data structures for each process to store its assigned

image data and halo data as a three-dimensional array. This array data structure is

used for the initial image data, intermediate values and the processed image. The

manner in which the image data is divided between processes and stored is shown

in Figure 4.4.

4.2.2 File IO

SSoFF provides methods to transfer data between a storage device, typically a hard

drive, and the memory of the program. These functions will read the data in from the

storage system and give each process its assigned portion of the image. Currently,

the framework supports reading from a flat binary file, with three integers stating the

size of the file along each axis, followed by the specified number of single-precision

floating point numbers in row-major order. Support for additional file formats can

be easily added as needed to SSoFF, because the file format is irrelevant to the

framework once the data has been loaded into the image data structure.

The image data structure and the file IO methods are also capable of reading

large files. Files greater than four gigabytes in size are too large to have each byte

addressed using a 32 bit integer, so programs using those to address a file may be

unable to properly read in and access the entire file. This function also provides

a convenient method to bypass a limitation in MPI-IO, where the library can only

read in ∼2GB of data per call. The data input function used by SSoFF avoids

this problem by using multiple MPI-IO function calls to read the data. The calls

to MPI-IO are allow each process to read in only the image data it needs, rather

than each process needing to read in the entire file. The data structures used by

SSoFF to store the image data are addressed using three 32-bit integers, so the entire

image can be accessed using integers as long as each side length is less than 231 − 1
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Figure 4.4: Data Distribution between Nodes. Each node has its own section of

the data cube, along with a portion from each adjacent node, so that it can correctly

process the data assigned to it. The colour of the data indicates which node that data was

assigned to. The white sections are padding that is placed around the edge of the image,

so that the edge nodes can be processed in the same manner as the interior nodes. The

division and allocation of image data to the processes can be changed, which may affect

the computational performance of a source finder, but not its accuracy. The data can also

be partitioned along the spectral axis, which is not shown here for clarity.
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elements, the maximum value of a signed integer. Alternatively, functions that use

the data structures provided by SSoFF may choose to access them using a single

64-bit integer index.

The framework provides the possibility of using a set of weights values for the

image data. These weights state the significance of each voxel. A difference in

significance between voxels may be due to factors such as a non-uniform sensitivity

across the field of view of the observing telescope or a variance in observation time

across the image. As a particular case, voxels may have their weight set to zero to

show that the voxel in question should not be used in calculations at all. This may

be done for a number a reasons, for example the voxels may represent a portion of

the image that was not observed, or simulated. Voxel regions may also be identified

and flagged as unusable during the image production process due to excessive noise

or interference.

These issues of varying quality across an image are likely to become more no-

ticeable as surveys increase their field of view. Incorporating weights values into

the source finder calculations allows the program to consider these differences in

image quality across the file. The downside to using weights information is that the

calculations that incorporate them are more time-consuming to run, an increased

amount of time must be spent reading in the weights data file, and that the weights

values are an additional data set that must be prepared prior to executing the source

finder. In the case where weights values are not supplied, the program assumes that

all voxels have uniform weighting. For the purpose of this work, the operations that

are used when the weights are available are called weighted calculations, and the

operations performed when weights values are not supplied are called unweighted

calculations.

The halo data for the edges of the cube is set to zero. When using weighted

calculations, this will automatically assign those voxels a weight of zero. For un-

weighted calculations, these voxels are treated as if the value of all the voxels in the
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halo of the image is zero. The effect of the padded values will depend on the survey

structure. Many surveys will overlap the edges of the image cubes, to avoid missing

or fragmenting sources that would otherwise lie along those edges. In this case, any

sources would likely be away from the edge for at least one of the image cubes in

the survey. As an alternative implementation of the same concept, if the image data

from surrounding data cubes is available, then the input method provided by SSoFF

could be modified to use this data for the edge values. There is the further complica-

tion of edge effects around the borders of the data cube, where the instrument may

be less sensitive. The edges of the data cube may be avoided for finding sources, or

objects found near the edges may be specifically flagged for astronomers using the

catalogue. The exact effect of the padded values on unweighted source finder is left

to be considered in future work.

There are two options for ensuring that each node has the halo data it needs

from the stored file. Either the nodes read both their assigned data and the halo

data directly from the storage system, or they read only their assigned data from

storage, then use the network to transfer the halo data. Because the same network

is used to transfer data from the storage system and inter-node communication,

both of these methods would result in the same performance if the network is the

bottleneck. However, if the storage system is the bottleneck in the transfer, then

the second method will be faster because it reads less data from storage. Therefore,

the framework uses the network to transfer the halo data, as covered in the next

section.

4.2.3 Inter-process Communication

Image analysis algorithms may require the image values around a voxel, in order to

evaluate that voxel. In order for a process to analyse voxels near its border, it will

require information that was assigned to its neighbouring processes. SSoFF provides
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a function to copy data from one process to the appropriate position in the halo

data of its surrounding processes, using the array data structures mentioned above.

The transfer is performed in three steps, as shown in Figure 4.5. First the halo data

in the x axis is transferred, to the processes’ left and right neighbours. Once this

is complete, data is transferred in the y axis, to the top and bottom neighbours,

including sending data that was received in the x axis transfer. Finally, the data is

transferred in the z axis, between the front and back neighbours. Transferring data

that was received from other nodes, in addition to data from a process’s own node,

ensures that processes still get the data they need even when they are not adjacent

in the process grid.

The amount of data that is transferred by this function is dependent on the size

of the data, the size of the halo per node, and the dimensions of the process grid.

If the size of the halo along each dimension is equal to Hx, Hy, and Hz, then the

amount of data transfer that occurs when exchanging halo data is Tx elements in

the first, x axis, transfer step, Ty elements in the second step and Tz elements in the

third step for a total of Tt elements transferred per node:

Tt = Tx + Ty + Tz (4.6)

Tx = Hxdydz (4.7)

Ty = (dx +Hx)Hydz (4.8)

Tz = (dx +Hx)(dy +Hy)Hz (4.9)

4.2.4 Statistics Functions

Source finders often require statistical functions to provide a measure of the proba-

bility that a voxel is part of a valid source. SSoFF provides several statistics functions

that operate across a distributed dataset. These include calculating the mean and
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Figure 4.5: Halo Communication. SSoFF transfers halo data in three steps, one for

each axis. The bold lines show the data transferred in each step. The processes send the

data they hold, as well as data that they received in previous steps. Only the x axis and

y axis transfers are shown here, the framework also does a third transfer along the z axis.
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standard deviation of the dataset, for both weighted and unweighted data. There is

an option for global statistics functions, that calculate the values based on the en-

tire contents of the array, and a local version that calculates the mean and standard

deviation for each voxel individually based on the data within a user-specified range

that is Lx, Ly and Lz voxels in size along the x, y, and z axes. Because the local

statistics calculations use data from the surrounding nodes, these functions impose

a minimum halo size equal to the range that the local statistics are being calculated

across. The global statistics are calculated by each node determining the sum of its

own portion of the data then using MPI to perform a global sum reduction across

the different processes.

The calculation of the local statistics requires that the node possesses the values

surrounding a voxel up to the specified range, so the halo size must be at least

as large as the local statistics size, and the program must perform a halo transfer

so that each process has the information it needs. Once this transfer is complete,

each node can calculate the individual sum for each voxel. The mean, µw, and the

standard deviation, σw for weighted data are calculated as shown in Equations 4.11

and 4.12, from the image data d and the weights data w. In the case of unweighted

data, the mean, µu, and standard deviation, σu are calculated as in Equations 4.16

and 4.17. With the mean and standard deviation values known, they are used to

calculate the z-score for each voxel in the data, as shown in Equations 4.10 and 4.15.
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zw[x][y][z] =
d[x][y][z]− µw[x][y][z]

σw[x][y][z]
(4.10)

µw[x][y][z] =
∑
ox

∑
oy

∑
oz

w[ix][iy][iz] d[ix][iy][iz] (4.11)

σw[x][y][z] =

√
Sw[x][y][z] W [x][y][z]− µw[x][y][z]2

W [x][y][z]2
(4.12)

Sw[x][y][z] =
∑
ox

∑
oy

∑
oz

w[ix][iy][iz] d[ix][iy][iz]
2 (4.13)

W [x][y][z] =
∑
ox

∑
oy

∑
oz

w[ix][iy][iz] (4.14)

zu[x][y][z] =
d[x][y][z]− µu[x][y][z]

σu[x][y][z]
(4.15)

µu[x][y][z] =

∑
ox

∑
oy

∑
oz

d[ix][iy][iz]

C
(4.16)

σu[x][y][z] =

√
Su[x][y][z]

C
− µu[x][y][z]2 (4.17)

Su[x][y][z] =
∑
ox

∑
oy

∑
oz

d[ix][iy][iz]
2 (4.18)

C = LxLyLz (4.19)

ix = x+ ox, ox ∈ [−Lx

2
,
Lx

2
] (4.20)

iy = y + oy, oy ∈ [−Ly

2
,
Ly

2
] (4.21)

iz = z + oz, oz ∈ [−Lz

2
,
Lz

2
] (4.22)

The totals are calculated using moving sums, tracking three values for Sw, W

and µw. In order to minimise memory use the statistics are performed in-place,

overwriting the array containing the filtered data values with the sigma value for

each voxel. Small additional buffers are used to store intermediate results. Each of

these temporary buffers are (dx + Lx − 1)(dy + Ly − 1)Lz

2
elements in size. This is

the smallest possible size of the buffers because the algorithm overwrites the image
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data in the x direction as it progresses, so previous values along the x axis must be

read from a buffer while following values can be read from the image array. Both

the weighted and unweighted local statistics calculations use one buffer of floats to

store the original image information, and two buffers of doubles to store the sums for

the mean and standard deviation. The weighted calculation requires an additional

buffer of doubles to store the summed weights.

The sums are first calculated as one-dimensional moving sums along the z axis.

When initialising these sums, one multiply is required to calculate the value of µw,

two multiplies to calculate the squared value for Sw and one addition each to update

the three values. This results in a total of six floating point operations per voxel.

Because the buffers are half the size of Lz along the z axis each voxel is initialised

twice, so this initialisation requires twelve floating point operations per voxel.

Once the moving sums have been initialised, it is executed across the buffer data,

adding in new values and subtracting old values. This part of the algorithm requires

twice as many calculations as the initialisation due to subtracting previous values

but is only performed once per voxel. Therefore, performing the moving sum across

the z axis requires a total of 24 floating point operations per voxel. The z axis sums

are performed on all of a node’s assigned voxels plus a halo of Lx voxels in the x axis

and Ly voxels in the y direction, because these values will be used in later sums.

The number of z-axis operations required to calculate the local statistics could be

reduced by using larger buffers, but this would come at the cost of increased memory

use.

Once the z axis sums are complete, the sums are performed across the y axis, and

then the x axis. These sums only require additions and subtractions, as all multipli-

cations have been performed in calculating the sums across the z axis. Initialising

these sums requires three operations per voxel, one addition for each of the three

values. The y-axis initialisation only needs to be performed once for each x-z line

in the image and is calculated over Ly voxels per line. Likewise, the x-axis moving
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sum initialisation is performed once for each y-z line in the image, across Lx voxels

per line. Once initialised, performing the moving sums requires six floating point

operations per voxel, as the previous values need to be subtracted from the sum.

The y-axis sums are calculated across a node’s assigned voxels, and an additional

halo in the x axis. The x axis sums require no halo. With the sums calculated

across the three axes, they are used to calculate the final z-score. This requires five

floating point operations, three divides and one square root per voxel assigned to a

node.

The use of moving sums reduces the amount of computational effort required,

but the statistics can still be a significant portion of a source finder’s running time.

The number of floating point operations required per node for the local mean and

standard deviation for a weighted dataset is approximately equal to Ow,t:

Ow,t ≈ Ow,z +Ow,y +Ow,x (4.23)

Ow,z = 24(dx + Lx − 1)(dy + Ly − 1)dz (4.24)

Ow,y = (dx + Lx − 1)(3Ly + 6dy)dz (4.25)

Ow,x = (3Lx + 6dx)dydz (4.26)

Calculating the local statistics in the unweighted case is similar to the weighted

case, but fewer operations are required. Only two sums are tracked, Su and the

numerator of µu, and the weights values do not need to be multiplied into the sums.

This halves the number of operations required for the z axis sums, and reduces the

number of y and x axis operations by a third. Calculating the final z-score requires

three floating point operations, three divisions and one square root calculation per

voxel. The total operation count per node to calculate the local statistics in the

unweighted case is equal to Ou,t:
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Ou,t ≈ Ou,z +Ou,y +Ou,x (4.27)

Ou,z = 12(dx + Lx − 1)(dy + Ly − 1)dz (4.28)

Ou,y = (dx + Lx − 1)(2Ly + 4dy − 1)dz (4.29)

Ou,x = (2Lx + 4dx)dydz (4.30)

Currently, only non-robust statistics functions are implemented. The effect of

this choice means that outliers in the data, for example noise spikes and bright

sources nearby to the data, can have an overstated on the results. This may cause the

source finder to miss fainter sources. Robust statistics, based on median calculations,

would be helpful as they are less affected by outliers in the data but they would

require additional work to implement.

4.2.5 Source Formation

A source finder must decide which voxels in an image are considered part of a legit-

imate source of emission and to collect these voxels into data objects that represent

these sources. These are two separate but related tasks, called selection and merging.

SSoFF provides functionality to perform these tasks in a parallel environment.

Selecting voxels is often done by applying a threshold to a dataset. This frame-

work allows for thresholding across both the image array data structure, and across

a sparse image dataset in the form of a hash map. These functions use a flood fill

algorithm to pick the voxels that are above the threshold, and merge adjacent voxels

into source objects.

The flood fill merges source objects within a single process but sources may

be split across multiple processes. SSoFF merges these objects using a multi-step

procedure. First each process sends the positions of voxels along its borders to its
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neighbouring processes. This is used to find where source objects are split between

processes. Each part of a split object is given a destination process. The destination

for a split source object is the process with a part of that object, that has the lowest

index in the process grid. The destination process index is propagated across the

different parts of a split source, from process to process, to ensure that each part of

the source is sent to the same process.

4.2.6 Program Control

There are a number of settings that can be changed to control how a source finder

searches an image. These may include the choice of certain algorithms instead of

others, and values to be used inside algorithms, in addition to specifying the data

files to be used. SSoFF provides functionality to read in parameters from a file, using

key-value pairs of strings to provide information. This also makes it easier to add

new functions to a source finding program, as they can be added to the main routine

along with a check of the contents of the parameter file to decide which functions to

use at run time. The options can be used to specify values used inside the functions,

such as the size of filters, or the value of the threshold to use when selecting voxels.

The framework makes use of several libraries to provide this functionality. MPI is

used for the basis of the parallelisation, and to communicate data between processes.

SimCList [69] is used for linked lists, which are used to store collections of voxels and

source objects, which vary in size depending on the contents of the dataset. uthash

[70] is used for hash tables, which are used to store sparse voxel information, and to

store parameter file information. These libraries do not prevent source finders from

using other libraries.

The functions described in this section provide a toolkit for writing a parallel

source finder and can perform common source finding tasks in a parallel environment.

Through this functionality, SSoFF reduces the difficulty of implementing additional
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functionality to a parallel source finder. The use of this framework is demonstrated

in the next section, where it is used to implement a source finder.

4.3 Implementation of a Parallel Source Finder

This section describes the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder (PGSF), a parallel source

finder for HI spectral line images that is implemented using SSoFF. The series of

steps used to process the image data is shown in Figure 4.6, and will be described in

detail here. The analysis is based on the use of three-dimensional Gaussian filters,

and voxels are selected if they are above the threshold for a set number of different

filters. Sources constructed from these voxels are then subject to a confirmation

step where only the sources whose spectral extent is greater than the user-specified

cut-off are written to the catalogue. PGSF can make use of an arbitrary number

of processes, up to the number of voxels in the image being searched. This source

finder can also process large files, limited by the memory of the nodes used to search

the image and to a maximum size of 231 − 1 voxels in each dimension. It processes

an image that consists of single-precision floating point numbers, but it can be easily

extended to other data types. The details of PGSF are described below.

The analysis algorithm used to inspect the image is a series of Gaussian filters

probing different scales. It is based on the algorithm used by the S+C source finder

[62] but has been expanded to run across parallel data, using SSoFF. A set of

Gaussian filter templates are convolved with the data and the weights, as shown in

Equation 4.31 for the weighted convolution where Fx, Fy and Fz are the dimensions

of the filter template. If weights are unavailable an unweighted convolution is used,

as shown in Equation 4.32. As in the local statistics calculations, the output of the

filter is only calculated for the voxels that have been assigned to a process, not for

the process’s halo values. As a result, filter output is only calculated once for values

in the image because the output for values in the halos are either calculated by the
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adjacent node that is responsible for that region, or not at all for the values outside

the image. Additionally, the filtering process requires that the halo be at least the

size of the largest filter used. When a process is filtering the edges of its assigned

image data it uses the halo image values, and weights values if they are available,

that were loaded in the input step of the program. The image data is divided along

all three dimensions. This is done to match the three-dimensional filters that are

applied to the image data, and the size of the divisions should be chosen to minimise

the total halo size of the processes.

cw[x][y][z] =

∑
px

∑
py

∑
pz

d[jx][jy][jz] f [px][py][pz] w[jx][jy][jz]∑
px

∑
py

∑
pz

w[jx][jy][jz]
(4.31)

cu[x][y][z] =
∑
px

∑
py

∑
pz

d[jx][jy][jz] f [px][py][pz] (4.32)

jx = x+ px, px ∈ [−Fx

2
,
Fx

2
] (4.33)

jy = y + py, py ∈ [−Fy

2
,
Fy

2
] (4.34)

jz = z + pz, pz ∈ [−Fz

2
,
Fz

2
] (4.35)

For each filter the selection criteria used is a threshold equal to the mean plus a

user-specified constant multiplied by the standard deviation, where the local mean

and standard deviation are calculated from the filtered image, as in Whiting and

Humphreys [59], using the local statistics functions of the framework. A count is

kept for each voxel each time that voxel’s filtered value is above the threshold for a

filter. After all of the filters have been applied, voxels are selected if their count is

above a second user-defined threshold.

If a filter has a size of Fx, Fy and Fz elements, then the weighted convolution

requires Of,w total floating point operations for that filter, according to the equation:

Of,w = 4DxDyDzFxFyFz (4.36)
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Figure 4.6: PGSF Flowchart. This figure shows the operations performed by the

Parallel Gaussian Source Finder. First the program is initialised, including checking MPI

indices and sizes, and the image and weights data is read in. Then the filters are applied

in a loop, with the z-score being calculated from the output of each filter and used in the

first threshold. Once the filters have all been applied, a second threshold is applied and

significant voxels detected here are merged into candidate detections. These candidates

are parameterised and subjected to a confirmation process. Finally, sources that passed

the confirmation step are written as the output catalogue, before the program cleans up

and shuts down. Stages marked with parallelograms involve data transfer to or from the

storage system, while steps marked with trapezoids involve communication with other

processes.
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This includes one multiply to combine the filter value and the weight for a voxel,

one multiply to combine the filter weight value to the image value, one addition to

update the sum of the convolution, and an addition to update the sum of the filter

weight for that voxel. The unweighted version requires a total of Of,u operations,

according to the equation:

Of,u = 2DxDyDzFxFyFz (4.37)

This includes one multiply to combine the filter value and the image data value and

one addition to update the sum of the filter values. This filtering does not require

any data transfer between nodes beyond what is done reading in the image.

The orientation of the filters will also affect the computational performance of

the filtering step. The innermost loop of the convolution algorithm iterates across

the z axis of the data, accessing consecutive image elements in memory for faster

load times into the processor. This means that filters should be longest along the

z axis, in order to obtain the greatest benefit from this improvement. If necessary,

the image data can be transposed by the user prior to executing PGSF so that the

data elements along the axis that has the largest filter size are contiguous.

PGSF currently allows for arbitrary filter templates to be applied to the data.

Ideally, a set of filter templates would be used that cover all possible sources, whilst

limiting the amount of processing needed. Such an optimal set of filter templates

has yet to be determined. Instead, a series of three-dimensional Gaussian functions

are used. The sizes of these filters can be set by the user, and should cover the

range of galaxy sizes expected in the survey. In the case of ASKAP, Duffy et al.

[66] suggests that for the WALLABY survey one percent of objects are expected

to have a spatial size greater than 5 beams wide for a 30 arcsecond low resolution

beam from using the 30 central dishes, or one percent of objects to be larger than

twenty beams for the high-resolution 10 arcsecond beam from using all 36 telescope

dishes. These detections are expected to be up to approximately 1300 km s−1 in

spectral width. These values would need to be converted into their corresponding
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size in voxels, for the voxel resolution of the final survey images. It should be noted

that each filter incurs a processing time cost for both the filtering step itself, which

has a time cost shown in Equations 4.36 and 4.37, and for the statistics that are

performed on the filtered output, which is shown in Equations 4.23 and 4.27.

A possible alternative to this method of filtering would be to use Fourier trans-

forms instead of convolution. This could be faster, as it would require fewer floating

point operations to complete, and would be able to make use of existing optimised

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) libraries. The disadvantages would be requiring extra

memory to store the transformed data, and increased data transfers between nodes.

The FFT would also be unable to use the weights information, and in particular

be unable to consider that certain portions of the image data have been flagged.

In order to deal with weighted data a Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) would be

necessary, which would require considerable additional computational expense.

In the case where the user does want to use Fourier transforms for filtering using

SSoFF, then this could be provided for by choosing the appropriate data distri-

bution settings, which are discussed above in Section 4.2.1. Arranging the data

such that each node has one or more entire channels would allow for the use of

a two-dimensional transform across the spatial dimensions. Conversely, the data

may be arranged such that nodes store entire spectral lines, which allows for a

one-dimensional Fourier transform across the spectral axis. Note that these data

distributions may only be done if each node possesses enough memory to store the

data for an entire channel or spectral line.

The parameterisation of the sources is performed once they have been selected

and merged by SSoFF. Because the data file format used by this program only

stores the flux of the image, that is, the format stores no metadata, only a subset

of the parameters can be determined. Performing a complete parameterisation of

sources is considered to be outside the scope of this work. The parameters given

by this program are the position of an object, as a flux-weighted mean in units of
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the array indices, the peak flux of the object, the sum of its flux across its voxels,

and the width of the object along the spectral axis. PGSF also handles re-reading

the information from the image cube when it is needed, in order to parameterise

sources that contain voxels that were received from other nodes during the source

formation step.

The confirmation of sources makes use of the parameterisation information to

confirm or reject candidate detections. PGSF rejects sources that are below a user-

specified channel width. This is because most legitimate sources have a spectral

width that is significantly larger than the channel width of a spectral-line image, so

sources that have a small frequency width are likely to be noise peaks or interference.

For example, the thinnest galaxy in the HIPASS Catalogue [4] is J1336-29 with a

velocity width of 30.4 km s−1, using the measure Wmax
50 , compared to the WALLABY

survey which will have a spectral resolution of 4 km s−1 [56]. The framework allows

for more complex confirmation techniques to be added. The confirmed sources and

their parameters are written to the output catalogue.

PGSF can scale to search larger images, up to datasets that are 231 − 1 elements

along each side. The number of processes to be used by the source finder has a upper

limit equal to the number of voxels in the image, and a lower limit set by memory

limits. Each process has a copy of its assigned portion of the image, including the

halo data, which is (dx+Hx)(dy+Hy)(dz+Hz) elements per process. A second array

data structure of the same size is used to store the filtered image, and optionally

a third data structure to store the weights information of the image. Additional

memory is used when calculating the statistics, as mentioned above, and a variable

amount of memory is needed to store the source detections. The accuracy and

computational performance of this program is measured in Section 5.2.
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4.4 GPU Acceleration of PGSF

In order to improve the speed of a program, the most time-consuming components

of the algorithm must be identified. Performance testing of PGSF shows that the

filtering section is the most computationally intensive stage of the source finder,

taking up as much as 70% of the total running time as shown in Figure 5.15. Other

significant time-consuming tasks are the statistics calculations and reading in the

image and weights data. The file input time is dependent on the storage system and

network hardware, and is not significantly affected by changes in algorithm. As the

filtering is the most time-consuming task of the source finder, it is the main focus

of optimisation efforts. While the original implementation of PGSF is CPU-only,

the program was designed with future GPU acceleration in mind, withe CPU-only

version usable as a reference implementation and as a source finding program for

computer systems that are not equipped with accelerator hardware.

The method presented here is generalisable to any size of hybrid CPU/acceler-

ator supercomputer, with some restrictions. The accelerator must be compatible

with either OpenCL or CUDA, and must have one accelerator per node. The current

implementation can only make use of a single accelerator per process due to the lack

of appropriate hardware for testing, but it is simple to extend the code by sending

successive GPU chunks of data to different devices. SSoFF also requires that each

node has enough memory to store its assigned data, so that the entire dataset can

be in memory at once. Finally, the current input implementation required that

each node can read its portion of the image and weights data from the supercom-

puter’s storage system. The techniques used to accelerate the filtering algorithm are

explained below, including data partitioning and management, and the implemen-

tation of the filtering kernel. Improvements to the statistics calculations are also

considered in Section 4.4.3, followed by technical considerations in Section 4.4.4.
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4.4.1 Data Partitioning and Transfer

The first issue to deal with when porting an algorithm to GPUs is memory man-

agement. The host and device have separate memory spaces so any data to be

processed must be sent to the GPU, and the results of the computation need to

be copied back to the host. This is complicated by the fact that the two different

platforms have different hardware capabilities, in particular on many systems the

GPU has significantly less memory than the host machine. Just as a single node

cannot contain an entire image in memory, a GPU cannot hold the entire amount of

data held by a single node. Therefore the image data, as well as any weights data,

will need to be further divided into smaller sections that can be sent to the GPU

and processed one at a time.

The convolution algorithm used to apply the filter to a particular element of

the image data requires the image and weights information of all the other voxels

within a range equal to the size of the filter in each of the three dimensions of the

data. This means that the image can be divided up into three-dimensional sections

of consecutive values such that all the data needed for one voxel can be found

elsewhere in the section. There will need to be some overlap, a second level of halo

data, between these sections so that the GPU can filter the voxels that are at the

edge of the section. These sections can be sent to the GPU one at a time, filtered,

and then the results returned to the host before the next section is processed.

Dividing the data into sections for the device adds an extra layer of data distri-

bution underneath what is already present in PGSF. When distributing the image

data between different nodes each node is given an equal-sized portion of the image

to process, to achieve an even load distribution. The node stores the data for its

portion of the image, and some halo data from surrounding nodes, as needed. When

using a GPU to process the data the size of the sections is chosen to achieve the best

performance by minimising the overhead from data transfer. The further division
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of image data used by the program to send data to the GPU is shown in Figure 4.7.

This figure only shows the x and y axes for clarity. While the host data is also

divided up along the z axis according to a user-specified parameter, for the GPU

division only entire spectral lines are sent to the device. In both the host and device

memory the data is ordered such that x is the major axis and z is the minor axis.

The file input method assumes that the image file is stored using the same order,

and so the image data may need to be transposed when converting from a different

file format.

The maximum size of the sections is limited by the amount of memory available

on the device. The device needs to be able to hold one section that contains the

unfiltered values, a second section that stores the results of the filter, and when

weights are being employed a third section is needed to store the filter weights.

Each of these sections contains an inner core which is the set of voxels that are

being processed, and is variable in size. The section also contain an outer halo of

values that is equal to the size of the filter, and needed by the GPU to process the

voxels at the edge of the core of the section. Although the section used to store the

filtered output does not need to store any halo data, it is kept at the same size as

the input and weights sections so that all three sections can be addressed using the

same indexing. The device also needs to store the filter values, program code and

other constants, but these are insignificant compared to the size of the sections.

Larger sections result in a smaller amount of halo data relative to the total size

of the image. This reduces the total amount of data being sent to the GPU and

therefore the amount of time spent transferring data. For this reason it is desirable

to use the largest section size possible, although the improvement has diminishing

returns as the section size increases. The host program checks the amount of memory

available on the device being used and combines that with the number of sections

required to determine the maximum number of voxels that can be stored at once.

From there, the program determines the maximum possible size of the sections,
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Figure 4.7: Data Distribution. This figure shows the data of a node being divided up

into four sections: A, B, C and D. Each section has a portion of data that will be filtered,

shown by the solid lines for each section, and a halo of data that is needed for filtering the

section but not filtered itself. The halo data is shown in the fine dotted line for section A,

the dashed line for section B, the coarse dotted line for section C, and the dot-dashed line

for section D. The manner in which the node’s data is split into sections is unrelated to

the division of the image data between nodes. Instead, the program chooses the sections

to be as large as possible given the amount of memory available on the device, until the

end of the node’s data is reached.
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including the halo data needed. The exception to this is when the edge of the

node’s data is reached. In this case, only the remainder of the data is sent to the

GPU in a section, as shown in the smaller sections on the right and the bottom in

Figure 4.7. The reason for this is that re-arranging the data to send a larger section

to the GPU would require more time than what would be gained by using a large

section.

There are some complications to the size of the section that comes from the

frameworks being used. OpenCL devices have a limit for the maximum size of a

single buffer, and this limit may be significantly less than the total amount of global

memory available on that device. It is possible that this limit may constrain the

maximum size of a section used by the source finder, particularly in the case of an

unweighted data set. This limit does not exist on the CUDA platform. However, CUDA

provides a function, cudaMalloc3D(), that allocates memory for a two- or three-

dimensional array in memory that uses extra values to pad its contents to meet the

alignment requirements of the device. The extra memory used in padding the array

must be considered when calculating the maximum possible size of the sections.

Each portion of the image data is processed one section at a time. Sending

the data to the GPU, applying the filter, and reading the results back all occur

sequentially. It is possible to arrange the algorithm such that the data transfers

overlap with data processing on the GPU, and to overlap transfers to the device

with transfers from the device. Overlapped transfers between the host and device

are implemented for the OpenCL implementation, but not for the CUDA implementa-

tion, due to time constraints. However, testing shows that the data transfer time

is approximately 10% of the time spent processing the data, so using overlapped

communication would not significantly improve the processing speed of the CUDA

implementation.

The image, weights, and output data sent to and read from the GPU is stored in

the GPU’s global memory. Other values are stored in the GPU’s constant memory,
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including the filter values and the sizes of the arrays being used. The manner in

which these values are transferred to the processing cores of the GPU, and how the

results are calculated from the data, is discussed in the following subsection.

4.4.2 Filter Parallelisation and Implementation

The filtering is the component of the program that is optimised using heteroge-

neous computing techniques, by porting the filtering algorithm to run on GPUs.

The source code for the filtering kernels, and the CPU implementation of the filter

function, can be seen in Appendix A. As seen in Equations 4.31 and 4.32, each

element of the output image can be calculated independently of the other elements

in the convolved image using a gather operation, so each element in the image can

be processed independently. This results in a maximum parallelisation of one thread

per element in the image, and so it can benefit from an increasing number of cores.

The organisation of these cores in processing the data greatly affects the efficiency

of the kernel.

In terms of voxel size the sources are assumed to be longest in the spectral

dimension, relative to the resolution of the images, and correspondingly the filters

are also largest along the spectral dimension. Therefore, as long as the spectral axis

is the longest element of the filter, the kernels will achieve the greatest benefit from

being aligned along the spectral axis, with each thread responsible for calculating the

filtered output for consecutive frequency voxels. The threads are arranged blocks

that are 1 × 1 × N threads along the x, y and z dimensions of the data, which

correspond to the right ascension, declination and frequency axes of the image.

The distribution of processing among the different threads and blocks is shown in

Figure 4.8. The parameter N can be controlled by the user, and the effect it has on

performance is considered below.

The blocks can be used to read an entire line of frequency values into shared
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Figure 4.8: GPU Thread Assignment. The grid shows the image data stored in the

GPU’s global memory. The section surrounded with the heavy black line is the portion

of data that will have its filtered value calculated in this kernel. The colour shows the

different blocks assigned to process that portion of the data. Six blocks are used here,

with a block size of 1 × 1 × 8 threads. For clarity, this figure only shows the declination

and frequency axes of the data.
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memory, which is a number of values equal to the number of threads plus the halo

data needed at the start and the end of the line. The image data, and weights data if

any, is ordered such that successive values in memory are different frequency values

along the same spectral line so the block can read in a line of frequency values using

coalesced reads. Employing shared memory in this fashion means that the data

from each coalesced read can be used a number of times equal to the number of

filter elements along the frequency axis. It is possible to arrange the blocks so that

they use shared memory to store a greater portion of the image at once, but this

causes some problems with performance. Increasing the amount of memory required

by a block will reduce the number of blocks that can be held in memory at once,

which reduces thread occupancy and the ability of the GPU to perform latency

hiding. As noted in Section 2.4, latency hiding is a technique used by GPUs to

mitigate the time cost of accessing global memory. Second, if the amount of shared

memory used by a block is too large, it will spill over into global memory, which

removes the performance advantage of using shared memory. In order to achieve

the best performance, the amount of memory stored by each block is limited.

The size of the block has several properties that affect the performance of the

kernel. As the size of the block increases, the greater amount of shared memory

available allows it to reduce overhead from reading in the halo data of the image

and weights sections. However, the increased memory use also reduces the amount

of latency hiding the GPU can perform. An additional consideration is that it is

preferable that the total number of threads in a block is a multiple of the symmetric

multiprocessor size, so that the blocks fit evenly into the hardware. The optimum

block size is dependent not only on the variables listed here and the requirements

of the kernel, but also the version of the CUDA library and the particular hardware

being used.

Building on this block topology, it is possible to write the kernel that calculates

the filter convolution for the data. The same algorithm and optimisation is used for
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both the CUDA and OpenCL implementations of the filtering. Each thread starts by

calculating its index in the output section, which determines the particular voxel

that thread will be filtering, and initialises its convolution sum. Then for each x

and y position in the filter, the block reads in the line of frequency values that it

needs from the image data. The particular line of data read is based on the x and y

position for which the threads are calculating the output, plus the x and y offset for

the filter element that the block is currently calculating. Because the block needs

to read in a larger number of image values than it had threads, it will take two

or more reads for the block to acquire all of the data it needs. The memory read

patterns used by the kernel are shown in Figure 4.9. If a weighted convolution is

being performed, then a line of weights values are also loaded into the block’s shared

memory.

The data read is followed by a barrier to ensure that all of the data has been

loaded before it is used by any of the threads. Once the barrier has been passed,

each thread performs the filtering process for that line. Each image value is read

from shared memory, and the relevant weights value, and the appropriate filter

value is read from constant memory. The values are multiplied together and added

to the thread’s convolution sum. Note that at each time step the threads in each

warp are reading an offset image and weights value, but read the same filter value.

Additionally, whilst the data in global memory and shared memory is stored as

single-precision floating point values, the convolution sums and the convolution cal-

culations are carried out using double-precision floating point values. Once a thread

has processed all the values along the line, it reaches a second barrier, to prevent

the next loading stage from overwriting the block’s shared memory before the other

threads in the block have finished with the line. After the barrier the threads con-

tinue the loop for the next x and y line in the filter. When the calculation is complete

the results are written to the output section. As the threads in the block refer to

consecutive elements in the array, this is done using coalesced writes.
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Figure 4.9: Kernel Memory Access. Each block reads the image data, and any

weights data, from global memory into shared memory one line of spectral values at a

time. Once the data has been loaded into shared memory each thread uses those values

to calculate the convolved sum for the loaded portion of the image and adds it to that

voxel’s total, which is stored in local memory. The dark blue section is the set of voxels

whose filtered values are being calculated by this block of threads. The light blue shows

the region of data that is needed to calculate those filtered values. Only two dimensions

are shown for clarity.
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It is possible to arrange the blocks to process only one output voxel per kernel,

or to have them filter multiple output voxels. Assigning a block to process a smaller

number of threads increases the total number of threads queued to run on the GPU,

increasing the maximum possible parallelism. Increasing the total number of threads

may also increase the scheduling overhead, decreasing performance. Like the size

of the block, the performance effects of changing the number of voxels each block

processes may also vary according to the version of CUDA and the hardware being

used. The number of voxels each block processes may be controlled by the user, so

that it can be adapted for optimum performance.

The kernels employ minimal branching, used to control memory accesses and

the bounds of loops for the filter operations. In the cases where warps are split

across multiple branches, the kernels are organised such that one group of threads

is performing a task while the remaining threads are doing nothing. This means

that when a warp executes both paths of a branch, there is no increase in processing

time compared to the case where all of the threads in the warp execute the branch

where the work is performed. This organisation minimises the computational costs

of branches in the kernel.

4.4.3 Statistics Parallelisation

The mean and standard deviation values used by PGSF to determine the detection

threshold are calculated independently for each voxel from a user-specified range of

image data around the voxel being calculated. This implementation is significantly

more computationally expensive than calculating a single mean and standard devi-

ation for the entire dataset. The implementation of the local statistics calculation

used by PGSF was modified to employ OpenMP to allow the program to make use all

the cores in a node. The CPU-only implementation of PGSF used one MPI process

per CPU core, so all of the cores were used even though only a single thread per
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core. The GPU implementations use only a single MPI process per node, so OpenMP

allows the program to regain use of all of the CPU cores on the node. This increases

the performance of the single MPI process per node versions of the program up to the

speed of the CPU-only, one MPI process per core implementation, and does so with-

out the effort of porting the local statistics function to OpenCL and CUDA. OpenMP

is used to parallelise the outer loop of each of the three directional sums, copying

data to temporary buffers, and calculating the z-score values.

It is worth noting that the product of Hassan et al. [25], a GPU-accelerated

visualisation and analysis program, has implemented similar statistics functions on

a GPU-accelerated cluster. This work uses GPU-accelerated implementations of

global mean and standard deviation calculations, global median, and a global his-

togram calculation. A version of local mean and standard deviation is included, but

it works slightly differently than the one used here. Hassan et al. [25] calculates a

mean and standard deviation pair that can be used represent a range of data, while

the implementation here calculated a mean and standard deviation pair for every

element in the dataset. In addition, Hassan et al. [25] uses GPUs to perform the

statistics calculations, while PGSF uses only the CPU.

4.4.4 Technical Considerations

Some devices, such as NVIDIA GPUs, employ a feature called a watchdog timer.

This will stop a compute kernel if it is still executing a set time after it started,

under the assumption that the kernel has crashed or is in an infinite loop. This is

problematic because by default the entire set of image data on the device is executed

in a single kernel, thus it is possible that the watchdog timer will terminate the

filtering kernel. In some cases the device can be configured to disable the watchdog

timer, but this is not always possible, particularly if the source finder is being

executed on a shared supercomputing system. This program works around the
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watchdog timer by splitting the filtering work across multiple kernel executions,

such that each kernel runs in less time than the watchdog time limit. The maximum

amount of processing to perform per kernel execution can be set by the user.

Constant memory is used to store the filter data and the sizes of the arrays.

This allows the data to be broadcast to multiple threads, when those threads were

accessing the same memory location, avoiding the bank conflicts that would occur

if global memory was used. With all of these factors considered, the performance of

the GPU implementations of PGSF are demonstrated in the following chapter.
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Chapter 5

Testing

This chapter discusses the tests performed on the software described in Chapter 4.

The SFAE program was implemented and tested to determine that it could correctly

assess the accuracy of source finders it is used on. These results of these tests are

also used to show the accuracy information that SFAE is capable of providing.

The performance of the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder is examined in Sec-

tion 5.2. First the accuracy of PGSF is measured using SFAE, to show the capability

of the source finder for correctly locating sources. Then the computational perfor-

mance of PGSF is measured to examine the speed of the program and the changes in

performance as the number of processors used varies. This test also demonstrates

the speed of the SSoFF algorithms used to implement PGSF. These tests demonstrate

the ability of PGSF and SSoFF to efficiently make use of increasing amounts of HPC

resources.

PGSF was then improved by porting the time-consuming filtering algorithm to run

on GPU hardware, after identifying the function through profiling the program, and

to use OpenMP to parallelise the statistics functions. Examining the time complexity

of the algorithms used in PGSF also suggests that the filtering will be the greatest

95
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time cost for the parameters used, although other choices of parameters may result

in other steps of PGSF being the most time consuming. Two different GPU imple-

mentations were written, one with CUDA and the other using OpenCL. First tests were

performed to determine the optimum settings for block or work group size, and the

total number of threads. Then, with these values known the overall performance

of the filtering section and the entire program is measured. The filtering section is

isolated to determine the speedup of the filtering algorithms gained by using GPUs

over CPUs. The tests of the entire program demonstrate the change in the overall

speed from using GPU filtering and OpenMP. This is followed by an examination

of the contribution of the different components of PGSF to the total runtime of the

program. The testing presented in this chapter is summarised in Table 5.1.

5.1 Accuracy of Source Finders

The SFAE program was tested, both to ensure that it correctly measures the accuracy

of a source finder and to demonstrate the information that it provides. The test data

set is based on a FITS format ASKAP simulation data cube [71]. This simulated

data cube covers an area 1.42×1.42 degrees with an angular resolution of 30 arcsec,

a pixel size of 10 arcsec and a frequency range of 1327.39 to 1422.0175 MHz. The

frequency resolution and channel width are both 92.5 kHz. This results in a data

cube composed of 512 × 512 × 1, 024 voxels. This data cube is intended for use

in testing source finders, so it has artificially reduced noise in order to increase

the number of sources visible to the source finder. The source catalogue used as

the input for the simulation is from the Square Kilometre Array Design Studies

(SKADS) S3-SAX simulation [72]. The sources used are mostly point sources but

there are some extended sources. The test data cube is supplied as a dirty image,

so prior to running the source finder the image was cleaned using Miriad [31], using

the full PSF data cube.
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Section Test Figure

Source Finder Accuracy Completeness by Peak Flux 5.2

Reliability by Peak Flux 5.3

Accuracy by Integrated Flux 5.4

Integrated Flux Parameter Comparison 5.5

Parallel Source Finding PGSF Accuracy 5.8

PGSF Processing Speed 5.13

PGSF Processing Time 5.15

GPU Acceleration Group Size 5.17

OpenCL Total Threads 5.18

CUDA Total Threads 5.19

Process Scaling 5.21

Unweighted Time Components 5.23

Weighted Time Components 5.24

Input Time 5.26

Input Time Proportion 5.27

File Striping Speed 5.28

Filter Processing Speed 5.30

Table 5.1: Testing Summary. This table summarises the testing and results presented

in this chapter. The accuracy results produced by SFAE are tested, followed by the use

of the program to measure the accuracy of PGSF. The performance of PGSF and SSoFF is

then analysed as the number of computing nodes used to run the program varies. Then

PGSF was modified to execute its filtering algorithm on GPUs, which involved testing

different thread organisations to achieve optimal kernel performance. Finally the entire

performance of the accelerated program was measured to determine its overall speed, and

the extent that each function contributed to the overall processing time.
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The cleaned data cube used to test SFAE is shown in Figure 5.1 as a zero moment

map and Figure 5.1b as a sample spectral line. A zero moment map is formed by

integrating an image cube along its spectral axis, leaving only the spatial dimensions.

The sample spectral line chosen is the brightest integrated line in the image, and its

location is shown in Figure 5.1.

This cleaned image still has a number of sidelobes, from two causes. The first

cause of sidelobes is from errors in the cleaning process, as the PSF cube provided

does not exactly match the PSF sidelobes present in the dirty image, due to what is

suspected to be an error in the pipeline creating this simulated data. The second is

that there are a number of sidelobes from sources that are outside the data cube, and

therefore cannot be removed by the clean task. The sidelobes cause a number of

erroneous detections, as the source finder tested finds peaks in the sidelobe patterns.

In the general case, data sets may contain errors from their construction, such as

telescope noise, pipeline errors, simulation errors, and so on. Source finders will need

to be able to operate on data sets with such errors. When using SFAE to determine

the accuracy of a source finder, the data cube should be given to the source finder

in the same manner as the source finder would receive data cubes in a production

environment.

The source finder being tested here is Duchamp [58], version 1.1.13. However, the

information given here should be considered a demonstration of SFAE rather than

a test of the accuracy of Duchamp. The test catalogue was obtained by executing

Duchamp on the cleaned data cube. Duchamp uses a number of parameters to calculate

its list of detections, in addition to the data cube. The parameters specified to

create the detection list used for this test use the default parameters, with the

exception of using à trous wavelet reconstruction in three dimensions. Duchamp’s

default parameter set uses a three sigma threshold for the final objects. The complete

parameter set given to Duchamp is given in Table 5.2 for completeness. For more

details on what these parameters do, see the Duchamp User Guide [73].
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Figure 5.1: SFAE Test Image. Figure 5.1a shows the zero moment map of the SKADS

simulation image used to test SFAE. This image uses a linear colour scale from −320.82

to 562.94 Jy Hz, which includes 99.5% of the voxels in the image. The marked position in

Figure 5.1a is the image’s brightest spectral line, which is shown in Figure 5.1b.
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flagAtrous true

reconDim 3

snrRecon 4

snrCut 3

filterCode 1 (B3 spline function)

minPix 2

minChannels 3

minVoxels 4

flagAdjacent true

threshVelocity 7

flagRejectBeforeMerge false

flagTwoStageMerging true

spectralMethod peak

pixelCentre centroid

flagRobustStats true

flagMW false

flagTrim false

flagFDR false

flagSmooth false

flagBaseline false

flagNegative false

searchType spatial

Table 5.2: Duchamp Parameters. This table shows the parameters supplied to the

Duchamp source finder. These are the default parameters for the program, with the excep-

tion of using à trous wavelet reconstruction via the flagAtrous setting.
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The reference catalogue list was obtained by running Duchamp on a corresponding

model image of the dirty cube. This model data cube contains only the sources

present in the test data cube, with zero noise. In obtaining the reference catalogue,

the default parameters for Duchamp were used except for using a direct flux threshold

of 1 µJy. It can be reasonably assumed that the source finder derives the correct

parameters from the model cube, and it is how the source finder parameterises

the noisy image that is of interest. Whether or not a source finder does, in fact,

correctly parameterise a model image can be determined by using several different

source finders to search and parameterise the model image, then comparing their

results to see if they calculate the same values. A sample of the reference catalogue

properties is given in Table 5.3.

The reference catalogue has 235 entries and the test catalogue has 384 entries.

Of these, there are 190 matched pairs, using these values with Equations 2.4 and 2.5

results in an overall completeness of 70.6% and a reliability of 49.9%. The one-to-one

matching did not exclude any sources from being matched.

The completeness of the source finder as a function of the peak SNR of a source

is shown in Figure 5.2, using Equation 2.6. The SNR of a source is calculated by

dividing the peak flux of a source, in units of Jy per beam, by the RMS noise, as

calculated from the cleaned data cube using the Miriad routine histo. Likewise,

the reliability of the test source finder as a function of peak SNR is shown in Figure

5.3, using Equation 2.7.

The error bars were determined using bootstrap resampling. For each bin, an

object is randomly selected from the set of objects in that bin and it is recorded

whether or not it has a matching test source. This procedure is repeated N times,

with N being the number of objects in the bin considered. Using Equation 2.6,

the completeness is then calculated from the objects that had been selected. A

total of 1 000 completeness values are calculated per bin, and the 15.9% and 84.1%

percentile completeness values were used as the lower and upper standard deviation,
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RA (H:M:S) Dec (D:M:S) Velocity (km s−1) Peak Flux (Jy) Int. Flux (Jy km s−1)

12:27:52.61 -44:17:25.80 3093.319 0.0014003 0.0657

12:31:43.66 -44:54:17.86 3142.876 0.0016134 1.4995

12:29:53.51 -44:20:35.00 3279.036 0.0016036 4.4079

12:32:33.46 -44:42:31.08 3490.043 0.0011714 1.0263

12:28:47.22 -45:37:44.14 4259.684 0.0017033 1.1921

12:32:24.95 -45:17:47.71 5724.025 0.0010954 0.8418

12:31:27.13 -44:30:12.88 5736.518 0.0014894 2.3978

12:33:52.70 -44:53:22.80 6449.722 0.0007152 0.1251

12:30:40.50 -45:11:19.53 6485.037 0.0003169 0.0306

12:30:20.26 -45:12:21.04 6528.818 0.0008897 0.8006

12:29:01.79 -44:58:03.59 6569.004 0.0018967 1.2780

12:30:21.67 -45:02:17.01 6637.682 0.0012773 0.3930

12:30:41.04 -45:17:04.79 6699.566 0.0010934 0.4711

12:30:52.31 -45:16:46.06 6860.813 0.0027110 1.3446

12:33:31.59 -44:30:27.36 6880.292 0.0006794 0.1032

12:30:49.08 -45:32:32.49 6896.819 0.0006272 0.1525

12:31:18.76 -45:21:37.20 6908.067 0.0015364 0.2977

12:30:50.82 -45:29:01.40 6927.878 0.0016522 1.0990

12:31:01.06 -45:28:28.77 6930.060 0.0034767 1.1052

12:33:02.36 -44:48:35.50 6939.104 0.0008508 0.1680

Table 5.3: SFAE Test Catalogue. This table includes the first 20 entries from the

reference catalogue of the SKADS image used to test SFA. The position of each source

is given as right ascension in hours, minutes, and seconds; the declination in degrees,

arcminutes, and arcseconds; and the velocity of the source in kilometres per second. The

brightness of the source is summarised as its peak flux in Janskys and the integrated flux

in Jansky kilometres per second. Note that this version of Duchamp converts the spectral

axis to velocity by default, even if the image data records the spectral axis as frequency.
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respectively. Note that if the sources in a particular bin are either all matched or

all unmatched, then that bin will always have the same completeness (either 100%

or 0%), no matter which objects are randomly selected, and therefore that bin will

not have any error bars plotted.

The distribution of the reference and test sources as a function of their integrated

flux and line width is shown in Figure 5.4. The matched sources are those that are

both present in the reference catalogue and have been found by the source finder.

The unmatched reference sources are those that have not been found by the source

finder, and the unmatched test sources are false detections. The abscissa is the

integrated flux of a source, and the ordinate is the FWHM size of the sources, using

the reference catalogue parameters.

The matches produced by SFAE can be analysed to determine how accurately the

source finder parameterises the sources it finds. One such analysis can be seen in

Figure 5.5. This tests the accuracy of the test source finder in measuring the inte-

grated flux of a source. The abscissa is the integrated flux of a source in Jy km s−1,

as listed in the reference catalogue. The ordinate is the fraction of the integrated

flux of the source that was detected by the source finder.

The accuracy of SFAE itself was measured by manually matching entries from

the reference catalogue to the entries in the test catalogue list. This was done by

plotting the positions of the reference and test objects. Then each reference object’s

position was observed and it was recorded either which test object was closest to the

reference object in question, or that the reference object had no nearby test object.

The limits used were the size of the major axis of the beam in spatial distance, and

the resolution of the data cube, in frequency. Upon comparing this manual matching

to the one produced by the SFAE algorithm, SFAE matched each of the 235 objects

in the reference catalogue to the same test object as the manual matching.
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Figure 5.2: Completeness by Peak SNR. This graph shows the completeness of the

test source finder as a function of the peak SNR of an object. The abscissa is the peak

SNR range of that bin, with a logarithmic scale. The histogram shows the completeness

of the source finder, for that bin. The error bars show a one standard deviation error, as

determined by bootstrap resampling. The dotted line shows the number of objects in each

bin. This graph uses the reference object’s value for the peak flux of a source.
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Figure 5.3: Reliability by Peak SNR. This graph shows the reliability of the test

source finder as a function of the peak SNR of an object. The abscissa is the peak

SNR range of that bin, with a logarithmic scale. The histogram shows the reliability of

the source finder, for that bin. The error bars show a one standard deviation error, as

determined by bootstrap resampling. The dotted line shows the number of objects in each

bin. This graph uses the test object’s value for the peak flux.
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Figure 5.4: Accuracy by Integrated Flux. These graphs show the distribution of

matched and unmatched sources as a function of their integrated flux and line width. The

abscissa is the integrated flux of the source and the ordinate is the FWHM of the source.

The first plot shows the completeness of the source finder using the reference sources. The

second plot shows the reliability of the source finder, using the test parameters.
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Figure 5.5: Integrated Flux Parameter Comparison. This graph shows how ac-

curately the source finder determines the integrated flux of sources. The abscissa is the

integrated flux of a matched source as recorded in the reference catalogue. The ordinate

is the fraction of the integrated flux of the source found by the source finder.
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5.2 Performance of Parallel Source Finding

Several tests were employed to measure the correctness of PGSF. The first set of tests

were performed to ensure that the program was working correctly. The second set of

tests shows the accuracy of the source finder for different sources. Finally, the third

set of tests analyse the suitability of the program for processing large datasets. The

primary machine used to test the program was the Epic@Murdoch supercomputer.

This system has 800 nodes, each possessing two six-core Intel Xeon X5660 CPUS,

24 GB of RAM and a QLogic IBA7322 QDR Infiniband interconnect. The MPI

library used was OpenMPI version 1.6.3.

The correctness of the program was examined using unit testing. These tests

do not concern the overall accuracy of the program. Instead, they show that the

framework functions work correctly. Each function used in PGSF was individually

tested for correctness. The correctness for the program as a whole was demonstrated

by running the source finder on a 2 GB simulated data cube and comparing the

output to the expected results, which were obtained by executing a single-threaded

implementation of the program on the same image. The results were found to be

identical.

The accuracy of PGSF was demonstrated by executing the source finder on a pair

of simulated data cubes. These are the images used in Popping et al. [57]. One cube,

shown in Figure 5.6, contains point sources, which are sources that are smaller in

spatial extent than the spatial resolution of the image before being convolved with

the simulated telescope’s PSF. The other, shown in Figure 5.7, contains extended

sources, which are spatially larger than the resolution even before convolution with

the PSF. In practice, both types of sources have spectral sizes significantly larger

than the channel width of the telescope. This test used a series of filters that are 1,

3, 5, and 9 pixels wide in the spatial dimensions and 9, 17, 33, 65, and 129 channels

wide in the spectral dimension. For the data cube used, these filters are 10”, 30”,
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50”, and 90” in spatial size, and 164.7 kHz, 311.1 kHz, 603.9 kHz, 1.19 MHz, and

2.36 MHz in spectral size. In all, 20 different filters were used with a total of 29, 348

filter elements between them. These filters are chosen to cover a range of source

sizes, in both spatial and spectral dimensions.

For each filter, a threshold equal to four standard deviations above the mean is

applied to the filtered data. This threshold is chosen to balance the completeness

and reliability values of the final catalogue, and chosen in keeping with other source

finders, including Duchamp’s default threshold. As in Whiting and Humphreys [59],

the mean and standard deviation for a voxel are calculated from a range 101 voxels

wide in right ascension and declination, and a single voxel wide in frequency. De-

tected voxels were merged into the same object if they were within 5 voxels spatially

and 80 frequency channels of another voxel in that object. The final selection of

voxels were those that were above the threshold for 13 or more filters, and had a

spectral width of at least 5 channels.

Both test images have corresponding mask files that show where the real sources

exist in the image. These masks, combined with the original image data, were con-

verted into catalogues using an external parameterisation script, as described in

Jurek [63]. These catalogues are used as the reference point for the sources that are

in the images. PGSF was then run on the two images and produced its own mask

file for each image. These mask files were also converted into catalogues by the

parameterisation script. Using an external script allows for a more detailed parame-

terisation of the sources than that provided by the algorithms currently implemented

in the program.

The detected catalogues were cross-matched against the reference catalogues

using SFAE. The accuracy of the source finder can be seen in the results of the

cross-matching, as shown in Figure 5.8. Figures 5.8a and 5.8b show the accuracy

of the source finder for point sources, and Figures 5.8c and 5.8d show the accuracy

for extended sources. These are based on the point-source and extended-source
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(b) Point Source Test Image Spectral Line

Figure 5.6: Point Source Test Image. Figure 5.6a shows the zero moment map of

the simulated image of point sources used to test the accuracy of PGSF. The colour scale

varies from −256.34 to 555.07 mJy km s−1, which includes 99.5% of the voxels in the

image. The marked location in Figure 5.6a indicates the image’s brightest spectral line,

which is shown in Figure 5.6b.
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(b) Extended Source Test Image Spectral Line

Figure 5.7: Extended Source Test Image. Figure 5.7a shows the zero moment map

of the simulated image of extended sources used to test the accuracy of PGSF. The colour

scale varies from −288.18 to 466.71 mJy km s−1, which includes 99.5% of the voxels in

the image. The marked location in Figure 5.7a indicates the image’s brightest spectral

line, which is shown in Figure 5.7b.
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(d) Extended Source Reliability

Figure 5.8: PGSF Accuracy. These plots show the completeness and reliability of

PGSF for different sources. The abscissa is the peak SNR of the bins, equal to the peak

flux of a source, divided by the image’s RMS value. The reference catalogue’s value for

the peak SNR is used for the completeness plots and the detected catalogue’s value is

used for the reliability plots. The histograms show the completeness and reliability for

the sources in each bin, with the error bars showing a one-sigma error calculated using

bootstrap resampling. The dotted green line shows the number of sources in each bin.

The point source results were obtained from an image that contained only point sources,

likewise the extended source results were obtained using an image that contained only

extended sources. These values were obtained using a threshold of four sigma, and voxels

that were above that threshold for 13 different filters.

simulated cubes, respectively. Figures 5.8a and 5.8c use the reference catalogue for

the peak flux values and source counts, whilst Figures 5.8b and 5.8d use the results

of the source finder for their values.
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Figure 5.9: Duchamp Accuracy Comparison. These plots show the accuracy of the

source finder Duchamp, on the same images as Figure 5.8. The Duchamp parameters used

are those shown in Table 5.2, and are the default parameters for the program, with the

exception of using three-dimensional à trous wavelet reconstruction. The abscissa is the

peak SNR of the bins, equal to the peak flux of a source, divided by the image’s RMS

value. The reference catalogue’s value for the peak SNR is used for the completeness plots

and the detected catalogue’s value is used for the reliability plots. The histograms show

the completeness and reliability for the sources in each bin, with the error bars showing a

one-sigma error calculated using bootstrap resampling. The dotted green line shows the

number of sources in each bin. The point source results were obtained from an image that

contained only point sources, likewise the extended source results were obtained using an

image that contained only extended sources.
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The performance of Duchamp is shown in Figure 5.9 to provide a comparison of

the accuracy of Duchamp and PGSF. As in the tests in Section 5.1, these tests use

the default Duchamp parameters except for the use of à trous wavelet reconstruction,

which are shown in Table 5.2.

PGSF is intended for use on images of the same size as those that will be used in the

WALLABY survey. The size of these images will depend on the configuration of the

telescope, but a likely data size is approximately 256 GB, consisting of 2048× 2048

spatial values and 16, 384 frequency channels, with each value stored as a four-

byte floating point number. This image will not have polarisation information,

but it may have a weighting cube, for an additional 256 GB. Data from ASKAP

is not yet available, so a placeholder image was created from a 64 GB simulated

image1. This simulated image has sufficient spectral resolution, but fewer spectral

channels, so the placeholder cube was created by concatenating the simulated cube

four times, along the frequency dimension. The test image shown in Figure 5.10

has the image data and weights combined and is used to test the performance of

unweighted source finding in PGSF. The separate image and weights data sets used

to test the performance of searching weighted data are shown in Figures 5.11 and

5.12, respectively.

Running the program with 768 cores across 64 nodes took 2 hours 19 minutes

and 10 seconds, consuming 1781 core-hours. The system reported that the CPU

utilisation was 99%. The rate at which the program can search an image and the

manner in which it scales with the number of processors is shown in Figure 5.13.

This figure can be used to estimate the processing time for images of different sizes

and includes the processing speed as determined from the original 64 GB simulated

image, for comparison.

1This image is available from http://www.atnf.csiro.au/people/Matthew.Whiting/

ASKAPsimulations.php, Set #7, made by combining the “line-emission only” and “weights” spec-

tral images.
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Figure 5.10: Unweighted Processing Speed Test Image. Figure 5.10a shows the

zero moment map of the 64 GB simulated image used to test the speed of PGSF for un-

weighted data. The colour scale varies from −579.95 to 591.87 Jy MHz, which includes

99.5% of the voxels in the image. The marked location in Figure 5.10a indicates the im-

age’s brightest spectral line, which is shown in Figure 5.10b. The change in brightness

around the edges of the zero moment map demonstrates the variation in sensitivity across

the simulated telescope’s field of view.
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(b) Weighted Processing Speed Test Image Spectral Line

Figure 5.11: Weighted Processing Speed Test Image. Figure 5.11a shows the zero

moment map of the 64 GB simulated image used to test the speed of PGSF for weighted

data. The colour scale varies from −1152.94 to 1175.02 Jy MHz, which includes 99.5%

of the voxels in the image. The marked location in Figure 5.11a indicates the image’s

brightest spectral line, which is shown in Figure 5.11b. The change in brightness around

the edges of the zero moment map demonstrates the variation in sensitivity across the

simulated telescope’s field of view.
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Figure 5.12: Weighted Processing Speed Test Weights. This figure shows the

weights used to test the processing speed of PGSF for weighted data. Figure 5.12a shows

the average of the weights across each spectral line, corresponding to Figure 5.11a. The

weights of the central position, marked in Figure 5.12a, are shown in Figure 5.12b to

demonstrate their variation with frequency.
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Figure 5.13: PGSF Processing Speed. The amount of data that the program can

process per unit of time, with error bars at one standard deviation. This data is based

on the use of 29,384 filter values in the convolution and either a 64 GB or a 256 GB file.

The data size only includes the image data, not the weights data. This figure shows the

rate at which the performance of the program scales with the number of cores used. The

abscissa is the number of nodes used to search the image, and the ordinate is the rate at

which the is data processed.
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The processing time here is the mean time across ten runs of PGSF per node

size. The exception is the file input time, which is treated separately from the other

values because it can vary greatly from one run of the program to another, depending

on the amount of storage system bandwidth being consumed by other programs at

that time. It is also possible for the image data to be stored in the cache of the

storage system, which will cause subsequent runs to have an unusually fast input

step. In practice, the program will experience congestion from other users but it

is unlikely that the source finder will need to be run multiple times in succession,

so it is unlikely for the image data to already be in the cache. For the purpose of

demonstrating the scaling of the program with the number of cores used, the file

input time for each node size was fixed to a value equal to the median time across

its runs that were not unusually short. Additionally, a small fraction of runs failed

to complete, due to one or more of the nodes they were allocated either failed the

MPI_Init() function, or timed out and were terminated by the scheduling system.

These are treated as outliers, and their data is not included here. These issues are

considered further in Section 6.2.

The time required to search the images is broken down in Figure 5.15, with each

component as detailed in the Sections 4.2 and 4.3. This test shows the amount of

time each step contributes to the overall run time of PGSF. The information given

here can be used to identify the bottleneck of the program.

5.3 Performance of GPU-Accelerated Filtering

The GPU-accelerated version of PGSF was tested using Fornax, a 96-node GPU-

equipped cluster run by iVEC. iVEC is an organisation that provides supercom-

puting resources and support to research, education, and industrial communities.

iVEC has recently undergone re-branding and is now known as the Pawsey Super-

computing Centre. Each node has two six-core 2.66GHz Xeon X5650 CPUs, one
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component in the PGSF program when searching a 256 GB image file with an additional

256 GB of weights information, and the change in processing time as the number of nodes

used for processing increases.
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Figure 5.15: PGSF Processing Time. This plot shows the processing time as a
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the amount of memory needed. The program needs enough nodes to ensure that there is

sufficient memory to store the entire data set. The different colours denote different tasks

in searching the image. The abscissa is the number of nodes used to search the image.

The ordinate is the time spent processing the image data.
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NVIDIA Tesla C2075 GPU and 72 GB of memory. The nodes are connected by two

QDR Infiniband networks, one for MPI traffic and the other for storage traffic. The

storage system uses the Lustre file system with 32 storage nodes, and support for

striping file data across up to eight storage nodes. The Lustre file system is a type of

parallel, distributed file system designed for cluster supercomputers [74]. Striping a

file is the practice of dividing the file into evenly-sized pieces across different storage

nodes. This allows the compute nodes to read from multiple storage nodes, poten-

tially increasing the bandwidth of the file system. This comes at a cost of increased

time overhead when transferring files, which can be significant for sufficiently small

files.

The tests of the improved source finder were performed in two parts. First the

filter kernel parameters were optimised in order to find the best-performing settings.

Then the performance of the overall program, including the optimised kernels, was

measured as the number of nodes used to run the source finder was varied over

consecutive tests.

5.3.1 Kernel Testing

The performance of the kernels was measured across several different work group

sizes, in order to determine the optimum value for the hardware. In order to pre-

vent unnecessary consumption of supercomputer time, these were calculated using

a cutout of a simulated image that is 1024 × 1048 × 4, 096 elements in size, so it

was small enough to fit onto a single node. The group sizes tested are multiples of

32, which is the warp size for the GPUs used, and the preferred work group size

multiple as reported by OpenCL. Three tests were run per parameter, the mean of

the filtering time of each was used as the result and shown in Figure 5.17. The best

results for OpenCL were obtained using a work group size of 128 for both the un-

weighted and weighted convolution. For CUDA the optimum values were block size of
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128 for unweighted and 256 for weighted convolution. A number of other group sizes

achieved almost equal performance, particularly around group sizes of 128, 256, 320,

and 512. The optimum value for each category was used in the subsequent tests.

NVIDIA’s CUDA Software Development Kit (SDK) [75] also includes an Occupancy

Calculator spreadsheet that may be used to determine the optimal settings for the

block and group sizes of the kernel, but for this project I chose to manually check

for the optimum values.

The effect of the global thread count on the performance of the program was also

measured. Like the work group size, these tests were performed using a single node

and a cutout image, with three tests per parameter. The performance as a function

of the global thread count is shown in Figure 5.18 for the OpenCL implementation

and Figure 5.19 for the CUDA implementation. The xy size of the blocks is the

number of threads in the x direction, which maps to right ascension in the image,

multiplied by the number of threads in the block in the y direction, which maps to

the declination of the image.

The tests with CUDA were analysed using the CUDA profiling tools. In particular,

they revealed that the data transfer to and from the device took less than 10% of

the computation time when applying the filter and that the thread occupancy was

80 − 83% of the theoretical maximum. Additionally, the profiler shows that the

kernel is compute-bound, rather than IO-bound so improving data transfers on the

kernel is unlikely to significantly improve processing time.

5.3.2 Whole Program Testing

The scalability of the program was measured by running the source finder on in-

creasing numbers of nodes, as shown in Figure 5.21. These tests perform ten runs

for each implementation of the program and node size, and the mean of each set

of runs is used. This data measures the performance of the entire source finding
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Figure 5.16: PGSF Kernel Testing. The first tests of the GPU acceleration of the

filtering algorithm are performed to determine the optimum parameters for the GPU

kernel. These test different arrangements of threads on the GPU, first different block sizes

which balances the benefits of shared memory against the occupancy requirements of the

kernel. Then the CUDA grid size and the OpenCL total thread counts are tested to balance

latency hiding and increased parallelism against the processing overhead of large numbers

of threads.
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Figure 5.17: Group Size. This shows the relative processing speeds of the program

when using different work group sizes in OpenCL and different block sizes in CUDA. The

maximum group size is limited by the amount of memory needed by each thread. The

abscissa is the number of threads in each work group or block. The ordinate is the kernel

filtering speed.
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Figure 5.18: OpenCL Total Threads. This plot compares the processing speed of the

filtering kernels as a function of the total number of threads. The total number of threads

can be specified in three dimensions, with different thread counts in the x and y directions

being shown in different colours, and different z counts in the same colour. The abscissa is

the total number of threads used to launch the kernel. The ordinate is the filtering speed.
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Figure 5.19: CUDA Total Threads. This plot shows the relative processing speed of

the CUDA filtering function as a function of the total number of threads. The total number

of threads can be specified in three dimensions, with different thread counts in the x and

y directions being shown in different colours, and different z counts in the same colour.

The abscissa is the total number of threads used to execute the kernel. The ordinate is

the filtering speed.
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program, not just the filtering. The weighted implementations of the program were

unable to complete when using only twelve nodes, due to memory constraints. The

file input time used for each combination of implementation and number of nodes

is the maximum recorded input time for all of the runs in that combination. This

makes the input time highly susceptible to outliers, but it provides the closest value

to what can reasonably be expected in production runs of the source finder.

The time of each step was measured independently, as in the previous section, so

they can be examined individually. The most significant components of the overall

time are demonstrated in Figure 5.23 for unweighted source finding and Figure 5.23

for the weighted case. Only the three most time consuming portions of the section

are shown because the remaining steps took a negligible amount of time.

Because the input time varies so greatly, the scatter of input times was also

measured. The times taken to read the input data is shown in Figure 5.26. For

the unweighted implementations this measures the time taken to read in the image

file. For the weighted implementations this records the time taken to read both the

image and weights files. By comparing the maximum input time against the overall

time taken to search the image, the extent to which the input time comprises the

overall processing time can be seen. This information is shown in Figure 5.27.

During the testing of the program a drop in IO performance was encountered,

which was identified to be caused by a change in the default settings for the striping

of the Lustre shared file system. Testing that was carried out to verify the cause

is shown in Figure 5.28. These tests were performed by measuring the time of the

input step for different settings of the file striping, and using 24 processing nodes for

the program. In order to avoid consuming supercomputer resources unnecessarily,

input timings that were re-measured using the optimal file striping were used in

place of the existing results. One set of tests was performed for the two GPU

implementations, and a second test for the CPU implementation. The input steps

for the two GPU implementations are identical, while the CPU version is different
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in that it uses one MPI process per core rather than per node.

The filter speed can be separated out and analysed on its own to directly compare

the different GPU implementations of the filtering process to each other, and the

CPU implementation. This shows the difference in performance without the effects

of the variable input times. The processing speed of the filter stage is shown in

Figure 5.30.
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Figure 5.20: PGSF Processing Speed Testing. With the performance of the GPU

kernels optimised, the processing speed of the entire program can be measured. The

processing speed shown here can be used to estimate the time PGSF would take to search

image files of different sizes, using the stated amount of computing resources.
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Figure 5.21: Process Scaling. This plot shows the computational performance of the

source finder as a function of the number of computing nodes used in the processing. This

plot shows the different versions of the filtering algorithm, with both weighted and un-

weighted convolutions and implementations using OpenCL, CUDA or the CPU. The OpenCL

and CUDA implementations use one CPU core per node in addition to the GPU, the CPU

implementation used twelve cores per node throughout. The dataset used is a 256 GB

simulated image. The data rate for the weighted case uses only the size of the image file,

and does not include the additional 256 GB weights data cube. The abscissa is the number

of nodes used to search the image. The ordinate is the data processing rate of the entire

source finding program.
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Figure 5.22: PGSF Time Component Testing. The time required to search an

image can be split into the time taken by each of the major components. Doing so

highlights the best targets for further improvement, either through improved algorithms,

use of accelerator hardware, or faster hardware. The coloured sections shown are the most

time-consuming components of the program, with the time of the remaining uncoloured

sections grouped together.
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Figure 5.23: Unweighted Time Components. This plot shows the amount of time

taken for the most significant steps in the source finder, when searching unweighted data.

The different times are displayed as a function of the number of nodes used for the tests,

and the letter denotes the implementation of the program. C shows the results for the

CPU-only implementation, D shows the results for the CUDA-accelerated version, and O

shows the times for the OpenCL-accelerated version. The abscissa is the number of nodes

used to search the image. The ordinate is the time spent processing the image, split into

the different major components of the program.
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Figure 5.24: Weighted Time Components. This plot shows the amount of time

taken for the most significant steps in the source finder, when searching weighted data.

The different times are displayed as a function of the number of nodes used for the tests,

and the letter denotes the implementation of the program. C shows the results for the

CPU-only implementation, D shows the results for the CUDA-accelerated version, and O

shows the times for the OpenCL-accelerated version. The abscissa is the number of nodes

used to search the image. The ordinate is the time spent processing the image, split into

the different major components of the program
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Figure 5.25: PGSF File IO Testing. The time of the input stage of PGSF behaves very

differently from the other major steps in the program, which primarily involve processing.

Because of the particular characteristics of the time required to read the file in from the

storage system, the testing of this component is handled differently. This helps to coun-

teract the vast difference in time between different runs and to examine the performance

of this section in more detail.
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Figure 5.26: Input Time. This plot shows the time taken by the source finder to

read in the image data. For the unweighted case, this is just the 256 GB image file. For

the weighted case, this includes reading in both the image file and an additional 256 GB

weights file. In both cases the reported time also includes the time taken to communicate

the halo data between different processes. The abscissa is the number of nodes used to

search the image. The ordinate is the amount of time spent reading the image data, or

both the image and the weights data in the case of weighted filtering.
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Figure 5.27: Input Time Proportion. This plot shows the proportion of time each

implementation spent reading in image and weights data, as a percentage of the overall

run time. This figure uses the maximum input time of each run for that combination of

node count and implementation. The abscissa is the number of nodes used to search the

image. The ordinate is the proportion of the overall execution time of the program that

was spent performing the input step.
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Figure 5.28: File Striping Speed. This plot shows the effect of the number of nodes

that the input files are striped across has on the time required for the program to read

the files from storage. The input time includes both reading the files from storage, and

transferring the halo data between nodes. These tests were performed using 24 compute

nodes. The abscissa is the number of storage nodes that the input data was striped across.

The ordinate is the amount of time spent reading the input data.
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Figure 5.29: PGSF Filter Speed Testing. The time spent solely on the filtering step

of PGSF is measured independently of the rest of the program. This compares the perfor-

mance of the CPU-only filtering and the two GPU-accelerated implementations across an

increasing number of processing nodes. By analysing this step in isolation, the change in

filtering performance achieved through the use of GPU acceleration can more clearly be

observed.
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Figure 5.30: Filter Processing Speed. This plot shows the rate at which different

implementations of the source finder filter the image data. This figure only shows the time

for the filtering stage of the source finder. It includes both the GPU kernel processing

time and time spent transferring data between the host and the device. The data rate for

the weighted case uses only the size of the image file, and does not include the size of the

weights data. The abscissa is the number of nodes used to search the image. The ordinate

is the processing rate of the filtering step of the source finder.



Chapter 6

Discussion

This chapter will discuss the results presented in Chapter 5 and the information

they provide about the accuracy and performance characteristics of SFAE, SSoFF,

and PGSF both before and after it was expanded to make use of GPU hardware.

First I will discuss SFAE, covering the accuracy of the program itself, and then

the information it can provide about source finding programs. Then PGSF and its

functions from SSoFF will be considered in terms of their accuracy, computational

performance and the scaling of their performance as the number of nodes used

varies. Finally, this chapter will analyse the changes in the processing time of

PGSF that resulted from porting the filtering code to GPUs and using OpenMP to

make the statistics function multi-threaded. Finally, I consider the usefulness of the

functionality provided by SSoFF.

6.1 Measuring the Accuracy of Source Finders

SFAE is designed to test the accuracy of a source finder using a known reference

image and catalogue, before the source finder is used in a survey. The results of the

141
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SFAE program show a variety of information about the performance of the example

source finder Duchamp, for the parameter set used. The overall completeness and

reliability figures show how successful the test source finder was overall in correctly

locating the sources in the cube. More useful are the completeness and reliability

values plotted as a function of different parameters. Figure 5.2 shows the proportion

of sources found as a function of the peak signal to noise ratio. This plot can show

for which peak SNR value the source finder can be considered complete, before the

proportion of sources detected by the source finder drops off. The reliability of the

source finder as function of peak SNR is shown in Figure 5.3. This analysis shows the

peak SNR value where the source finder can be considered to find primarily genuine

detections, rather than false ones. Together, the information in these graphs can be

used, for example, to determine the flux limit of the survey the source finder is used

for.

The accuracy values shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show that for the default

parameters of Duchamp and for this image, the completeness is reasonable, finding

sources that are at of above a signal to noise ratio of around 4. The reliability

of these results may be insufficient, as reliability only becomes close to 100% at

around a SNR of 10. That most of the detections are false positives until high

signal to noise ratios suggests that more aggressive confirmation standards would

be appropriate for this dataset. Improved confirmation and rejection standards can

be chosen to maximise the number of false detections removed from the catalogue

while minimising the number of true detections removed by using the results of

SFAE to examine the differences between true and false detections. It should be

noted that this test is intended to demonstrate the capabilities of SFAE rather than

an examination of Duchamp in particular, and that the accuracy of Duchamp may

be improved by using more appropriate search parameters for the image data in

question.

SFAE’s ability to break down a source finder’s completeness and reliability ac-
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cording the properties of sources is further in Figure 5.4. These plot shows the

distribution of reference and test sources as a function of both their integrated flux

and their frequency width. Figure 5.4a shows the difference between the sources

that have and have not been found by the source finder. This information can be

used to identify potential areas of improvement to the searching algorithm and the

types of sources for which the produced catalogue will be incomplete. The differ-

ences between true and false detections can be seen in Figure 5.4b. To the extent

that the test data cube represents real observation data, these differences can be

used to determine an optimal confirmation function to apply to the source finder’s

output, in order to improve its reliability.

The objects and their matches can be used to analyse the quality of the pa-

rameterisation the source finder performs on the sources it finds. Figure 5.5 shows

each object’s integrated flux as calculated by the source finder, compared to the

value listed in that object’s reference catalogue entry. This figure shows that the

source finder calculated the integrated flux of almost all of its sources as lower than

the actual integrated flux, and that the reduction in the listed flux increases as the

reference value for the integrated flux decreases. The error shown suggests an area

where the source finder could improve its existing parameterisation, use a new algo-

rithm, or use this error information to devise a statistical correction to apply. The

data in Figure 5.5 shows that Duchamp underestimates integrated flux, a possible

explanation for this is that the source finder only considers the voxels that are above

the threshold when forming and parameterising sources. This results in the param-

eterisation step not considering the flux in voxels that are below the threshold, but

still part of the source. This issue could be reduced in Duchamp by identifying and

including these additional voxels when forming the sources. There is one source in

the detected catalogue that has a recovered flux ratio greater than one, this is likely

caused by the parameterisation algorithm including flux from a noise peak. The

errors in the integrated flux measurement of Duchamp, along with other measures

of the accuracy of the source finder, were considered independently of this work in
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Westmeier et al. [65]. The errors in the parameterisation should also be kept in

mind when assessing the above measures of accuracy as a function of the parame-

ters reported by the source finder. Similar analyses can be run on other parameters

to determine the characteristic of the error in the source finder’s analysis of that

parameter.

The overall time complexity for SFAE is O(N3), where N is the number of objects

in the data cube catalogue. Running SFAE for the 235 objects in the ASKAP sim-

ulated data cube resulted in a running time of less than three seconds, on a single

quad-core CPU system. As the running time for Duchamp on the same system for

the test data cube is 90 minutes, over three orders of magnitude longer, the running

time of SFAE can be considered negligible in comparison. On the scale of ASKAP,

WALLABY is expected to find approximately 500, 000 to 600, 000 galaxies across an

estimated solid angle of 3π steradians [56, 66]. With ASKAP’s instantaneous field

of view of approximately 30 deg2 there will be around 1, 200 separate fields for the

entire survey [76] and therefore approximately 500 sources per data cube. From the

recorded running time of 2.138 s for 2 345 objects and the time complexity above this

suggests a running time on the order of 18 seconds for a single ASKAP-scale data

cube. Therefore, no further attempts to improve the execution speed are necessary

for the scale of data currently being used. With the abilities of SFAE established, it

can be used to measure the accuracy of PGSF.

6.2 Performance of PGSF

The suitability of a source finder for processing large HI spectral images is deter-

mined by a number of factors. The accuracy of the source finder is important as

it determines the scientific usefulness of the results. The practicality of using the

source finder to process large images is dependent on the computational performance

of the source finder. As the size of the images increases the computational resources
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required to process them also increases, making the scalability of the source finding

program a crucial aspect of its performance. The memory requirements of a program

are also relevant, as they set the lower limit on the amount of resources required

to process an image of a particular size. PGSF’s performance in these measures is

discussed below.

6.2.1 Accuracy

The accuracy of PGSF has been measured through the use of unit testing, and by

testing the program using a simulated image. The accuracy with respect to finding

sources is demonstrated in Figure 5.8. The accuracy of Duchamp for the same two

images provides a comparison. Both source finders have a low completeness value

for low SNR sources, as they are below the significance thresholds for the programs.

The threshold against the catalogue values of signal to noise ratio are not absolute,

as the programs apply their threshold to the filtered data, not the raw image data.

For the point sources, the completeness of PGSF rises at an SNR of about four, and

becomes near-100% at around a SNR of 9. Duchamp has an increase in completeness

at lower SNR values than PGSF, rising at four and becoming near-100% at an SNR

of 7. The reliability plots for the point source image show a large number of false

detections at low signal to noise ratios. PGSF has a near-total reliability after a

SNR of 5, partially due to the confirmation step checking for a minimum spectral

width. In comparison, Duchamp has a lower reliability for point sources at an SNR

of 7 and lower. Both PGSF and Duchamp miss some high-flux sources in the point

source image as they are sources with high peak flux but thin spectral widths, and

are excluded by each program’s channel size confirmation check.

PGSF and Duchamp have lower completeness and reliability for the extended source

image. This is partly due to the contents of the extended source image, it contains

double horn sources that have large spectral widths, with peaks that may be above
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the noise of the image but the region between the peaks is at or below the noise.

This may cause source finders to detect the peaks as separate objects but not join

them together. If the peaks are sufficiently far away from the centre of the object’s

position as noted in the reference catalogue, then SFAE will decide that they are

separate objects. If the detections of the peaks are both close to the reference

position, then SFAE will still only match one of the peaks to the reference object,

due to enforcing a one-to-one matching between the detected and reference lists.

With the extended source image, PGSF starts to detect objects above an SNR

of three, and achieves near-100% completeness at above a SNR or 5. In compari-

son, Duchamp starts to detect objects above an SNR of five, and achieves near-100%

completeness at around a SNR of 9. A contributing factor to the decreased com-

pleteness of Duchamp compared to PGSF is the difference in merging detected voxels

into sources. Duchamp’s default parameters only merge detected voxels across 7

channels, as shown in Table 5.2, while the PGSF parameters used here merge sources

that are as far apart as 80 channels. This results in the Duchamp catalogue con-

taining a greater number of fragmented sources. For reliability, the PGSF catalogue

becomes reliable at around an signal to noise ratio of three, becoming near-100%

reliable after a SNR of 5. In comparison, Duchamp starts to detect sources above a

SNR of five, and its completeness is nearly 100% at a SNR of about ten. Again, the

increased fragmentation of Duchamp reduces its reliability here.

In summary, PGSF and Duchamp have similar accuracy for the point source image,

where Duchamp has better completeness and PGSF has better reliability compared

to each other. For the extended source image, both source finder catalogues have

reduced accuracy, but PGSF has better accuracy than Duchamp. This is primarily

because the large merging size used here by PGSF are better suited for the spectrally

separated sources present in the extended source image, where Duchamp defaults to

using a smaller merging distance and so it encounters more fragmentation of sources.

For both PGSF and Duchamp it is important to note the importance of the choice
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of source finder parameters on the accuracy of their results. Many parameters, such

as detection thresholds, provide the user with a method to balance completeness

against reliability by allowing fewer or greater numbers of detections into the final

catalogue. For a more complete consideration of the accuracy of Duchamp, including

the use of non-default search parameters see Westmeier et al. [65], and Popping

et al. [57] for an examination of the accuracy of Duchamp and other source finders

on the same point source and extended source images used here.

The completeness and reliability can be improved by employing filter templates

that better match the data being searched, and choosing a more optimal set of pa-

rameters. The parameters used here were selected to demonstrate the computational

performance of the program. The accuracy results for a source finder are highly de-

pendent on the parameters, even a good detection algorithm can perform poorly

with an inappropriate set of detection parameters. The values for the optimum

parameters may also vary from one dataset to another. The extended sources are

highly fragmented, particularly along the frequency axis, so a large merging width

along the frequency axis was used. Whilst the merging radius along the frequency

axis used was valid for the test data set being used, for real data a smaller radius

may be more appropriate in order to prevent different objects from being merged

into the same detection. The point sources are more compact, so these sources could

be merged together correctly with a smaller merging radius.

6.2.2 Computational Performance

Testing the program shows that it can process a 256 GB data cube in 24 minutes

using 9, 216 processing cores, although processing the data using 768 cores uses less

resources, at the cost of taking 2 hours and 19 minutes of wall time. The survey time

for WALLABY has yet to be finalised, but is expected to be eight to twelve hours

per image. This means that the program can successfully search a WALLABY-sized
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image in significantly less time than the image takes to produce. Whether or not the

entire image processing pipeline can create and analyse an image in less time than

the observation used to produce the image will still depend on the performance of

the other components in the pipeline, and the computational resources employed. It

is still beneficial to improve the performance of the source finding program further as

it can reduce the computing resources required to perform the survey or allow those

resources to be used for other tasks in the image production pipeline. It would be

desirable to compare the computational performance of PGSF against that of other

source finders for large images but this cannot be done because other, established

source finders are unable to process files of this size.

In addition to the whole processing time Figure 5.15 also identifies the com-

ponents of PGSF that are the most time-consuming. Most of the steps consume a

negligible amount of time. The filtering takes up the vast majority of the time,

proportional to the number and size of the filters used, showing that this is the sec-

tion that can benefit the most from optimisation, and that using additional nodes

is effective in reducing the filtering time.

The time taken to read in the image from disk can vary greatly. The amount

of time taken to read in the 256 GB file varied from 9 seconds to 46 minutes, 39

seconds. The difference in times is primarily caused by the extent to which the data

is already in the system’s cache from a previous run, and the extent to which other

programs are accessing the storage nodes and using the network bandwidth. Across

all runs that were not outliers, PGSF took a mean time of 14 minutes and 41 seconds

to read the file in, and this value is dependent on the bandwidth of the storage

system not the number of cores used. Including outliers, the mean time to read the

file was 10 minutes and 46 seconds.

If PGSF were to be used as part of an image production pipeline, as opposed to a

single program, then the file input time may be irrelevant if the image is already in

memory from the previous steps of the pipeline. Depending on the manner in which
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the data is distributed after the previous step of the pipeline, the source finder may

need to transpose or otherwise rearrange the data into a format that it can use.

This rearrangement would itself take time, but if performed in memory it would not

be limited by the speed of the storage system.

The other steps in the program can also have variations in processing time from

one run to the next. Steps that involve communication can be slowed by other

programs using the available bandwidth. Computation can vary in time due to

differences in process scheduling on CPUs. These variations are much smaller than

those experienced in the file input, so taking the average of the non-IO steps provides

a representative value for their running time.

6.2.3 Scaling

It is important to analyse the manner in which the processing speed of PGSF varies

with the number of cores used to process the data, as this is the most straightforward

way of increasing the speed of the program. The data processing rate as a function

of the number of processing cores is shown in Figure 5.13. It demonstrates that the

speed generally increases as the number of cores increases, but the speedup is less

than linear.

The single greatest consumption of processing time is the analysis step, which

consists almost entirely of performing the filter convolution. The execution time of

this function is proportional to the number of voxels in the image multiplied by the

total number of filter elements used. The other notable time-consuming steps in the

program, reading the image into memory and calculating the mean and standard

deviation, both have a time complexity that is proportional to the size of the image.

Because all of the steps that take a considerable amount of time are proportional

to the size of the image, the processing speeds shown in Figure 5.13 can be used to

estimate the time the program will take to search images of other sizes, when using
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the same number and speed of processors and the same number of filter elements.

This is demonstrated by also running the program on the original 64 GB image, and

observing that it achieves the same processing speed. The scaling of processing time

against the image size will hold until the image is large enough that the computer

system used to search it no longer has enough memory to store all the data structures

needed by the program.

As the number of cores varies, it is possible for the main bottleneck of the

program to occur in different components. In the sizes shown, the main bottleneck

is the filter convolution algorithm. This algorithm has no communication between

processes, the total amount of processing is constant with the number of processes,

and its processing can be evenly divided between processes, so it will scale linearly

with the number of cores used.

There is a potential for a bottleneck to form when reading the image in from

storage. This step is limited by the bandwidth from the storage system to the

compute nodes. If the data is stored in a distributed manner, and the network

bandwidth is sufficient, then increasing the number of storage nodes would increase

the bandwidth available to read the data and so increase the speed of the program.

However, if the machine only has a limited number of storage nodes, the increasing

the number of compute nodes used to process the image will not increase the rate

at which the data is read and so the input time will remain constant. Additionally,

the input step may take significantly longer if other programs on the supercomputer

are using the storage system bandwidth at the same time as the source finder. The

input step is the primary reason the processing speed increases less than linearly

with the number of nodes.

The next potential bottleneck is in the local statistics function. This method

requires that the halo data be exchanged once per filter used. The amount of data

transfer grows larger in proportion to the total image size as the number of nodes

increases. The computational work required stays constant as the number of nodes
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increases and is linearly parallelisable. As the number of processes used increases,

the proportionally larger data transfer may come to dominate the computation.

This per-filter data transfer could be avoided by having each node filter its own

halo data, which would also involve increasing the size of the halo data to include

both the range of the local statistics and the size of the filter. However, this imple-

mentation would significantly increase the amount of processing required, as there

would be a constant amount of halo data per process that would need filtering, in

addition to that node’s portion of the image. The extra computation could cost more

time than avoiding the data transfer saves, depending on the relative processing and

network bandwidth of the machine being used.

Another alternative is to use a global calculation for the mean and standard

deviation. Although this method results in a different value for the threshold, it

requires significantly less data transfer. The drawback of the global choice is that

it does not take local noise conditions into consideration, so it may find extra noise

peaks in high-noise portions of the image while missing fainter sources in low-noise

portions of the image. These problems become more severe as the area of sky and

the frequency range covered by an image increases, due to the greater potential for

variation across the image.

There is also a potential bottleneck in the functions that merge voxels into

sources, and then parameterise them. The point at which the merging and parame-

terisation become significant contributers to the overall runtime of the program will

vary with the settings used to run the source finder. The time spent filtering the

data and performing statistics calculations depends on the size and number of the

filters used and the input time is dependent on the size of the image data. In com-

parison, the time spent merging and parameterising sources depends on the number

of detected voxels, which will in turn depend on the image data being searched,

the parameters used to filter the image and particularly the detection thresholds

used. Additionally, an increased number of detections require additional memory to
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store their information, which can potentially consume all the available memory on

a machine and force data into swap space, significantly slowing the entire program.

In practice these functions are not a concern because they normally take a very

small component of the overall time of the program. The program must detect an

extremely large number of voxels for these segments to take a large proportion of

the processing time, in which case the number of objects found is so large that the

vast majority of them are likely to be false detections. For example, the WAL-

LABY survey is expected to find around 500 detections per image. This figure is

the result after the confirmation step, so a greater number of possible detections will

pass through the voxel merging and parameterisation steps. Testing on Epic using

the 256 GB image resulted in PGSF finding 560, 544 voxels across 13, 172 sources

post-confirmation, with the thresholding, voxel merging and parameterisation steps

combined taking 0.4− 2.3% of the total running time, depending on the run. Thus

PGSF should be capable of dealing with the number of sources expected from the

WALLABY survey. In testing, this issue occurred primarily when using a partic-

ularly low detection threshold for the filters, but depending on the image data it

may also be possible for extended sources to have enough voxels that merging and

parameterising them consumes a significant amount of processing time.

The scalability information of the program also suggests the optimal number

of nodes to use when running PGSF. For example, increasing the number of nodes

from 80 to 512 nodes, a 6.4 times increase in computing resources, decreases the

running time by a factor of 3. If a cube needs to be searched quickly it would be

reasonable to use a large number of nodes to reduce the processing time, at the cost

of consuming a greater number of core-hours. If a longer delay is acceptable then

it would be more efficient to use the minimum number of nodes per job. To search

1, 000 WALLABY images would take less than 139 hours if the source finder were to

use all 800 nodes of the Epic supercomputer, with 10 jobs executing in parallel on 80

nodes each, assuming the input bandwidth is not saturated by the multiple jobs. In
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comparison, it would take approximately 397 hours of processing using a single 768

node job at a time. If multiple jobs are used on a computer, it may be necessary to

stagger their start times in order to achieve the best performance. This is because

the network connection to the storage system may be saturated if multiple jobs are

trying to read in image data at the same time.

The load is balanced by distributing the image evenly between the different

processes. The most time-consuming tasks are reading in the data, convolving the

data with the filters, and calculating the mean and standard deviation. The time

required for a process to complete these tasks is proportional to the size of the

image data assigned to that process, so the computational effort is evenly balanced

between the nodes. Other functions are less evenly balanced. The time required

by the thresholding algorithm increases with the number of voxels that are above

the threshold. This value is data dependent, so it will not necessarily be balanced.

More importantly, the time taken by the merging and parameterisation steps is

proportional to the number of voxels and sources held by those nodes. Each node

processes the sources that were found in its portion of the image, after merging

sources that are present among multiple nodes. This means that the load balance

of these steps is dependent on the distribution of potential sources across the image

data. In practice, for the data tested these tasks take so little time that any load

imbalance has little effect on the overall run time of the program. For a more complex

parameterisation algorithm it may be beneficial to run the parameterisation, and

consequently the confirmation task, in a separate program that better balances the

work required between the nodes used.

6.2.4 Memory

The memory requirements for the program are approximately three times the size

of the image being searched, or four times when using the weighted version of the
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algorithms. There are three data structures that consume almost all of the memory

required by the program. The first two are the original copy of the image and the

filtered copy of the image. Each copy requires an amount of memory equal to the

size of the image being searched, with a small amount of extra memory for the

halo values. The third major use of memory is keeping track of the voxels and

the number of different filters for which they are above the threshold. The actual

amount of memory required depends on the data set, as memory is only required

for voxels that are above the threshold for at least one filter.

Searching a larger image will require extra memory proportional to the increase

in size of the image. This means that searching a larger image will require a pro-

portionally larger number of nodes to supply the memory. The additional nodes

would also provide additional computational power, but due to inefficiencies in scal-

ing searching a larger image using a proportionally larger number of nodes would

be slower than searching the original image.

A small fraction of runs for the 256 GB image file failed to complete. This issue

primarily affected the runs with small numbers of nodes, at 96 nodes and above

no problems were encountered. Measuring the individual processes it appears that

slowdowns occur in functions such as the filtering, where there is no communication

and a uniform expected processing time. It is suspected that this is caused by some

of the physical RAM in a node being unavailable to the source finder processes,

which caused data for the source finder to be pushed into swap space. Jobs for

the affected node sizes were also tested on Fornax, a smaller cluster with similar

architecture but more memory per node. These issues were not encountered on that

system.

This slowdown can be seen in Figure 5.15 where the selection time is significantly

higher for 64 nodes than for the other node sizes. The extra time appears in the

selection step because that is where the halo transfer occurs. During the halo transfer

nodes must wait for their surrounding nodes for the data transfer to finish, so if one
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node is slow then its neighbours will wait for it in this step. In future work, it would

be beneficial to add fault tolerance to the source finder to avoid or compensate for

these problems.

6.3 GPU Acceleration

When considering the impact of employing accelerator hardware to enhance a pro-

gram, it is important to consider that there are a number of factors that contribute

to its processing speed. Each step in the source finder has different performance

characteristics and different resource requirements. After discussing the overall per-

formance of the versions of PGSF that have been improved through the use of CUDA,

OpenCL, and OpenMP, the most time-consuming portions of the accelerated program

will be considered.

6.3.1 Overall Performance

The real world performance of PGSF depends on all of the stages of the source finder,

and the hardware used to run the program. Measuring the overall performance of

the program demonstrates the speed at which it will search a particular size of file.

It is important to analyse the changes in performance as the program uses increasing

numbers of nodes, in order to determine how effectively the program makes use of

different amounts of resources.

The performance of the program can be see in Figure 5.21. This figure shows

that the performance increases linearly with small numbers of nodes, but it starts to

level off after 48 nodes. The drop off in performance is due to the increased amount

of time spent reading the input data and increasing time spent transferring data

between different processes, which will be discussed in Section 6.3.3.
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Figure 5.21 also demonstrates the differences in performance between the dif-

ferent implementations of the program, and the improvement gained from GPU

acceleration. For unweighted filtering, OpenCL has a 1.8 to 2.0 times speedup and

CUDA has a 1.8 to 2.1 times speedup, and for weighted filtering OpenCL has a speedup

of 1.7 to 2.2 times and CUDA 1.6 to 2.2 times. The exact speedup varies between

runs, and depends on the number of compute nodes used. These improvements

are relative to the corresponding CPU-only implementation for the same number of

nodes.

By examining the results shown in Figures 5.21 and 5.30 for the same node

counts it can be seen that CUDA and OpenCL have very similar performance to one

another, with the OpenCL implementation being slightly faster. The similarity in

performance is to be expected as both CUDA and OpenCL implementations use the

same optimisations and techniques. It should be noted that these results are true

for the hardware and software configuration that is present of Fornax, and that the

two implementations may perform differently to each other when the program is run

on other hardware or software. Both of the GPU implementations are almost twice

as fast as the CPU implementation, due to the GPU acceleration of the filtering

algorithm.

6.3.2 Filtering Performance

The performance of the GPU filtering kernels can be affected by changing the pa-

rameters that control how they are mapped to the threads and processing cores of

the acceleration device. The optimum values for these settings need to be found in

order to achieve the best performance. This is done by performing a sweep of differ-

ent values, and measuring the performance of each one. The first of the parameters

to be optimised is the block size used by the kernel.

The block size is the number of threads that are working together using their
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shared memory to speed up data access. The speedup from this increases when

using a filter with more elements along the frequency axis. Larger blocks will have a

greater array of shared memory values to cache data, but by increasing the resource

requirements of the block the total number of blocks that can be run at the same

time is reduced, which lowers the thread occupancy. This means that the optimum

block size is a balance between these two factors. The block size also affects the

partitioning of the multiprocessor’s resources among the different blocks that are

running on that processor, which results in differing amounts of inefficiency due to

the inability to make use of all of the available resources.

The differences in performance between different block sizes can be seen in Fig-

ure 5.17. The variation up and down with each successive data point is due to

how the evenly or unevenly the SM resources divide into the different blocks. As

the block size increases, the partitioning of multiprocessor resources among blocks

that run on that multiprocessor becomes more coarsely-grained. This results in the

performance drops that appear for the larger block sizes. At the lowest block size

the performance is decreased due to a limit to the number of blocks that can run on

a multiprocessor, which combined with the very small block size limits the possible

thread occupancy. After these effects, the amount of shared memory used by the

blocks is not enough to significantly affect the performance of the kernels. There are

several values that provide near-optimum performance for both kernels, including

sizes of 128, 256, 320, and 512 threads, so choosing the exact optimum value is not

crucial as long as it is from this set.

With an optimum block size determined, the effect of the total number of threads

running on the GPU can be examined. The program can be configured to use

different numbers of threads, on a scale from using a smaller number of threads

doing a large amount of work each, to using a large number of threads doing a

small amount of work each. Using a greater number of total threads increases the

maximum amount of parallelism and increases the possible thread occupancy, but
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also incurs extra overhead when creating the threads. The results of changing the

total number of threads used is shown in Figure 5.18 for the OpenCL implementation

and Figure 5.19 for the CUDA implementation. These plots show that the performance

increases with the number of threads, although the effect diminishes. This figure also

shows that it is not just the total number of threads that determines the performance,

but also how many are along each axis. The performance can suffer when there are

only a few threads being run along the x and y axes, even if the total number of

threads is high. From this data it is known that the largest number of threads gives

the best performance, as long as the kernel processes a small enough portion of the

data to avoid the watchdog timer, but using a reasonably large number of threads

is good enough.

The data shown here gives the information needed to get the best performance

for the filtering kernels. It is important to note that the optimum parameters may

change depending on a number of factors. These include the particular GPU or

other accelerator device used for the program, and the version of any libraries and

compilers used, particularly if new features are added. The optimum parameters

may also change for different filter or data sizes, as the program is optimised for filters

that are largest along the z direction. The optimum parameters for the hardware

and software available on Fornax were used to measure the overall performance of

the accelerated filtering algorithm.

The final speed of the filtering component, and how it varies with different

numbers of nodes, can be isolated and examined independently, which is shown

in Figure 5.30. This shows that the performance for each implementation increases

linearly, across the entire range of nodes. This is as expected, because there is no

communication between nodes in the filtering algorithm.

This figure also displays the difference in performance between different im-

plementations. As was seen in the overall performance of the program, the CUDA

and OpenCL implementations of the filter convolution algorithm have similar perfor-
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mance to each other, with OpenCL generally performing slightly faster then CUDA.

This slight difference in speed is likely due to the OpenCL implementation using

overlapped data transfers between the host and device, while the CUDA implemen-

tation only uses sequential transfers. Both GPU implementations are faster than

the CPU-only implementation. When considering only the filters both implemen-

tations have a speedup of 3.6 times the speed of the CPU implementation for the

unweighted case. For weighted filtering, OpenCL has a speedup of a factor of 3.4 to

3.5 relative to the CPU performance and CUDA has a speed up of 3.2 to 3.3 times the

CPU performance. These results show that both GPU implementations improve the

performance of the filtering section of the source finder. The reason that the overall

speed of the program shown in Figure 5.21 does not follow the linear increases seen

here is because other steps in the program do not experience a linear speedup with

additional nodes. The most significant of these are the input step and the statistics

calculations, which I will now discuss.

6.3.3 IO Performance

The input time between runs can vary significantly, as shown in Figure 5.26. This

is heavily dependent on the conditions of the storage system used and the inter-

node network. In some cases the input is significantly faster, because it is already

cached by the storage system. In other cases the input is particularly slow, because

other jobs are using the storage system and the network. In production, it would

be unlikely for the image data to already be in the system’s cache, unless the source

finder was being used as part of an image pipeline and directly used the data from

the previous step. It is more likely that on some occasions the program will be

running whilst other programs are using the storage system, or network. Slowdowns

in file reading are demonstrated with the higher outliers in Figure 5.26.

The time required to read in data behaves differently than the computing time
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of other steps. Figure 5.26 shows that the input time does not decrease with the

number of processing nodes, while the other components become shorter. Instead the

input time slightly increases, barring outliers at 12 and 24 nodes. The reason for the

increase is because the same amount of image data is spread across a larger number

of processes, which increases the total amount of halo data. The extra halo data

is an increased amount of overhead which needs to be transferred between adjacent

processes. Likewise, the input time for the single-thread-per-node arrangement used

for the GPU implementations is slightly faster than the one-process-per core, CPU-

only implementation. Again, this is because increasing the number of processes

increases the size of the halo data, and therefore also increases the amount of data

that needs to be transferred between processes.

The time of the input step does not decrease with increasing numbers of compute

nodes, causing it to comprise a larger proportion of the overall running time of

the program as additional nodes are used. This trend can be seen in Figure 5.27.

The increase in time spent in the input stage of the program represents a waste of

resources, because the program is still using the compute nodes but not improving

the input time. Additionally, when the proportion of the running time spent in the

input step is large, the overall running time becomes more susceptible to slowdowns

in reading the image data.

The input speed of the program is affected by the performance of the storage sys-

tem. The input time in Figure 5.28 shows the impact of different file system speeds.

The change in speed between different striping settings also demonstrates the im-

portance of properly configuring the file system, and the rest of the supercomputer,

used to run the program in order to achieve maximum performance.

Because the input speed does not improve with additional processing nodes, and

because the time spent in inter-node communication rises with the number of nodes,

it is inefficient to run the source finder using a large number of nodes per job. It

is better to use a large number of jobs that only use a few nodes each. Maximum
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efficiency is achieved by using the minimum number of nodes possible, which is set

by the amount of memory required to hold all of the data needed by the program. It

would also be beneficial to stagger the different jobs, such that they are not trying

to read from the file system at the same time.

Whether the input step is a limiting factor on the speedup from increasing par-

allelisation is dependent on the speed that the image and weights files are read in.

If the speed of the storage system were increased then the input step would not

bottleneck the performance as much, and so the program would gain more from

using additional computing nodes. The question of the input step being a bottle-

neck is dependent on the amount of time spent on the other steps of the program,

particularly the filtering and the statistics functions.

6.3.4 Statistics Performance

With the acceleration of the filtering step of the source finder, the other steps of

the source finder take up a larger proportion of processing time. Most notable

among these is the time spent performing the statistics calculations. The changes

in processing time between the different steps for the different implementations of

PGSF are shown in Figure 5.23 for unweighted images and Figure 5.24 for weighted

data. In the case of GPU-accelerated, unweighted source finding, the filtering step

has takes up 28 to 43% of the overall time depending on the run, with the statistics

and voxel selection steps taking 38 to 51% and input taking 2 to 17% of the time.

In the weighted case of the GPU-enable implementation, 28 to 46% of time is spent

filtering, 26 to 41% is spent in statistics and voxel selection and 5 to 20% of the

overall time is spent reading input data. In comparison, the unweighted CPU-only

implementation spends 57 to 76% of the time filtering, 17 to 19% in statistics and

voxel selection, and 3 to 13% of the running time reading data. The weighted CPU-

only implementation spent 57 to 79% of its time filtering data, 14 to 15% in statistics
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and voxel selection, and 8 to 15% of the running time reading data.

The proportion of processing time spent in the statistics and voxel selection

steps of the GPU-accelerated source finder has increased significantly compared to

the CPU-only implementations. This is because the filtering functions have been

made faster using GPUs, while the OpenMP acceleration of the statistics functions

only improves their performance up to the same speed as the original CPU-only

implementation. Additionally, the statistics functions require communication be-

tween nodes, which becomes slower with additional compute nodes. Now that the

statistics functions take almost as much time as the filtering functions, they are a

candidate for future GPU acceleration efforts.

Ideally, the statistics calculations would be performed on the GPU directly after

the filter convolution, but the data needed to perform the operations prevents them

from being easily performed in this manner. The statistics calculations require data

from surrounding voxels, which means that the statistics calculations of the voxels

that are on the edge of the GPU sections require the filtered values of voxels from

surrounding GPU sections, and in some cases the filtered data from other nodes.

Therefore, the GPU will be unable to process these values without some level of

additional transfers between the device, the host, and surrounding nodes. This is

compounded by the fact that the range of voxels used to calculate the statistics

can be different from the range of voxels used for the filter. The use of different

voxel ranges will change the optimum shape of the GPU sections for of the purpose

minimising data transfer overhead. As an example, the values used for PGSF in this

work involve a maximum filter size of 8×8×128 voxels while the local statistics are

calculated in a box that is 50×50×1 voxels wide. Using a section size to fit both of

these operations would be inefficient for both of them. Despite this issue, it is still

possible that the statistics functions could be improved using by GPU acceleration,

only using a different implementation.

The information in Figures 5.23 and 5.24 also shows that the statistics functions
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are slightly slower for the OpenMP version, as opposed to the one-process-per-core

MPI-only implementation of PGSF. It is believed that this is because the OpenMP

implementation of the statistics is less efficiently using the CPU cache. It is possible

that the performance could be improved by using a different implementation of the

OpenMP multi-threading commands.

It must be noted that the proportion of time spent on each of the different

program functions depends heavily on the choices used to search the image, such as

the filter sizes and the range of the local statistics calculations. Increasing the file

size increases the time required for all of the components mostly equally, as the time

complexity of most algorithms is linear with the size of the image. The time taken to

process a filter is proportional to the size of the filter used. The time of the statistics

functions increases with the range they are calculated across, although due to the

choice of algorithm this effect may small, according to the time complexity noted in

Equations 4.23 and 4.27. Increasing the number of filters used requires both a filter

convolution and calculating the statistics. If the size of the filter is the close to the

size of other filters that are already being used then the proportion of processing

time of the filtering relative to the statistics will stay approximately the same, but

the proportion of those two components together will increase relative to the rest of

the program. This would make the input, and other steps, less significant.

Overall, the GPU implementation of the filtering functions has significantly im-

proved the performance of the source finder. Porting the filtering functions to GPU

frameworks is more complicated than writing the same functions for CPUs, even

when using CPU-based parallelism. There are more factors to deal with, including

hardware layouts, transferring memory between the host and device, and technical

issues. But these issues were overcome, and the GPU filtering functions have been

shown to be beneficial additions to the program.
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6.4 Functionality of the Source Finder Framework

Implementing the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder provides an opportunity to con-

sider the benefits and drawbacks of the functionality provided by the Scalable Source

Finding Framework. The basis of the framework is the distribution of the image

between nodes, and the array data structure used to store the image information.

The array allows for analysis algorithms that use a local range of data to process a

voxel to easily operate in a parallel environment. The dimensions used to split the

image across the processes can be chosen by the user so that the size of the data on

each process can be optimised to fit the algorithm in use, in order to minimise the

halo data overhead. Algorithms that use data access patterns other than examining

the local voxel data may need to use an alternative data storage structure.

The array data structure is coupled with the function that transfers the halo

data between adjacent processes. This routine is simple to use, once the program is

initialised the user needs only a single function call to transfer the data. The main

drawback with the current implementation is that the transfer function always copies

the entire contents of the halo, even if the algorithms used only require part of the

data. This can be mitigated by using the smallest possible halo size, although the

user should always be using the smallest possible halo size. If the search algorithms

and parameters chosen by the user require a particular halo size, then there is no

reason or benefit for setting a larger halo size. If the set of algorithms used in the

source finder need different sizes of halo data at different times, SSoFF would benefit

from being able to only transfer the amount of data that is needed. By minimising

the data volume the time spent transferring the halo data is reduced, leading to a

faster source finder program.

The input method provided provides a simple function to load in the image data

into memory, so that each process acquires its assigned data. It also conveniently

encapsulates the limitation in the current version of the OpenMPI which cannot read
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in more than∼2 GB of data per function call. The downside to the current version of

SSoFF is that it only supports a single file format. However, input functions are only

needed in two places, the initial data input and reading in additional information

for parameterisation. New data formats, or reading from different sources, can be

incorporated into SSoFF by writing implementations of these two functions for the

new format.

The mean and standard deviation calculation function provides a fast way to

calculate an individual z-score for each voxel in the image. The local z-score func-

tion also has a low memory overhead, making it suitable for machines with less

RAM available, or for using the minimum possible number of compute nodes to

store the image. The performance of the statistics functions could be slightly im-

proved by re-balancing the function to use a larger temporary buffer. This would

make the function faster at the cost of using more memory, which is a net benefit

when the computer system has that extra memory available. A standard image-

wide calculation of a single mean and standard deviation is also available, which is

significantly faster in both processing and data transfer time but does not provide

local information about a voxel.

In terms of the accuracy of the statistics functions, it would be possible to imple-

ment a robust estimation of the mean, standard deviation, and z-score that is based

on medians. This would improve the accuracy by making the statistics functions

less susceptible to outliers in the data, particularly bright sources and noise spikes,

resulting in a more reliable calculation of the noise. The framework may also benefit

from the addition of other types of statistics functions, if they are needed by a source

finding algorithm.

The source formation step is currently rather simplistic, only merging together

groups of voxels if two of their voxels are adjacent to each other. It could be ex-

panded to use more complex criteria for merging voxels, for example merging voxels

within a user-specified radius. In terms of computer time, the merging algorithms
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are inefficient for what they do, particularly checking and merging sources across

process boundaries. However, Figures 5.15, 5.23 and 5.24 show that the merging

functions take a negligible amount of time, so there is no pressing need to improve

the computational performance of these functions.

Parameterisation of the sources found by the analysis and selection algorithms is

also rather basic, only providing the position and flux values. The accuracy of these

values can be improved by using other techniques, such as fitting functions to the

detected flux values. SSoFF provides a method that loads an area of image data from

the storage system, to be used for sources that are split across process boundaries.

This function allows measurement techniques that use the local information for a

source to be easily implemented.

The user control of the algorithms is achieved through a hash map that takes

input from a text file. The hash map is a convenient interface for supplying in-

formation to different functions. To implement user control for new functions, the

author simply needs to provide a new key name for the information needed by the

algorithm. The downside to this approach is that the key information is scattered

around the program, so the only easy way to determine the effect of each key is

to read documentation written by each function’s author. The other limitation is

that the current implementation only supports a single value per key. Additional

information can be provided by reading a string value, but then the decoding must

be done by the function. It would be helpful for the transfer of multiple values to

be handled by SSoFF.

One performance improvement that could be added to SSoFF is the ability to

perform certain operations, particularly file access and network transfers, asyn-

chronously. Doing so while providing an interface to determine the portion of the

transfer that is complete would allow the source finder to perform computation on

that portion, while waiting for the remainder of the transfer. This would reduce

the amount of time spent waiting for these transfers to complete, using the same

principle as latency hiding on the GPU computation. The downside to this tech-
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nique is that it makes the calculation algorithms more complicated, as the processing

components are no longer decoupled from the data transfer.

Overall, the Scalable Source Finding Framework provides a variety of functions

for parallel source finding. Implementing the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder us-

ing the functions in SSoFF demonstrates the usefulness of those functions, as the

only functions that needed to be implemented specifically for PGSF were the filter-

ing functions, per-filter threshold algorithm, and the frequency width-based confir-

mation function. The performance testing of PGSF also shows the computational

performance of the SSoFF functions, namely the amount of time taken by the local

statistics calculations and that in most cases the other SSoFF functions take a neg-

ligible amount of time. Together, this information shows that the SSoFF functions

make it easier to implement a parallel source finder that makes use of cluster-based

HPC architecture to search large image files in a reasonably small amount of time.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This work has presented the efforts undertaken in producing source finders that are

capable of searching ASKAP-sized images in a shorter period of time than the cor-

responding observation. The processing speed required to search such large images

is obtained through the use of cluster-based supercomputers, which are themselves

harnessed with parallel programming techniques. First SFAE was created to measure

the accuracy of a source finder implementation, to ensure that later programs would

be sufficiently accurate. Then the Scalable Source Finding Framework was developed

to provide an easy method for writing parallel source finding programs, implemented

with the Message Passing Interface library. SSoFF was used to make the Parallel

Gaussian Source Finder, which is a parallel source finder that employs filtering with

three-dimensional Gaussian templates as a detection method. The accuracy of PGSF

was tested with SFAE, and its computational performance was measured using the

Epic supercomputer. Finally, PGSF was improved by porting the filtering algorithms

to GPU with the CUDA and OpenCL libraries. The performance of the two GPU

implementations of the filtering was compared to the performance of the CPU-only

version of PGSF by testing the program using the Fornax supercomputer.

The Source Finder Accuracy Evaluator provides an automated, deterministic

169
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method to determine the accuracy of a source finder. The program does this by

taking the results of the source finder in question from a data cube with a known

source list, and comparing the results against that known source catalogue. Using

the two catalogues of sources, and metadata from the image, SFAE creates a list of

which reference object-test object pairs refer to the same source, if any.

The list of matches produced by SFAE may then be analysed to determine the

completeness and reliability of the source finder. The completeness and reliability

figures can be calculated for both the catalogues as a whole, and as a function of

the parameters of the sources in the catalogues. Breaking this information down by

the properties of the sources allows SFAE to provide a more detailed account of the

accuracy of the source finder, characterising the types of sources the source finder

can accurately find, and the types of sources it either misses or erroneously locates.

The accuracy of the source finder’s parameterisation algorithms is determined

by comparing the value of the selected parameter from each source, as reported by

the source finder, against the same values as recorded in the reference catalogue list.

Therefore, SFAE provides a variety of information useful to determining the accuracy

of source finders, both in terms of the sources they find, or do not find, along with

the accuracy at which they characterise their detections.

The Scalable Source Finding Framework detailed by this work provides a method

for constructing parallel source finders, so that they can make use of HPC archi-

tecture. This was demonstrated by using SSoFF to write PGSF, which is capable of

searching large images in a reasonably small amount of time. Further algorithms

can be implemented using SSoFF with limited concern for a distributed dataset, pro-

vided they operate on a local area of the image. There are some limitations of SSoFF

and the presented source finder. The scalability of the framework is limited by the

communication needs of the source finder, and the file input speed is limited by the

bandwidth of the storage system independent of the processing nodes, which may

significantly slow down the overall speed of searching an image. PGSF keeps memory
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overhead relatively low, at two to four times the size of the image, although with a

large image file this can still impose a large memory requirement on the processing

system. It is possible to reduce this memory requirement, but only at the cost of

reading additional information from storage, slowing the program. Other algorithms

implemented using SSoFF will carry their own computational and communications

costs, which will affect the processing speed of a source finder. Overall, SSoFF is a

suitable framework for writing source finders that make use of parallel HPC systems.

The use of GPU acceleration has significantly improved the speed of PGSF, for

both weighted and unweighted analysis. The OpenCL performance was slightly bet-

ter than the CUDA performance, but they were very similar to each other. The

improvement in overall processing time is smaller compared to the improvement in

the filtering step alone. This is because other steps in the source finder take the

same amount of time, in particular the input step and the statistics calculations.

These other steps are now larger contributors to the overall run time of the program.

Testing the program with different numbers of nodes shows it can make effective

use of additional computing resources to reduce the processing time for a given data

set, but it is more efficient to use fewer nodes per job. The inefficiencies are due to the

time required to read in the image data, and to communicate between processes.

These steps of the source finder cannot be improved through GPU acceleration

or using additional computing nodes, so other techniques or hardware would be

necessary to improve these stages.

There are some difficulties in porting source finding algorithms to GPUs. The

code is more complex due to the highly parallel nature of the device, and there are

more technical issues that must be dealt with such as separate memory spaces and

different hardware features. Additionally, if other algorithms of a source finder are

to be ported to GPU, a separate effort would be needed for each one. Advances in

the hardware and software used in GPU computing may require that the algorithms

used here be updated in order to achieve the best performance when using the new
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technology. But despite these drawbacks, GPUs provide a method of significantly

improving the performance of source finders.

Overall, this work has shown that the Parallel Gaussian Source Finder is an

effective source finder for searching large radio astronomy HI images. The Scalable

Source Finding Framework allows PGSF to use HPC resources, making it capable of

searching WALLABY-sized images in far less time than the expected 8 − 12 hour

length of their observation. If GPU hardware is available, then PGSF can employ

it to search images at an even faster rate. While the most resource-efficient use

of the program is to employ the fewest nodes that provide the required amount of

memory, it can make use of greater numbers of nodes if needed. Both the CPU-only

and GPU-enabled versions of PGSF can expand to use increasing numbers of nodes

and achieve significant reductions in processing time, up to 72 compute nodes in size

for the GPU implementations or hundreds of nodes for the CPU implementation.

7.1 Future Work

The work presented in this thesis, including the development and analysis SFAE,

SSoFF and PGSF, provides a number of avenues for future research. SFAE could be

modified to run its analysis over multiple data cubes and their corresponding source

lists, to collate source finder accuracy data from a large test data set. SFAE could also

use a more sophisticated approach to dealing with instances where the source finder

splits a reference catalogue source into two or more separate test objects, or when

the source finder merges multiple objects into a single test source. In the future,

SFAE and its results could be used to provide feedback for computer learning-based

source finding algorithms, and used to train them.

As a special case, it may be possible to extend SFAE for use in cross-matching

catalogues, with certain alterations. This application is beyond the scope of this
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work, and the method may not be able to provide a complete matching, as matching

between sources in different frequencies may not have a one-to-one relation to each

other. For example, a single detection in one band may match multiple objects

in another band. The changes necessary would involve using different threshold

and distance functions. These would need to use distance, red shift or velocity in

place of frequency. The thresholds applied to determine potential matches and the

weightings applied to different parameters in the distance function would need to

be set depending on the relative errors particular to the catalogues being matched.

SSoFF could be improved by a number of additions. Most notable is support for

different file formats for the image data, such as FITS or HDF5. These are not yet

included because the WALLABY survey has yet to finalise the file format they will

use. With additional file formats the framework could also read in the metadata

of an image, to be used for parameterisation. Additionally, the time taken to read

in file data and the manner in which it varies could be considered in greater detail

in future work. The halo transfer function could be expanded to only copy a user-

specified portion of the halo data. The statistics functions could be expanded to

include median-based statistics functions, for more robust calculations. The voxel

merging code can be improved with the use of a more sophisticated method for

choosing the voxels to merge into a single object.

PGSF can also be improved in a number ways, indeed as a framework SSoFF is

designed to ease the addition of functionality to a source finder. Different analysis

techniques could be used to select voxels. The parameterisation algorithm could be

improved, particularly with the use of metadata, and the confirmation step could

use more complex criteria for its decision making.

The single largest possible improvement that further reduces the processing time

of the program would be would be porting the statistics functions to GPU, as they

are now a more significant proportion of the processing time of the program. The

program could also be adapted to start processing part of a node’s image data while
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the process is still reading the remainder of the image data. This overlap would re-

duce the amount of time the program spends waiting for input, improving the overall

speed. The current implementation could be modified to perform additional work

per node but require less communication between nodes. It is possible, depending

on the hardware used, that this could result in an overall decrease in processing

time.

Another improvement is that the program could be expanded to include auto-

matic configuration functionality to determine the best thread topology, and other

performance parameters, what would save the user from having to determine these

values themselves. Finally, if other algorithms and methods are added to SSoFF

then it may be beneficial to also port these to GPU hardware.

There are other present and upcoming acceleration technologies that may be

considered for use with PGSF. New GPUs in the near future are not expected to use

significantly different architecture, beyond an increase in the number of processing

cores and the amount of memory available. PGSF send the maximum amount of data

to the GPU at a time, so the program will automatically make use of expanding

memory. By processing the maximum amount of data possible the GPU should also

have available an increased amount of work that may be used to keep the additional

processing cores fully occupied. Newer GPUs may need changes to the input pa-

rameters for GPU parallelisation in order to achieve optimum performance. Future

GPUs may also have enhancements that change the performance costs or benefits to

certain techniques, such as coalesced memory accesses. Any such enhancements may

alter the optimum implementation of a kernel, and may also ease the implementation

of other algorithms into SSoFF.

Some devices, sometimes called Accelerated Processing Units (APUs), combine

CPU cores and GPU cores in the same die, both operating from the main mem-

ory. This means that there is no need to transfer data between multiple devices.

However current versions of this type of architecture have significantly reduced com-
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putational performance relative to current GPUs, due to their lower number of GPU

cores. Additionally, because PGSF spends only a small amount of time transferring

data between the GPU and the host system, eliminating this transfer time will not

significantly reduce the overall processing time of the filtering step. Because of

the reduced performance they were not considered for accelerating PGSF. If future

devices have more power PGSF could make use of them through the OpenCL imple-

mentation, although it may need some adjustments depending on the needs of the

different OpenCL platform.

The Intel Many Integrated Core (MIC) chip is a device which contains a large

number simplified CPU cores. These cores have more complicated process- and

memory-control functionality than GPU cores. This functionality would not provide

an increase in the performance relative to GPU for the algorithms used in PGSF,

but they would be easier to program for when implementing different algorithms

for SSoFF. Additionally, they could still provide an increase in PGSF performance

compared to using only CPUs. MICs provide a number of interfaces for programs

to use them, including MPI, OpenMP, OpenCL, and the standard thread and processes

of the Linux operating system. If the user wished to employ MICS to accelerate

PGSF, the program should be able to make use of the MPI and OpenCL interfaces

to accelerate the filtering of the image data, but it may be necessary to write new

implementations or kernels for optimum performance.

With the Scalable Source Finding Framework, I have created an aid for develop-

ing parallel source finding programs that are able to harness the processing power of

supercomputing hardware. This was used to develop the Parallel Gaussian Source

Finder, which analyses images using Gaussian filters. Testing PGSF with the Epic

supercomputer demonstrates that the program is successfully capable of searching

an ASKAP-sized image in significantly less time than the observation. The accuracy

of PGSF was confirmed by testing the program using the Source Finder Accuracy

Evaluator. PGSF was improved by porting the time-consuming filtering process to
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GPU hardware with the CUDA and OpenCL frameworks. The use of GPU acceleration

was able to significantly reduce the time required to search an image, reducing the

amount of computing resources required for source finding.
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Appendix A

Program Code

This appendix contains the filtering code used by PGSF for both the weighted and

unweighted filtering. The code shown here includes the CPU-only implementation,

along with the kernels written for the CUDA and OpenCL platforms. For brevity,

all code relating to memory management, host-device data transfers, and external

program control has been omitted. The CPU filter algorithms are the simplest,

using only the input image and weights data which is convolved with the supplied

filter, and the filtered values stored in the output array. This code also shows the

array data structure used.

The GPU filtering functions are significantly more complicated, as they involve

separate memory spaces, thread management, and platform-specific functionality.

The general organisation of the GPU filtering is shown in Figure 4.9. Both the CUDA

and OpenCL kernels follow the same structure, starting with an outside loop that

iterates over different elements in the image. Supplying starting and ending indices

in the image allows for the kernels to process different portions of the GPU data

across different kernel calls, to avoid being stopped by the watchdog timer. Note

that some additional threads in the z axis may run even if their particular thread

index is outside the specified portion of the image data for that kernel call, because
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these threads are used for loading data into shared memory. The index increment

for the outer loops is based on the total number of threads, so that processing can

be performed with different numbers of threads, and to balance the load across the

cores.

The inner loops of the kernels iterate across the elements of the filter. For each

x and y value in the filter, the z axis data is processed in two parts. First, the

threads in the group load the image and weights data from global memory into

shared memory. In the second part they perform the convolution using the contents

of the shared memory, which is protected by barrier calls. After all of the filter

elements for a voxel have been convolved, the final value is written into the output

array. A check is placed here so that only the threads with indices inside the image

write a value, preventing the threads that are only used for copying data into shared

memory from overwriting other values in the output array.

A limitation exists in the CUDA and OpenCL frameworks concerning block or work

group sizes, where each framework allows the user to specify the size of the block

or work group in three dimensions but current releases of each library only allow

for 64 threads in the z direction. Ideally, the kernels would use the z axis for the

block or work group size because this is the axis along which the groups cooperate,

but the limit of 64 threads is not enough for optimum performance as shown in

Figure 5.17. Therefore, these kernels use the x axis to store the actual block or work

group size. The remaining thread indices, including global sizes and grid sizes, are

also reversed so that they match the block or work group size. Inside the kernels,

the thread indices are swapped back between the x and z directions, so that these

indices match the order of the data access indices.

There are some differences between the implementations of the CUDA and OpenCL

kernels due to the different functionality and interfaces provided by the two plat-

forms. In the CUDA implementation, data stored in constant memory on the GPU

is not passed as an argument to the function. Instead, the kernel accesses them
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through what are effectively global variables on the device. These variables are

shown at the start of the code listing, marked with the __extern__ keyword. The

shared memory buffer is also stored as a separate variable. Because the shared ar-

ray has a dynamic size CUDA requires that the shared memory be specified using

the extern __shared__ keyword on a pointer. If more than one shared variable is

required, then the extra shared memory buffers must be accessed as offsets into the

original shared array.

Additionally, in CUDA separate variables are used to store the size of the filter

array, and the pitch of the filter array. The filter size is used by the kernel to check

the size of the filter being applied. The filter pitch is used for aligned access to

the data values in the GPU’s memory, which are allocated by CUDA’s 3D memory

allocation function.

For the OpenCL implementation of the filtering algorithms, all variables including

constant and shared memory are passed as arguments to the kernel, identified using

the appropriate keywords. The image index that marks where the threads start

processing for that kernel call is also initialised differently. This is because OpenCL

allows the user to specify a starting offset in the host call, which is used in place of

supplying the start position as a kernel argument.

A.1 CPU Filtering

//3D Array data structure

typedef struct{

//start pointer of array data

void *base_array;

//3D pointer chain to easily access data

void *access;

//size of the array in number of values
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int dims[NUM_DIMS];

//start of the data assigned to this process

//also equal to the radius of the of the halo

int start_dims[NUM_DIMS];

//end of the data assigned to this process

int end_dims[NUM_DIMS];

//total number of elements

long count;

//size of each element, in bytes

size_t element_size;

} array_3d;

/**

* convolve the array with a given array of convolution values

* in_array - array of image data values

* out_array - array to store filtered output

* weights - weights values for the image

* filter_array - the filter that is convolved with the image

*/

//weighted filter convolution on CPU

void convolve_3D_weighted(array_3d *in_array, array_3d *out_array,

array_3d *weights, array_3d *filter_array){

float ***restrict filter = (float ***) filter_array->access;

float ***restrict in = (float ***) in_array->access;

float ***restrict out = (float ***) out_array->access;

float ***restrict w = (float ***) weights->access;
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int halo_size[NUM_DIMS];

for (int i = 0; i < NUM_DIMS; i++)

halo_size[i] = filter_array->dims[i]/2;

//for each image value

for (int x = in_array->start_dims[0];

x < in_array->end_dims[0]; x++){

for (int y = in_array->start_dims[1];

y < in_array->end_dims[1]; y++){

for (int z = in_array->start_dims[2];

z < in_array->end_dims[2]; z++){

double sum = 0; //weighted sum of convolved data

double wsum = 0; //sum of the weights

//for each filter value

for (int xo = -halo_size[0]; xo <= halo_size[0]; xo++){

for (int yo = -halo_size[1]; yo <= halo_size[1]; yo++){

for (int zo = -halo_size[2]; zo <= halo_size[2]; zo++){

double fw = w[x + xo][y + yo][z + zo] *

filter[xo + halo_size[0]][yo + halo_size[1]]

[zo + halo_size[2]];

sum += in[x + xo][y + yo][z + zo] * fw;

wsum += fw;

}

}

}

//if all the data in the filter range is masked,

//set the output to zero

out[x][y][z] = wsum != 0 ? sum / wsum : 0;
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}

}

}

}

//Unweighted filter convolution on CPU

void convolve_3D(array_3d *in_array, array_3d *out_array,

array_3d *filter_array){

float ***restrict filter = (float ***) filter_array->access;

float ***restrict in = (float ***) in_array->access;

float ***restrict out = (float ***) out_array->access;

int halo_size[NUM_DIMS];

for (int i = 0; i < NUM_DIMS; i++)

halo_size[i] = filter_array->dims[i]/2;

//for each data value

for (int x = in_array->start_dims[0];

x < in_array->end_dims[0]; x++){

for (int y = in_array->start_dims[1];

y < in_array->end_dims[1]; y++){

for (int z = in_array->start_dims[2];

z < in_array->end_dims[2]; z++){

double sum = 0;

//for each filter value

for (int xo = -halo_size[0]; xo <= halo_size[0]; xo++){

for (int yo = -halo_size[1]; yo <= halo_size[1]; yo++){
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for (int zo = -halo_size[2]; zo <= halo_size[2]; zo++){

sum += in[x + xo][y + yo][z + zo] *

filter[xo + halo_size[0]][yo + halo_size[1]]

[zo + halo_size[2]];

}

}

}

out[x][y][z] = sum;

}

}

}

}

A.2 CUDA Filtering

//convenience macro to access 3D array data

//note the use of the pitch data

#define GET(array, pitch, x, y, z) \

(array)[((x) * (pitch)[0] + (y)) * (pitch)[1] + (z)]

//these macros reverse the dimensions, and

//allow for using (literal) 012 in addition to xyz.

//this converts between the order of the index variables

//and the order of the data

#define IND_x z

#define IND_y y

#define IND_z x

#define IND_0 z
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#define IND_1 y

#define IND_2 x

//convenience macros for reading CUDA thread data

//get the global index along a particular dimension.

#define GLOBAL_ID(dim) GLOBAL_ID_HELPER(IND_##dim)

#define GLOBAL_ID_HELPER(dim) \

(blockIdx.dim * blockDim.dim + threadIdx.dim)

//global thread count in a particular dimension

#define GLOBAL_SIZE(dim) GLOBAL_SIZE_HELPER(IND_##dim)

#define GLOBAL_SIZE_HELPER(dim) (gridDim.dim * blockDim.dim)

//local index in a block, for a particular dimension

#define LOCAL_INDEX(dim) LOCAL_INDEX_HELPER(IND_##dim)

#define LOCAL_INDEX_HELPER(dim) (threadIdx.dim)

//size of a block, in a particular dimension

#define BLOCK_SIZE(dim) BLOCK_SIZE_HELPER(IND_##dim)

#define BLOCK_SIZE_HELPER(dim) (blockDim.dim)

//get the radius of a filter, from its size

#define HALO_SIZE(index) (filter_size_array[index] >> 1)

/*

* These values are stored in the GPU’s constant memory

* So they are accessed as global variables

*/
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//number of dimensions

#define NUM_DIMS 3

//pitch of the input, weights, and output arrays

__constant__ int data_pitch_array[NUM_DIMS - 1];

//pitch for the filter values

__constant__ int filter_pitch_array[NUM_DIMS - 1];

//size of the filter array

__constant__ int filter_size_array[NUM_DIMS];

//starting point to process this kernel call

__constant__ int start_array[NUM_DIMS];

//end point to process this kernel call

__constant__ int end_array[NUM_DIMS];

//macros for the filter data

//the maximum memory is 64KB

#define MAX_CONSTANT_MEM_SIZE (64 * (1 << 10))

//number of elements (ints) used for index arrays

#define INDEX_ELEMENT_COUNT (3 * NUM_DIMS + 2 * (NUM_DIMS - 1))

//the maximum number of (type float) elements in a constant array

#define MAX_CONSTANT_MEM_ELEMENTS \

(MAX_CONSTANT_MEM_SIZE / sizeof(float) - INDEX_ELEMENT_COUNT)

//contents of the filter

__constant__ float filter_data_array[MAX_CONSTANT_MEM_ELEMENTS];

/**

* Convolve image data using a 3D filter
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* input - start of input, image data buffer

* weights - start of weights data buffer

* output - start of output, filtered data buffer

*/

//weighted filter convolution on CUDA

__global__ void convolve_3D_weighted_cuda(float *input,

float *weights, float *output){

//shared buffer for image data

extern __shared__ float shared_buffer[];

//use offset into shared_buffer

//to store shared weights data

float *weights_buffer =

&shared_buffer[blockDim.x + filter_size_array[2] - 1];

const int l = LOCAL_INDEX(z);

const int *filter_size = filter_size_array;

//for each image value

for (int idx = GLOBAL_ID(x) + start_array[0];

idx < end_array[0]; idx += GLOBAL_SIZE(x)){

for (int idy = GLOBAL_ID(y) + start_array[1];

idy < end_array[1]; idy += GLOBAL_SIZE(y)){

for (int idz = GLOBAL_ID(z) + start_array[2];

idz - l < end_array[2]; idz += GLOBAL_SIZE(z)){

double sum = 0.0;

double wsum = 0.0;
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//for each x/y filter value

for (int xo = -HALO_SIZE(0); xo <= HALO_SIZE(0); xo++){

for (int yo = -HALO_SIZE(1); yo <= HALO_SIZE(1); yo++){

//ensure the previous iteration is

//finished with the buffer

__syncthreads();

//load frequency line of image and weights data values

//condition: if this index is inside the amount of data

//to be stored in the buffer AND if the data to be loaded

//exists in the image array

for (int offset = 0;

offset + l < BLOCK_SIZE(z) + filter_size[2] - 1 &&

(idz - HALO_SIZE(2) + offset) <

(end_array[2] + HALO_SIZE(2));

offset += BLOCK_SIZE(z)){

//for the input, the local component is part of idz

shared_buffer[offset + l] =

GET(input, data_pitch_array,

idx + xo, idy + yo, idz - HALO_SIZE(2) + offset);

weights_buffer[offset + l] =

GET(weights, data_pitch_array,

idx + xo, idy + yo, idz - HALO_SIZE(2) + offset);

}
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//ensure the buffer is completely loaded

__syncthreads();

//perform convolution

for (int z = 0; z < filter_size[2]; z++){

sum += shared_buffer[z + l] *

weights_buffer[z + l] * GET(filter_data_array,

filter_pitch_array,

xo + HALO_SIZE(0), yo + HALO_SIZE(1), z);

wsum += weights_buffer[z + l] *

GET(filter_data_array, filter_pitch_array,

xo + HALO_SIZE(0), yo + HALO_SIZE(1), z);

}

}

}

//if all the data in the filter range is masked,

//set the output to zero

if (idz < end_array[2]){

GET(output, data_pitch_array, idx, idy, idz) =

(wsum != 0) ? sum / wsum : 0.0;

}

//end of filter indices

}

}

}

}
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//unweighted filter convolution on CUDA

__global__ void convolve_3D_cuda(float *input, float *output){

extern __shared__ float shared_buffer[];

const int l = LOCAL_INDEX(z);

const int *filter_size = filter_size_array;

//for each image value

for (int idx = GLOBAL_ID(x) + start_array[0];

idx < end_array[0];idx += GLOBAL_SIZE(x)){

for (int idy = GLOBAL_ID(y) + start_array[1];

idy < end_array[1]; idy += GLOBAL_SIZE(y)){

for (int idz = GLOBAL_ID(z) + start_array[2];

idz - l < end_array[2]; idz += GLOBAL_SIZE(z)){

double sum = 0.0;

//for each x/y filter value

for (int xo = -HALO_SIZE(0); xo <= HALO_SIZE(0); xo++){

for (int yo = -HALO_SIZE(1); yo <= HALO_SIZE(1); yo++){

//ensure the previous iteration is

//finished with the buffer

__syncthreads();

//load frequency line of image data values

for (int offset = 0;

offset + l < BLOCK_SIZE(z) + filter_size[2] - 1 &&

(idz - HALO_SIZE(2) + offset) <
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(end_array[2] + HALO_SIZE(2));

offset += BLOCK_SIZE(z)){

//for the input, the local component is part of idz

shared_buffer[offset + l] =

GET(input, data_pitch_array, idx + xo, idy + yo,

idz - HALO_SIZE(2) + offset);

}

//ensure the buffer is completely loaded

__syncthreads();

//perform convolution

for (int z = 0; z < filter_size[2]; z++){

sum += shared_buffer[z + l] *

GET(filter_data_array, filter_pitch_array,

xo + HALO_SIZE(0), yo + HALO_SIZE(1), z);

}

}

}

if (idz < end_array[2]){

GET(output, data_pitch_array, idx, idy, idz) = sum;

}

//end of filter indices

}

}

}

}
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A.3 OpenCL Filtering

//convenience macro to access 3D array data

//using the size of the array

#define GET_3D(arr, sizes, x, y, z) \

arr[((x) * (sizes)[1] + (y)) * (sizes)[2] + (z)]

/**

* Convolve image data using a 3D filter

* data_size - array size of the input, output and weights data

* filter_size - size of the filter used

* max_index - end point of data processing for this kernel call

* in - start of input, image data buffer

* out - start of output, filtered data buffer

* weights - start of weights data buffer

* filter - contents of the filter

* buffer - shared buffer of image data

* weights_buffer - shared buffer of weights data

*/

//weighted filter convolution on OpenCL

__kernel void convolve_3D_weighted_ocl(

__constant int data_size[NUM_DIMS],

__constant int filter_size[NUM_DIMS],

__constant int max_index[NUM_DIMS], __global float *in,

__global float *out, __global float *weights,

__constant float *filter, __local float *buffer,

__local float *weights_buffer){

//image index
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int inds[NUM_DIMS];

//TRUE iff this position is in inside the image

bool in_range = TRUE;

//work group index and size

const int l = get_local_id(0);

const int L = get_local_size(0);

//for each image value

for (inds[0] = get_global_id(2); inds[0] < max_index[0];

inds[0] += get_global_size(2)){

for (inds[1] = get_global_id(1); inds[1] < max_index[1];

inds[1] += get_global_size(1)){

for (inds[2] = get_global_id(0); inds[2] - l < max_index[2];

inds[2] += get_global_size(0)){

in_range = inds[2] < max_index[2];

double sum = 0;

double weights_sum = 0;

//for each x/y filter value

for (int x = 0; x < filter_size[0]; x++){

for (int y = 0; y < filter_size[1]; y++){

//read z line into local buffer

for (int offset = 0;

offset + l < L + filter_size[2] - 1 &&

offset + inds[2] - filter_size[2]/2 < data_size[2];
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offset += L){

buffer[offset + l] =

GET_3D(in, data_size,

inds[0] + x - filter_size[0]/2,

inds[1] + y - filter_size[1]/2,

offset + inds[2] - filter_size[2]/2);

weights_buffer[offset + l] =

GET_3D(weights, data_size,

inds[0] + x - filter_size[0]/2,

inds[1] + y - filter_size[1]/2,

offset + inds[2] - filter_size[2]/2);

}

//wait for transfers to finish

barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);

//use the buffer (if this thread has a value to calculate)

if (in_range){

for (int z = 0; z < filter_size[2]; z++){

double filter_weight = weights_buffer[z + l] *

GET_3D(filter, filter_size, x, y, z);

sum += buffer[z + l] * filter_weight;

weights_sum += filter_weight;

}

}

//wait for the other threads to finish using the buffer,
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//before writing new values to it

barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);

}

}

//if all the data in the filter range is masked,

//set the output to zero

if (in_range){

GET_3D(out, data_size, inds[0], inds[1], inds[2]) =

(weights_sum != 0) ? sum / weights_sum : 0;

}

}

}

}

}

//unweighted filter convolution on OpenCL

__kernel void convolve_3D_ocl(__constant int data_size[NUM_DIMS],

__constant int filter_size[NUM_DIMS],

__constant int max_index[NUM_DIMS], __global float *in,

__global float *out, __constant float *filter,

__local float *buffer){

//image index

int inds[NUM_DIMS];

bool in_range = TRUE;
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//work group index and size

const int l = get_local_id(0);

const int L = get_local_size(0);

//for each image value

for (inds[0] = get_global_id(2); inds[0] < max_index[0];

inds[0] += get_global_size(2)){

for (inds[1] = get_global_id(1); inds[1] < max_index[1];

inds[1] += get_global_size(1)){

for (inds[2] = get_global_id(0); inds[2] - l < max_index[2];

inds[2] += get_global_size(0)){

in_range = inds[2] < max_index[2];

double sum = 0;

//for each x/y filter value

for (int x = 0; x < filter_size[0]; x++){

for (int y = 0; y < filter_size[1]; y++){

//read z line into local buffer

for (int offset = 0;

offset + l < L + filter_size[2] - 1 &&

offset + inds[2] - filter_size[2]/2 < data_size[2];

offset += L){

buffer[offset + l] =

GET_3D(in, data_size, inds[0] + x - filter_size[0]/2,

inds[1] + y - filter_size[1]/2,

offset + inds[2] - filter_size[2]/2);
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}

//wait for transfers to finish

barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);

//use the buffer (if this thread has a value to calculate)

if (in_range){

for (int z = 0; z < filter_size[2]; z++){

sum += buffer[z + l] *

GET_3D(filter, filter_size, x, y, z);

}

}

//wait for the other threads to finish using the buffer,

//before writing new values to it

barrier(CLK_LOCAL_MEM_FENCE);

}

}

//write out the value, if this thread

//calculated a value

if (in_range)

GET_3D(out, data_size, inds[0], inds[1], inds[2]) = sum;

}

}

}

}


